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CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
As disease resistance to antibiotics and other drugs continues togrow at an
alarming rate, natural products chemists are increasingly turningto new sources in the
search for biologically active compounds. One of these reservoirs ofnew, exciting, and
useful chemistry is the marine environment. Although still quiteyoung by many
standards, the field of marine natural products has alreadyproven to be a productive
source for biologically active natural products. From the many compounds isolated from
the marine environment by bioassay guided fractionation,a number have made it to
market, clinical trials, or at least to the stage of preclinical development.
Two of the first marine natural products to find clinicaluse were acyclovir'
(ZoviraxTM) andcytarabine2(Cytostar). Acyclovir is used to treat herpes and
cytarabine is used to treat non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. Both of these compoundswere
isolated in the 1950's when marine natural product chemistrywas still in its infancy.
More recently, an extract from the sea fan Pseudopterogorgia elisabethae whichcontains
the anti-inflammatory compounds named thepseudopterosins,3has made its way to
market in an Estee LauderTM skin care product. Probablyone of the most important class
of compounds from the marine environment to have made the longtrek to being used as a2
NH2 0
H HO1
HN
:o0y
HOO
1 cephalosporin C
drug are the cephalosporins (1).These compounds, produced by a fungus from the
Mediterranean sea, are an important antibiotic used widely throughout the world.
After the approval of the cephalosporins (1) as effective beta-lactam antibiotics
there has was a lag in marine natural products that were being developed into drugs.
However, a number of compounds such as okadaicacid5andbrevetoxin5have been used
as very important biochemical reagents and many others are currently under
development.
Some of the most exciting of these compounds stabilize or inhibit the formation
of microtubules. These compounds include curacinA,6bryostatin 1 (2), dolastatin 10
(3),8discodermolide
(4),9cryptophycin (5).'° CuracinA6isolated fromLyngbya
majuscula and characterized by the Gerwick group, has been shown to inhibit
microtubule formation but due to stability problems has not yet made it to clinical trials.
Another compound, named bryostatin 1 (2) was isolated from the bryozoan Bugula
neritinaliving on the bottom of boats off the coast ofCalifornia.7It is currently involved
in more than twenty clinical trials for the treatment of different types ofcancer including
melanoma, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, and renal cancer. Dolastatin 10(3)8a novel linearpeptide first isolated from the sea hare Dollabella auriculata, but since shown to arise
from cyanobacteria, is also in clinical trials as a treatment for breast and liver cancer,
solid tumors, and leukemia.
"HHo
O H'. OH 4 OH
OH3
2
I0 CH3 OCH CH3O03X
Another metabolite from a deep sea sponge (Discodermia dissolute), discodermolide
(4),9
discovered by Harbor Branch Research labs has also been shown to stabilize
microtubules and is currently undergoing clinical trials sponsored by Novartis
pharmaceuticals. Finally, the peptide cryptophycin A(5),0isolated from the freshwater
algae Nostoc sp., has led to the development of an analog that is also currently in clinical
trials for the treatment of several different types ofcancer.4
5
Besides the compounds already in different stages of clinical trials, others are
being considered for future trials. For example, halichondrin B (6), isolated from the
Japanese sponge Halichondria okadai, had shown promise as a treatment for melanoma
and leukemia and is being considered for clinical trials by the Nd.
OHOH
OH
Isogranulatimide (7), a compound derived from a Brazilian tunicate, is a G2 checkpoint
inhibitor discovered by Anderson and coworkers." It shows high selectivity for p53-
tumor cells over p53+ cells and is easily synthesized. For these reasons, this compound
is also under consideration for clinical trials.NN
Another compound that is easilysynthesized'2and is slated for upcoming clinical trials is
debromohymenialdisine(DBH).'3This compound shows great promise in the treatment
of osteoarthritis and is currently under development by Genzyme TissueRepairTM
Finally, a compound isolated by Fenical and coworkers has shown promiseas a
treatment for vaginal herpes and has recently begun clinical trials. This compound
named cyclomarin A(MarinovirTM)is a cyclic peptide that contains a number of unusual
amino acidresjdues.'4Because of its interesting structure and biological importance, its
biosynthesis by the marine actinomycete bacteria has been studied in detail byour lab.
The results of this study will be the focus of the first chapter of this thesis.
Previously, very little work has been done to study the biosynthesis of compounds
from marine bacteria. This is especially true for peptide natural products from this
source. Besides our labs work on the biosynthesis of cyclomarin A, there has been only
one other report on the biosynthesis of peptides from marine bacteria. In this report,
Moore and Seng were able to show the origin of all the carbons in the salinamide class of
cyclic peptides.'5_sodium [1,2-'3C2J acetate
sodium [1 -'3C] propionate
AL-[methyl-'3C] methionine
.
sodium [1.'3C] isobutyrate
D
sodium 2-methyl-[ I -'3C]butyrate
2-methyl-[ 1- '3C] but-2-enoyl-NAC
thioester
HO
QNT(O
HNH
>=Oo (O
0OH
HHN
NH
0
Figure I.!. Structure and biosynthetic origin of carbons in salinamide A.
At the heart of any structure elucidation or biosynthetic study lays the use of
NMR spectroscopy. Since the first observation of coupling in the 1950's, the field of
NMR has become one of the fastest growing techniques of chemistry and physics. This
explosion of research was due in large part to Jeener's first description ofa two-
dimensional experiment that he gave the acronymCOSY,'6for homonuclear correlated
spectroscopy. Although he presented no data at this meeting, it did not take long before
the first COSY spectrum was reported by the Nobel laureate Richard Ernst who is
considered by many to have made the largest contribution to this rapidly growingfield.17
Not long after the inception of the COSY experiment to deconvolute homonuclear scalar
couplings, Ernst reported the NOESYexperiment'8to analyze homonuclear dipolarcouplings. These two experiments rapidly becamean integral part of any natural product
chemist's tool chest and not long after that, heteronuclear shift correlation experiments
becamecommonplace.'9
After a lag in new developments, NMR was again revolutionized by the
development of proton detected heteronuclear experiments suchas the HMQC
experiment developed by Bax andcoworkers.2°To this date, this experiment is probably
the most widely used experiment for the detection ofone bond 'H-'3C scalar couplings.
Although there were a number of experiments presented in the literatureon the detection
of "long-range" 'H-13C scalar couplings, and many applications of these experimentsto
real world problems, this idea was once again revolutionized with the HMBC experiment
reported by Bax in1986.21This HMBC experiment provided ample suppression of
protons bound to 12C to make this experiment practical for commonuse. In addition, the
sensitivity gains provided by inverse detection has probably made it themost important
tool for the definitive structure characterization of natural products.
The advances in NMR spectroscopy did not stop with the development of inverse
detection; instead the field once again blossomed through the development of actively
shielded pulsed field gradients. This technology allowed selection of the desired
magnetization with virtually complete suppression of unwanted signals. With thisnew
development, a multitude of new and improved NMR experiments became availableand
the selection of NMR experiments continues to grow atan enormous rate. Chapters III-
VIII describe some new NMR experiments that I have developed in collaborationwith
other members of our laboratory. These experimentsencompass a wide range of
applications including the measurement of long-range heteronuclear couplingconstants,the rapid structure elucidation of peptide based natural products, an experiment for the
rapid detection of 13C-'5N pairs useful for biosynthetic experiments, as well as some new
experiments that should find use for the deconvolution and dereplication of natural
products mixtures.
Concurrent with the development of these experiments, a paper was published by
Murata and Matsumori, which outlined a method for the determination of relative
stereochemistry through the combined use of homonuclear coupling constants,
heteronuclear coupling constants, and dipolar couplings. The method, called the J-
configuration analysis, has been demonstrated on the partial or total stereochemical
determination of some of the largest and most complex secondary metabolites ever
isolated. The majority of the stereochemistry for maitotoxin(8)23and the complete
stereochemistry for amphidinol 3
(9)23were determined using this method. This method
has also been applied by our laboratory to the stereochemical analysis of taveuniamide E,
the complex macrolide phormidolide, and most recently, to kalkitoxin (10).8
HO OH
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As previously mentioned, this thesis is broken into three major research foci. The
first project deals with the biosynthesis of cyclomarin A and these effortsare detailed in
chapter II. The second area of pursuit was the development of new NMR experiments to
aid in the structure elucidation of natural products. These effortsare outlined in chapters'
ifi-VIll. Chapter III describes the development and application ofan experiment to aid
in the structure elucidation of peptide type natural products by sorting the homonuclear
spin systems by the heteronuclear chemical shift of the natural isotopic abundance amide
nitrogens. The next chapter also deals with the detection of '5N. In this chapter,a
method describing the rapid and efficient detection of intact15N13C units in biosynthetic
studies is presented. Chapter V describes a new method for the detection of homonuclear
coupling constants from higher order, degenerate, or symmetric spin systems. Following
this, two methods for the determination of long-range heteronuclear couplingconstants is
presented in chapters VI and VII. The eighth chapter describes theuse of diffusion edited
NIMR spectra to deconvolute natural products mixtures. These experiments should also
find wide application in other areas such as combinatorial chemistry of the study of
protein-ligand binding. The third theme of this thesis deals with projects involving
natural products structure elucidation. The structure elucidation of the taveuniamidesand
phormidolide integrate time honored bioassay guided fractionation withnew powerful
NMR techniques to solve the planar and stereochemical structures of the isolated
compounds described in chapters Vifi and IX, respectively.11
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CHAPTER II
BIOSYNTHESIS OF CYCLOMARIN A
Abstract
Biosynthetic feeding experiments of cyclomarin A (4) utilizing '3C and
18
labeled precursors provided a substantial amount of insight into the biosynthetic origins
of this compound. Of all the possible primary precursors, an experiment using [U-13C]
glucose was reasoned to provide the largest amount of information inone feeding
experiment. From this isotopically labeled glucose experiment we were able to conclude
that the 2-amino-3,5-dimethyl-4-hexenoic acid residue was derived from leucine, S-
adenosyl methionine and acetate. Also, we were able to determine that the probable
origin of the backbone of the other amino acid residues was from standard amino acid
biosynthesis. In addition, we were able to show that both N-methylgroups, the 0-methyl
group of 3-MeO-phenylalanine, and the 3-methyl of the 2-amino-3,5-dimethyl-4-
hexenoic acid residue in cyclomarin A were all derived from SAM byas [S-methyl-'3C]-
methionine feeding experiment. Finally, we were able to show that the unusualoxygens
in the epoxide and the hydroxyl group from the prenylated f3-hydroxy tryptophan and the
methoxy oxygen in f3-MeO-phenylalanine were derived from molecular 02,as opposed to
H20, by growing the cyclomarin producing Streptomyces undera partial atmosphere of
180oxygen. I speculate that the hydroxyl group in the s-OH leucine is also derived from
molecular oxygen but that the180label was exchanged with the aqueous medium during14
an aldehyde intermediate in its biosynthesis. An experiment utilizing[1,2,3,4,5,6-2H]-d10
leucine to add evidence to this proposal was unsuccessful due to spectral overlap in the
2HNMRspectrum of cyclomann (4).15
Introduction
Microorganisms collected from marine environments have proven to be a
productive source of biologically active natural products.' In particular, marine isolates of
Streptomycessp. have provided a number of biologically active and biosynthetically
interesting secondary metabolites.' However, much of the biology of these marine
organisms and their secondary metabolites has not been explored in detail. Some of these,
such as the caprolactins (1 and 2), show structural parallels to compounds such as
bengamide B (3) that were once thought to be derived from marine sponges. Besides the
salinamides, and the napthyridinomycins that were briefly discussed in the previous
chapter, other metabolites from marine actinomycetes are interesting from a biosynthetic
point of view. One of these, cyclomarin A (4), has been the subject of biosynthetic
studies in our laboratory.
Caprolactin A (1)R = (CH2)5CH(CH3)2
Caprolactm B (2)R = (CH2)4CH(CH3)CH2CH3
HOCHpH
I
C H3.,.
N
N
0OHOH
CH3(CH2)120
Bengamide B (3)16
In 1992, an estuarine strain of a Streptomyces sp. bacteria was isolated from a
sediment sample collected in Mission Bay, CA.2 This strain, designated CNB-982,
provided an extract that initially showed modest activity in a cytotoxicity assay againsta
human colon cancer cell line (HCT-1 16).2 The only major compounds isolated from this
extract were the cyclic heptapeptides, cyclomarins A, B, and C (4_6).2 These were shown
to possess moderate cytotoxicity against a panel of cancer cell lines (mean1050value
2.6tM).2During subsequent biological testing, it was found that cyclomarin A (4) had
very impressive anti-inflammatory activity (>92% inhibition at 50 tg/ear).3Cyclomarin
A (4) was later selected by PhyteraTM pharmaceuticals for a series of biological tests and
found to also possess potent anti-viral activity. At the present time, cylomarin A (4,
MarinovirTM) is undergoing preliminary clinical trials as a treatment for vaginal herpes.
During the course of the original isolation work and in work performed inour
laboratory, it was found that the CNB-982 organism does not require a saline
environment to grow. However, it does require a saline media to produce the
cyclomarins (1_3).2 The planar structure of cyclomarin A, B, and C (1-3)were
determined using standard NMR methods and the stereochemistrywas determined using
a combination of X-ray crystallography and acid hydrolysis/derivitization followed by
GC-MS analysis.2
Interestingly, a number of structurally related cyclic peptides have been isolated
from terrestrial actinomycete bacteria (7-9). These compounds included the ilamycins (7
and 8) isolated from a culture of Streptomycesislandicus.4In addition to the ilamycins,
another compound was isolated from an unidentified actinomycete and given the
designation K95-5076 (1O).17
All of the amino acid residues in cyclomarin A (4), except for two, showedsome
sort of modification to standard amino acids. Of particular interest werea 8-
hydoxyleucine residue, a 3-methoxyphenyla1anine, and a prenylated 3-
hydroxytryptophan. Even more intriguing was a 2-amino-3 ,5-dimethylhex-4-enoic acid
residue, of which there was no obvious biosynthetic origin. Because of these structurally
intriguing residues, and the biological importance of cyclomarin A (4),we initiated a
study of the biosynthesis of cyclomarin A (4).18
Results and Discussion
Six of the seven amino acid residues in cyclomarin A (4)are immediately
recognizable as being derived from standard amino acids modified by methylation,
prenylation, and/or oxidation. The remaining residue, 2-amino-3,5-dimethyl-4-hexenoic
acid, had a less obvious origin and was the most interesting froma biosynthetic point of
view. Aside from the double bond, its biosynthesis likely involves pre-peptide assembly
steps that, because of its branched nature, are likely analogous to the biosynthesis of
branched chain amino acids isoleucine and valine or leucine (Figure 11.1). Theuse of
enzymes similar to those used in the biosynthesis of branched chain amino acids has only
been reported in the literature on two occasions. These exampleswere for the
biosynthesis off3-methyl-norleucine6and for the harringtone acid side chain of the
cephalotaxine alkaloids.714?)Llit21
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Figure 11.2. Time course production curve for cyclomarin A (4). Area is in arbitrary
units from HPLC chromatograms.
Before any biosynthetic feeding experiments were performed to elucidateor
confirm the origin of these amino acids, it was prudent to performan experiment that
monitored the production of 4 as a function time. This information provided valuable
insight into the timing of feeding isotopically labeledprecursors. It is generally accepted
that feeding of precursors should begin at the onset of production and continue at regular
intervals until a predetermined interval before the organism is harvested. In thisway, a
constant pooi of the labeled precursor can be maintained throughout the production of the
compound of interest, thus maximizing the chances of the labeled compound being
incorporated into the final product. The results of this studyare shown in Figure 11.2.
The first pathway considered was one similar to that for isoleucine (Figure 11.3a).
By analogy to isoleucinebiosynthesis,7leucine is envisioned to undergo transamination22
to a-ketoisocaproic acid followed by condensation with hydroxyethyl-thiamine
pyrophosphate. Next, action of an acetoxyhydroxy acid isomeroreductase, a dihydroxy
acid dehydratase, and an aminotransferase could be envisioned to give 3-
homomethylleucine, (Figure ll.3a).
A second possible route to the 2-amino-3,5-dimethyl-4-hexenoic acid residue is
analogous to leucine biosynthesis (FigureII.3b).8In this pathway, a-ketoisocaproic acid
condenses with acetyl-CoA followed by isomerization and oxidative decarboxylation
(Figure ll.2b). S-adenosyl-L-methionine could then contribute a methylgroup adjacent to
the ketone. This process has been shown to take place in the biosynthesis of
streptonigrin9andindolmycin.1°Transamination would yield 3-homomethylleucine with
a unique labeling pattern. This intermediate could undergo desaturation either pre- or
post- assembly.
Alternatively, a more complex, and less likely pathway could be envisioned. In
this third pathway (Figure 3c), condensation of the isoleucineprecursor a-ketobutyrate
with isobutyryl CoA, which is derived from valine, would yield 3,5-dimethyl-2,4-diketo-
pentanoic acid. Next, reduction, dehydration, and transamination would provide 2-
amino-3,5-dimethyl-4-hexenoic acid as shown in Figure II.3c.23
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Figure 11.3. Three possible biosynthetic pathways to the 2-amino-3,5-dimethyl-4-
hexenoic acid residue. a) Pathway analogous to isoleucine biosynthesis b)Pathway
analogous to leucine biosynthesis c) Pathway utilizing valine biosynthesis intermediates.24
In order to distinguish between these three pathways, a feeding experiment was
designed utilizing[U-'3C]glucose.6This experiment would provide different labeling
patterns for two of the three possible scenarios envisioned for the production of the 2-
amino-3,5-dimethyl-4-hexenoic acid residue. Figure 4 illustrates the two expected
labeling patterns from [U-'3C]glucose for these three proposed pathways to 2-amino-3,5-
dimethyl-4-hexenoic acid. As can be seen, the labeling pattern for the pathway utilizing
leucine, acetate, and methionine (3b) would be differentiated from those utilizing leucine
and pyruvate (3a) or valine and threonine (3c). The labeling patterns of 8 were
determined through a combined use of 1D '3C NIMR (Figures 5a-5e) and 2D 13C-'C
INADEQUATE'3experiments (Figures II.6a-6g).
As shown in Figure 11.7, the labeling pattern of 4 from the [U-'3C6]-D-glucose
feeding experiment was consistent with the pathway analogous to that of leucine
biosynthesis and incorporating SAM and acetate (3b). Further support for this pathway
was provided by a pulsed feeding experiment utilizing [S-methyl-'3C]methionine. The
signals in the '3C NMR spectrum of 4 for the two N-methyl groups, the 0-methylgroup,
and C-24 of the 2-amino-3,5-dimethyl-4-hexenoic acid residue indicatedvery high
incorporation at these positions (2O-25 times natural abundance; Figure 11.8).aLeu + Pyruvate
HO
b
Leu + Acetate
4-Met OH
OH
CVaI+Thr
t
c.
t
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Figure 11.4. Three possible labeling patterns expected from production of 4 ina medium
enriched with [U-'3C6]glucose (see Figure 11.3).26
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Figure 11.5 Expansions from 1D '3C spectrum of 4 from U-13C6]g1ucose feeding
experiment, a) 15-30 ppm b)30-45ppm.27
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feeding experiment. e). 166-174 ppm.29
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Figure 11.6 (continued) Expansions from the iNADEQUATE spectrum of 4 from{U-
13C6]glucose feeding experiment showing '3C-'3C coupled units for individual amino
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C# 'J(Hz) INADEQUATE
1 171.0 0
2 52.9 0
3 68.6 0
4 123.4 71 C-S
5 111.9 71 C-4
6 127.0 - C-Il
7 119.2 -
8 119.8 -
9 122.1
10 113.7 71
II 136.1 56 C-6
12 58.1 - C- 16, C- 15 (JU)
13 57.8 - C-14
44 45.4 29 C-13
15 23.1 38 C- 12(IU)a
16 24.5 38 C-12
t4,5-3-MHL 17 172.5 54 C-18
18 58.1 - C- 17,C- 19(IU)
19 35.5 36 C- 18 (IU)a
20 124.8 0
21 134.4 42 C-23
22 25.7 0
23 18.9 42 C-21
24 18.5 0
N-Me Leu 25 168.4 52 C-26
26 58.6 52 C-25
27 38.9 0
28 25.0 35 C-29
29 22.4 35 C-28
30 23.5 0
N-4-Me 29.6
Vat 31 170.6 55 C-32
32 55.2 55 C-31
33 30.8 35 C-35
34 19.3 0
35 20.0 35 C-33
3-Me0-Phe 36 169.6 50 C-37
37 55.9 50,40 C-36,C-38
38 80.0 40 C-37
39 135.1 74 C-44
40 127.8 -
41 128.3 -
42 128.7 -
43 128.3 -
44 127.8 -
45 57.8 0
N-Me-Ala 46 171.6 55 C-47
47 50.6 55,35 C-46, C-48
48 20.8 35 C-47
ö-H0-Leu 49 168.8 52 C-SO
50 59.3 52 C-49
51 33.1 0
52 33.2 35 C-54
53 66.5 0
54 17.6 35 C-52
N-8-Me 29.2 0
aWeak interunit coupling
Table 11.1. 13C NMR data for cyclomarin A (4) from [U-'3C] glucose feeding.34
The glucose feeding experiment also provided some insight into the stereospecific
nature of the hydroxylation of leucine at C53. '3C-'3C couplings between C52 and C54
were present in 4. However, there was no 13C-'3C coupling observed between C52 and
C53. This indicated that hydroxylation of the methylgroup had occurred
stereospecifically on the pro-S methyl group ofleucine.14
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Figure 11.7. Observed '3C labeling pattern of cyclomarin A (4) from[U-'3C6]glucose
feeding experiment.35
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Figure 11.8. 1D 13C NMR data of 4 from the [S-methyl '3C] methionine feeding
experiment.
A surprising result occurred in the labeling pattern observed for the tryptophan
sidechain. The side chain of tryptophan is normally derived from serine (Figure fl9),13
in which case the three carbon atoms of the side-chain should be incorporatedas an intact
unit from glucose. However, no coupling was observed between Cl and C2or C2 and C3
in 4 (figure II.5b, c). An attempt to incorporate [l-'3C]sennewas also unsuccessful. It
was hypothesized that the basis for this lack of incorporation is that serine, which
contributes to the C-i pool via interconversion to glycine andpyruvate, is so
biosynthetically labile that the '3C label was highly diluted. Therefore,no significant
incorporation from this source could be observed. The pathway for this interconversion
is shown in Figure fl.9. In light of this idea, the experimentwas repeated with twice theamount of enriched serine in the presence of glycine and pyruvate. The hypothesiswas
that if a large pooi of glycine and pyruvatewere available to the organism then the
interconversion to glycine could be inhibited. Unfortunately,once again, no significant
'3C enrichmentwas observed. Also, no new compounds were detected in the extract
when Ile, MeO-Trp, Br-Trp, Ci-Phe, or 2-amino butyric acidwere fed to the fermentation
in an attempt to generate new cyclomarins by directed biosynthesis. In light of these
findings, an experiment was designed to determine if therewas a general bioavailability
problem associated with amino acids other than methionine.
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Although '3C labeled methionine was incorporated quite well into 4, it was not
known whether or not other amino acids would have a problem crossing the cell
membrane. To assess if there was a general problem with transport of amino across the
cell membrane, a feeding experiment utilizingDL [1-'3C] Leu was performed. Itwas
envisioned that leucine, a direct precursor to three of the amino acid residues in 4, would
provide a good indicator of this process. In this experiment,
13incorporation of greater
than 15 times natural abundance was observed in cyclomarin A for all three leucine-
derived residues. This result provided confirmation that there was no general problem
with the bio availability of amino acids and added further evidence to the proposal that the
2-amino-3,5-dimethyl-4-hexenoic acid residue is derived in part from leucine.
Due to the unexpected labeling result for the side chain of tryptophan from the
[U-'3C6]-D-glucose feeding experiment, feeding of '3C-labeled C-3 tiyptophanwas38
deemed necessary. This feeding experiment provided a sample of cyclomarin that
displayed '3C enrichments for the C3 position of 4 approximately 15 times that of natural
isotopic abundance (Figure 11.11). This result indicated that the prenylated-hydroxy-
tryptophan residue most likely was derived from tryptophan. [1-'3C}glycine is
commercially available and relatively inexpensive so we made the decision to attempt to
incorporate this amino acid into 4.c-iof glycine was incorporated into theciposition
of 1 (--2 times natural abundance). Encouraged by this result, we performed a pulsed
feeding experiment with [3-'3c]serine. This'3clabeled serine was modestly
incorporated (-4.5-2 times natural abundance) into the C3 position of tryptophan in 4. In
addition, thec-ipool-derived methyl groups also showed isotopic enrichment ('2 times
natural abundance). These results suggest that the tryptophan residue is derived directly
from normal tryptophan biosynthesis.
3
Figure 11.11. 1D'3c NMRof cyclomarin A (4) from [3-13c]tryptophan feeding
experiment.39
To deduce the source of the oxygen in the unusual oxidized amino acids of 4, an
experiment in which the organism was grown under a partial atmosphere of'80
molecular oxygen was conducted. The180incorporated into 4 induced an a-isotope
induced, upfield shift in the '3C-NMR for the carbons attached to the
18labeled oxygen.
The incorporation of this180label indicates that the particular oxygen is derived from
molecular oxygen as opposed to oxygen obtained from water. As expected, the carbons
attached to the epoxide oxygen, the carbon attached to the hydroxyl group in the
prenylated 3-hydroxytryptophan, and the carbons attached to the methoxy oxygen in the
-methoxyphenylalanine residue, all showed the expected isotope shifts (Figure II. 12).
This result suggested that these oxygens were more than likely derived from a standard
cytochrome P450-type enzymatic oxidation utilizing molecular02.18However, the
carbon attached to the hydroxyl group in the hydroxyleucine moiety showed little or no
evidence of an isotope shifted population. There are several plausible reasons why this
isotope shift is absent.40
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Figure 11.12. 1D13C NMRdata from cyclomarin A (4) produced under a partial
atmosphere of1802All expansions are plotted to the same scale.41
For one, the oxygen could be derived from H20 rather than02.Another
possibility was that the labeled oxygen exchanged with theaqueous medium at the
hydroxy oxidation state. This explanation wouldseem highly unlikely since the10
alcohol should be quite stable and resistant to "wash out" of the18Qoxygen. A more
reasonable explanation is that the oxidation of the leucine methylgroup proceeds through
an aldehyde intermediate. At this aldehyde oxidation state, the180would be very
susceptible to exchange with the aqueous fermentation medium. As shown instructure 4,
one of the structurally similar ilamycins contains a leucine residue with a terminal
aldehyde.4Also, K95-5076 (10) contains a glutarimidering.5This unusual ring could be
formed through condensation of the terminal aldehyde with the adjacent nitrogento form
the glutarimide ringstructure.5One final, and more complicated explanation is thata
desaturase is involved in the oxidation similar to bicyclomycinbiosynthesis.'9An
experiment designed to determine if the hydroxyloxygen could be derived from water
would have been prohibitively expensive, and to our knowledge, wouldsuggest an
unprecedented pathway to hydroxyleucine. Alternatively,we designed an experiment in
whichd,0leucine would be fed to the producing organism in order to further evaluatethis
point.
Theoretically, this feeding experiment would show whetheror not the leucine
proceeds through an aldehyde intermediate by monitoring the lossor retention of
deuterium at the oxidized methyl group as shown in figure 11.13. The hypothesiswas that
if only one deuterium was retained on the hydroxylated carbon, it wouldindicate that the
carbon went through an aldehyde oxidation state intermediate. Ifso, then180label could
have easily been exchanged with theaqueous fermentation medium. On the other hand,42
if two deuteriums were retained at this carbon, it would indicate that the carbon was
hydroxylated directly without ever going through an aldehyde intermediate. To our
chagrin, the d10-leucine incorporated into the hydroxy leucine had resonances which
overlapped in the 92 MHz deuterium spectrum with the 2-amino-3,5-dimethyl-4-
hexenoic acid residue. As a result, it was not possible to obtain a valid relative
integration for the peaks of interest and consequently no conclusion could be drawn from
this experiment. As an alternative method of analyzing the number of deuteriums
attached to this carbon, a multiplicity edited HMQC experiment was also attempted.
However, because the suppression of undesired multiplicities is not 100 percent efficient,
and the fact that the absolute percentage of incorporation was quite low, itwas not
possible to draw a confident conclusion from this data. In addition, the isotopic
enrichment was not high enough to allow for any conclusion based on electrospraymass
spectral data.
D(J(O
HO>)O
HO>L}O
Figure 11.13. Scheme for attempted determination of aldehyde intermediate in the
biosynthesis of -hydroxyleucine.43
To obtain additional confirmation of the biosynthetic origins of the leucine and
phenylalanine residues in cyclomarin A (4), a modified HMBCexperiment20was
performed on (4) from the {U-'3C6] glucose feeding experiment. It was anticipated that
this experiment would also distinguish between the mevalonate and non-mevalonate
pathway2' for the biosynthesis of the prenylgroup attached to the tryptophan residue
(Figure 11.13). The experiment allows detection of 'H's attached to '3C that are long
range coupled by the2J11or3JCHscalar coupling to another '3C labeled position. The
expected long-range'3C-'3Cunits are shown in Figure 11.6. All'3Catoms that were
expected to be derived from the same molecule of glucose were detected except that from
the 3-carbon unit of -methoxyphenylalanine. These latter correlations could not be
determined because the1H-'3Ccorrelation in the modified HMBC spectrum was very
weak. However, the incorporation of this 3-carbon unit was evident from the 1D'3C
NMRof 4 from the[U-'3C6Jglucose feeding experiment. Analysis of the data for the
prenyl group proved to be more complicated.
Experiments from the 1D'3C NMRspectrum and the INADEQUATE experiment
showed that there was a significant amount of "inter-unit" coupling observed between
C15 and C12. The high degree of coupling (25% that ofCl6 to C12) suggested that the
prenylation may not be entirely stereospecific. To make things more confusing,'3C-'3C
couplings were observed from Cl 6 to Cl 3 in the modified HMBC experiment but not
from Cl 5 to Cl 3. Since it is not biosynthetically plausible for the two carbon unit
between Cl 6 and C 12 to derive from the same molecule of glucose as C 13, these
correlations must be from the minor labeling pattern for the molecule which has an intact
two carbon unit incorporated for C15 and C12. In this case, the result suggests that the44
prenyl group is derived in part from the non-mevalonate pathway (Figure 11.13). These
observations led us to the conclusion that both the mevalonate and methylerythritol
pathway are operative in this organism and are involved in the biosynthesis of the prenyl
group in cyclomarin A. A modified 1H-'3C HMBC experiment confirmed this hypothesis.
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Figure 11.14. Overview of labeling patterns expected for the two known pathwaysto
IPP. a) classical mevalonate pathway and b) non-mevalonate pathway.45
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Figure 11.15. Modified 'H-13C data that revealed thepresence of both the mevalonate
(major) and methylerythritol (minor) biosynthetic pathways.
Conclusions. The biosynthetic feeding experiments utilizing '3C and180labeled
precursors performed with a cyclomarin A producing Sterptomyces sp. provided a large
amount of data about the biosynthetic origins of this compound. The first experiment
using [U-13C] glucose provided a tremendous amount of information ina simple feeding
experiment. From this isotopically labeled glucose experimentwe were able to conclude
that the 2-amino-3,5-dimethyl-4-hexenoic acid residuewas derived from leucine, S-
adenosyl methionine and acetate. Also, we were able to determine that the probable
origins of the backbone of the other amino acid residueswere from standard amino acid
biosynthesis. In addition, we were able to show that both N-methylgroups, the 0-methyl
group of 3-methoxy-phenylalanine, and the 3-methyl of the 2-amino-3 ,5-dimethyl-4-46
hexenoic acid residue in cyclomarin A were all derived from SAM by a [met-13C]-
methionine feeding experiment. Finally, we were able to show that the unusualoxygens
in the epoxide and the hydroxyl group from the prenylated f3-hydroxy tryptophan and the
methoxy oxygen in1-methoxy -phenylalanine were derived from molecular02,as
opposed toH20,by growing the cyclomarin producing organism under an atmosphere
partial of180oxygen. Further, I speculate that the hydroxyl group in the 8-hydroxy
leucine is also derived from molecular oxygen but that the180label was exchanged with
the aqueous medium during the intermediate formation of an aldehyde in its biosynthesis.
An experiment utilizing[l,2,3,4,5,6-2H]-d10leucine to further probe this point was
unsuccessful due to spectral overlap in the 2H NMR spectrum of cyclomarin A (4).
Finally, the origin of the prenyl group in cyclomarin A (4) appears to be derived froma
mixed biosynthesis utilizing both the mevalonate and the methylerythritol pathways.47
Experimental
General. NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AM400 instrument operatingat a 'H
NMR resonance frequency of 400.13 MHz and a resonance frequency of 100.61 MHz for
'3C. All other NMR spectrawere recorded on a Bruker DRX600 spectrometer operating
at a proton frequency of 600.077 MHz and a carbon resonance frequency of 150 MHz.
Proton spectra were referenced to 7.26 ppm for residual CHC13. Carbon spectrawere
referenced to 77.0 for CDC13. HPLC was performedon aWatersTMM6000Ausing a
RheodyneTM model 7125 injector andaAlltechTM IJVvariable wavelength detector at
254 nm. All stable isotope precursors were purchased from Cambridge isotope
laboratories except for the [3-'3C] tryptophan acknowledged in reference 14.
General Culture Conditions for CNB982. Streptomyces CNB982was maintained
as 1 ml frozen suspensions comprised of 10% glycerol/Al medium (1% potato starch,
0.4% yeast extract, 0.2% Peptone, and 1% 1 M Tris buffer, pH 8, in 3:1sea water/Milli-Q
water). For production, 25 mL of Al medium in a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flaskwas
inoculated with 1 mL of frozen suspension. After incubation at 23-24°C, 240rpm for 3
d, 100 mL of Al medium in a 500 mL Erlenmeyer flaskwas inoculated with 10 mL of
the 1st stage seed culture this entire seed culturewas then added to 1L of Al medium and
the fermentation was harvested on day 6.
Isolation of Cyclomarin A. In a typical work-up for 1 L fermentation, cellsare
separated from broth by centrifuigation at 10,000g for 10 mm. The broth is extracted
with EtOAc (2 X 800 mL), and the upper layer is driedoverNa2SO4and concentrated to48
dryness to give 35-55 mg of residue. The extract is dissolved/suspended inMeOH/H20
(8:2) and passed through a 500 mg ODS Bond-Elut column, eluting with 3 column
volumes of the same solvent. Purification of the residue by HPLC (10 X 250 mm)YMC-
AQ ODS column, MeOH/H20 (70:30), 5 mL/min gives 3-10mg of cyclomarin A (4) per
liter fermentation.
Iu-'3C6]glucose feeding experiment. A 25 mL solution of1.0 g of [U-'3C6]glucose and
0 g of D-glucose was pulse fed in 5 ml aliquots at 48, 62, 73, 88, and 96 h toa 1 L
production of CNB-982 under normal culture conditions. The fermentationwas
harvested on day 6 and 1 was isolated according to standard procedures.
L-[S-methyl-'3Clmethionine feeding experiment. A 5 mL solution of 52.5mg of L-[S-
methyl-'3C]methioninewas sterile filtered. Aliquots of I mL each were added to a 1 L
production culture at 48, 60, 72, 85, and 94 h. The fermentationwas harvested on day 6
and 9 was isolated according to standard procedures.
DL-[l-'3CJserine experiment 1. A 5 mL solution of 47.9mg of DL-[1-'3C]serine was
sterile filtered. Aliquots of 1 mL each were added to a 1 L production cultureat 48, 60,
72, 85, and 94 h. The fermentation was harvested on day 6 and 4was isolated according
to standard procedures.
DL-I1-'3Cjserine Experiment 2. A 5 mL solution of 100mg of the labeled amino acid,
160 mg of glycine, and 160 mg of sodium pyruvatewere sterile filtered. Aliquots of 149
mL each were added to a 1 L production culture at 48, 60, 72, 85, and 96 h. The
fermentation was harvested on day 6 and 3 was isolated according to standard
procedures.
Isoleucine, 3-methoxytryptophan, bromotryptophan, chiorophenyalanine, and 2-
aminobutyric acid feeding experiments. The individual amino acids (100 mg)were
suspended in 10 mL of water and iN HCI was added dropwise until dissolution occurred.
The solution was concentrated to drynessinvacuo, dissolved in 5 mL of water and sterile
filtered, Aliquots of 1 mL each were added to a 1 L production cultureat 43, 56, 68, 81,
and 92 h. The fermentations were harvested on day 6 and 1was isolated according to
standard procedures. hi all cases from feeding any of the above amino acids therewere
no new cyclomarin analogs produced in detectable quantity by HPLC with UV detection
at 254 nm.
DL-[l-'3C]leucine. DL-[1-13C]leucine (100 mg)was suspended in 10
mL of water and iN HCI was added dropwise until dissolution occurred. The solution
was concentrated to drynessinvacuo, dissolved in 5 mL of water and sterile filtered,
Aliquots of 1 mL each were added to a 1 L production culture at 43, 56, 68, 81, and 92 h.
The fermentation was harvested on day 6 and 4 was isolated accordingto standard
procedures.
DL-[3-'3Cjtrpyptophan. (90.1 mg)was suspended in 10 ml of water and 1 N HCI was
added dropwise until dissolution occurred. The solutionwas concentrated to drynessin50
vacuo, dissolved in 5 ml of water and sterile filtered. Aliquots of 1 ml each were added
to a 1 L production culture at 40, 52, 64, 76, and 88 h. The fermentation was harvested
on day 6 and 4 was isolated according to standard procedures.
I1-'3Clglycine feeding experiment. A 5 ml solution of [1-13C] glycine (50.0mg) was
sterile filtered. Aliquots of 1 mL each were added to a 1 L production culture at 48, 60,
72, 85, and 94 h. The fermentation was harvested on day 6 and 4 was isolated according
to standard procedures.
DL-[3-13Cjserine feeding experiment. A 5 ml solution of DL-[3-'3C] serine(50.0 mg)
was sterile filtered. Aliquots of 1 mL each were added to a 1 L production culture at 48,
60, 72, 85, and 94 h. The fermentation was harvested on day 6 and 4 was isolated
according to standard procedures.
1802experiment. Cyclomarin A was cultured in the normal way except that itwas
grown under air for the first 3 days, After that, it was sealed under an atmosphereof1 802
without purging the original air. The fermentation was harvestedon day 6 and 4 was
isolated according to standard procedures.
12,3,4,5,6-2Hiolleucine feeding experiment. A 5 ml solution of [2,3,4,5,6-2H10]leucine
(50 mg) of the amino acid was sterile filtered. Aliquots of 1 mL eachwere added to a 1 L
production culture at 48, 60, 72, 85, and 94 h. The fermentationwas harvested on day 6
and 4 was isolated according to standard procedures.51
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CHAPTER III
1H-'5N PEP-TOCSY for The StructureElucidation of
Naturally Occurring Peptide Natural Products
Abstract
The application of 1H-'5N PEP-HSQC-TOCSY at natural abundancewas
demonstrated on a 13 mM sample (0.048 mM '5N/position) of the biologically active
linear tetra-decapeptide bombesin (MW=l 619.9)as a way to expedite the structural
characterization of peptidic natural products.54
Introduction
Naturally occurring peptides have become a topic of interest formany natural
products chemistry laboratories owing to their interesting biological activities, suchas
antimicrobial, cytotoxic, and immunosuppressive, and their complex molecular
structures."2However, the elucidation of these complex structures is often quite
challenging due to spectral overlap of the 1HN protons, the 'H' protons and carbons,and
aliphatic resonances in the N1VIR spectrum. This is especially true in peptidescontaining
several aliphatic amino acid residues. Previously,a common approach to this problem
was the methodical and reiterative analysis of 'H-'H TOCSY, 'H-'H COSY, HMQCor
HSQC, and HMBC data, a time consuming and tediousprocess. An improvement to this
strategy has been provided by application of 'H-'3CHMQC-TOCSY,3or 'H-'3C HSQC-
TOCSY4experiments in an effort to resolve overlapping proton resonances, sorting them
by their respective carbon chemical shift. Unfortunately,many peptides contain multiple
aliphatic amino acids and exhibit multiple conformations in solution. Thechemical shifts
of the a-carbons as well as many of the carbons in the side chains of thesealiphatic
amino acids are still quite congested, rendering the 'H-'3C heteronuclear-TOCSY
experiments of little help. Herein we propose and demonstratea different approach to
this problem which takes advantage of the larger spectral dispersion ofas compared
to that of 'H and'3C.5The fact that nitrogen atoms appear at regular intervals throughout
any peptide and have a chemical shift range of 20-50 ppm makes them ideal reference
points in the backbone of a peptide. By contrast, a-carbons, the major focusof the above
'3C-edited experiments,appear with the same regularity in peptides but normally
comprise a much narrower chemical shiftrange of only 5-10 ppm.55
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Figure 111.1. Structure of bombesin (1).56
Results and Discussion
Previously, detection of '5N at natural abundance was not routinely
possible because of the low receptivity of '5N (2.2 x 102 as compared to'3C).6This
problem has been reduced dramatically by the use of high field strengths (500 MHz and
greater), the greater field stability of modern spectrometers, and especially by theuse of
pulsed field gradients which eliminatet1noise from a 2D spectrum. This allows the
acquisition of data with much higher overall S/N than was previously possibleeven with
the normal 50% loss in sensitivity associated with the use of pulsed field gradients. In
large part, the gain in sensitivity is because the receiver gain can be increased in theB0
field gradient-based experiments. Additionally, Rance and co-workers deviseda method
of recovering up to a 'square root of two' of the lost sensitivity by incorporatingan
additional refocusing section at the end of the sequence which preserves both orthogonal
N and P type pathways resulting from the phase modulatedexperiment.7Moreover, the
sensitivity gains through the use of inverse detection of' 5Nare even higher than those
associated with '3C because of the larger magnetogyric ratio between 'H and'5N.8
The inverse detection ofat natural abundance has been demonstrated by
Martin and Crouch,
9aFukuzawa, Matsunaga, and Fusetani,
9band others,
9c,d, ethrough
the use of 'H-'5N HMBC for the structure elucidation of alkaloids and byour lab for the
sequential analysis of a novel linear peptide and an anti-inflammatory cyclic peptide.9' g
However, most of the applications reported for these experiments, excluding the latter
two, were on samples with a concentration of > 100 mM.9h1
Here we demonstrate another application of inverse detected '5N NMR
spectroscopy through the use of an HSQC experiment with sensitivity improvement by57
preservation of equivalent pathways(PEP)7coupled with homonuclear isotropic mixing
provided by the DJPSI-2 sequence (Figure 2).b0 In effect, this experiment provides
TOCSY transfer originating from IHN spin to the lHa spin and continuing through the
sidechain 'H spin system of the constituent amino acid. Each of these TOCSY spin
systems is sorted by the chemical shift of the '5N atom attached to IHN. Because of the
relatively large spectral dispersion of '5N, the chemical shifts of these amide nitrogensare
almost always resolved even in molecules as large as medium sized proteins (e.g.
ubiquitin -8.5 kD)." This technique provides an ideal way to analyze the chemical shift
and connectivity of the often overlapped protons in the backbone and side chains ofa
peptide. The utility of the 'H-'5N HSQC-TOCSY experiment has been demonstrated by
its use in the assignment of '5N-labeled medium sizedproteins,'2but up until now its use
in the structure elucidation of natural products at '5N natural abundance has not been
realized.
The experiment is demonstrated here by complete 'H spectral assignmentas well
as the assignment of all protonated carbons and nitrogens in bombesin (1). Bombesin is a
neuroactive peptide first isolated from amphibianskin'3and subsequently shown to be a
potent growth factor for human small-cell lung-carcinoma celllines.14The H chemical
shifts for bombesin in DMSO-d6 were first published in l984' and later revised in 1988
but with an incomplete assignment of the sidechainprotons.16Herein we report further
revision and clarification of the 'H shifts as well as the complete assignment of the
observable protonated '3C and '5N resonances in bombesin dissolved in DMSO-d6 (Table
111.1).
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As can be seen in the data presented below, it is possible to assign the backbone side
chain protons of each amino acid simply by starting with the correlation of each
particular IHN and following the spin system along theF2dimension (Figure 111.3, 111.4).
Most amino acids will have a characteristic set of correlations, facilitating their
identification (Figure 111.3). As shown in Figure 3, virtually all expected TOCSY
correlations for the 14 amino acids are present with the exception of the side chain
protons of p-Glu. This can be attributed to the very small coupling between IHa and
as evidenced by a singlet observed for theIHUresonance.17Also, the 13 proton of
valine and the 'H of the leucine residues are of rather small intensity because of the
highly coupled multiplet pattern of the 'H resonance which decreases the magnitude of
the response for these signals. Precise 'H chemical shiftscan be easily obtained for each
residue from slices extracted along theF2dimension (Figure 111.4). The complete 'H,
'3C, and '5N shifts of bombesinare shown in Table 111.1. By these experiments, we note
significant revisions (> 0.05 ppm) in the assigned chemical shifts (relative to those
published in reference 16) for protons at positions Gln-2 HN; Arg-3 H and (H1)2; Trp-8
H and He'; Gly-1 1 Ha; His-12 H, H2, and HE1; Leu-13 H1; and Met-14H1.
Additionally, we have assigned 'H NMR shifts for several of the aromatic protons in Trp-
8 (H2, Hi2, H3, Hc3) for the first time.ppm
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Figure 111.2. a) 1H-'5N PEP-HSQC-TOCSY spectrum of bombesin (1). b) Expansionof
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Conclusion
This experiment provides a valuable new tool for elucidating thestructure of complicated
peptide natural products. It should be noted that itcan be usefully applied to any
compound that contains a protonated nitrogen, suchas most aliphatic or alicyclic
alkaloids. Once this experiment is correctly setup on a NMR spectrometer (e.g. pulse
widths determined and delays optimized), it requires little further optimizationand can
therefore be used in a transparent manner to the routineuser.
x x xY 42 X X y X x x
aq H
'H(/H HAH DIPSh2 IA
I
x 02 02 X 03 x
ti
WALTZ-16
Figure 111.4. Pulse sequence for 'H-15N PEP-HSQC-TOCSY.Narrow bars indicate a
90° pulse, wide bars indicatea1800 pulse, and thecross-hatched bar indicates a 2.5 msec
high power trim pulse (4i = x,-x; 42 = x, x, -x, -x; 4 = y, y, -y, -y; aq. = x, -x, -x, x).62
Residue Position" 'H (Ref 16) 'H "C (ppm) "N ResiduePosition" 'H (Ref 16)'H "C (ppm) '"N
(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm)
p-Gb-I H 7 79 7 79 Trp_8 H" 8 I 8 09
N" 1158 N" 112.3
H" 405 4.07 55.4 H" 4.49 447 53.!
221 2.22 25 300 3 17 265
H 189 186 251 148 300 302 265
(H"), 2. 2. I2 29.2 C7 110.0
H"' 7.09 7.15 1234
GIn-2 11" 8.13 819 C"2 136 I
NH 1126 N"' 125.8
H" 421 4.23 518 H"' 1079 1077
I 87 1.86 271 C"2 127.2
H8 173 1.75 271 H' 73! 1110
(H"), 210 2.11 308 II" 704 1206
C" 173.8 H' 696 118.0
II' 6.78 H"' 7.55 1180
H" 726
N"' 1033 AIa-9 H"' 7.90 7.88
N" 115.4
Arg-3 H" 8 19 8.06 H" 435 433 478
N" 1132 (H8)3 1 21 I 24 168
H" 4.28 4.29 52 0
148 153 1.67 284 VI-10 H" 760 759
1.53 1.54 284 N" 108.2
(H"), 1.54 1.48 24.3 H" 4.12 411 57.9
(H")2 3 07 3 08 40 0 H8 I 98 I 99 304
H" 7.48 7.54 (817), 0.86 0.82 17.4
N" 79 6 (l47) 0 84 0 85 18.5
C 1569
Gly-Il H" 820 819
Leu-4 H" 796 7.96 N" 100.6
N" 1140 H" 3.77 377 579
H" 4 30 4.32 50 4 H'" 3.77 3.67 57 9
(118), 144 148 398
H" I 58 1.62 23.5 His-12" H"' 8 14 8.11
(H"), 0.85 0.87 209 N" 109.9
(112), 082 0.82 20.9 H" 4.6! 462 50.9
3.08 309 265
GIy-5 H" 8.20 8.20 3 08 2 96 26 5
N" 1029 C' 1290
H" 3 77 3.77 41 8 n"' 7 16 7 33 1164
H" 369 3.66 41 8 H"' 727 8.95 133 1
Asn-6 H" 8 II 8.12 Leu-13 II"" 8.13 8.13
N" 1116 N" 114.4
H" 4 57 4.59 49.5 H" 4.25 4.26 50 7
H8 2 56 2 37 37 I (118) 1 49 I 49 404
148 2.44 2.46 37.1 H" 1 56 1.63 23.5
C" 171 4 (H"), 0.89 089 22 5
H" 7 06 (11"), 0.85 0 85 22 5
H" 7,52
N"' 1057 Met-14 H" 8.07 8.19
N" 1125
Gin-i H"' 8.28 8.29 H" 4.28 4.28 5! 6
N" 113.6 148 1.94 192 31.2
H" 408 4.08 53.0 H8 I 79 I 78 3! 2
148 1 82 I 82 26 5 H" 2 42 2 46 28.9
H" I 68 1.67 26.5 H'" 237 242 289
(H"), 2.03 2.03 30.7 (H"), 2.05 2.05 14 2
C" 1734
11" 6.78 C° 1724
H" 7.16 H"' 7.07
N"' 103.6 H" 7.27
NH 994
Table 111.1. NMR data for bombesin (1).63
Experimental
The sample was prepared by dissolving 10 mg bombesin (MW=1619.9 American
Peptide Company, Inc.) as the TFA salt in 460}.1l99.9% DMSO-d6 to give a final
concentration of 13 mM (0.048 mM '5N per position). The 'H-15N PEP-HSQC-TOCSY
shown was recorded on a Bruker DRX 600 witha 5 mm 'H-X inverse probe at 298 K
using the standard Bruker pulse program "invidigssi" modified by the addition ofa 50
tsec delay at the end of the isotropic mixing period. The 900 pulse widths were 35.0 ps
for '5N and 7.5 ts for 'H. Gradient values were set to ratios of 80: 8 : 80 : -8
respectively in the PEP-HSQC segment of the sequence. These values should be
acceptable if one uses ratios of 80: 20.1: 80: -20.1 for 'H-'3C PEP-HSQC using double
inept transfer. The echo-antiecho method was used to provide fully phase sensitive
data.2°TheF1spectral window was set from 75-130 ppm and the datawere acquired
with 288 scans pert1increment for a total of 198 increments and a total experiment time
of 10 hr. The relaxation delay was 1 s and the acquisition time inF2was 132 ms. Waltz-
16 decoupling was used for decoupling during acquistion. An 80ms mixing time was
used for the DIPSI-2 isotropic mixing sequence. TheF1dimension was linear predicted
to 512 points and zero filled to a total of 1 K points. In theF2dimension, 2 K data points
were acquired and processed. Data were processed using a 90° phase shiftedsin2
apodization in both dimensions. Further work has shown thata spectrum comparable to
that presented in figures 3 and 4 could be acquiredon a 10 mmol sample in3 hrs with
no special considerations other than an inverse detected probe (128 scans per increment
with a total of 64 increments and a sweep width of 60ppm in F,). These experiment64
times could be shortened even further by the use of Shigemi® microcellsor by the use of
an inverse detected microprobe or Varian's gXHNanoprobe®.65
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CHAPTER IV
Modified 'H-'5N HMBC for Biosynthetic Studies
Abstract
A new NrvlR experiment is presented for the detection of intact '3C-'5N units in
biosynthetic studies. Its use is demonstrated through a feeding experiment utilizing [2-
'3C,'5N]glycine which confirmed the origin of the thiazole ring inthe marine
cyanobacterial metabolite barbamide as originating from cysteine.68
Introduction
A Curacao collection of the marine cyanobactenumLyngbya majusculahas yielded
several structurally-intriguing and biologically-active natural products, including the
antitumor compound curacin A,' the exceedingly ichthyotoxic metaboliteantillatoxin,2
and the molluscicidal substance barbamide (1).Barbamide contains several very
interesting structural motifs that have stimulated our interest into its biosynthetic origins.
For example, our examination of the origin of barbamide's trichloromethylgroup
provided insight into the nature of the halogenation process in thisprokaryote.4Another
structural feature of interest in barbamide is the thiazole ring which likely derives from
condensation of the amino acids cysteine and phenylalanine. However, direct
examination of this hypothesis is problematic as isotopically labeled cysteine isvery
expensive, is metabolically labile, and is likely toxic to theorganism.5These concerns
prompted us to explore other approaches to provide informationon the origin of the
thiazole moiety in barbamide (1, Figure P1.1).69
Results and Discussion
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Figure IV.1. Structure of barbamide (1) indicating origin of most biosynthetic units.
Because cysteine metabolically derives from serine, a feeding experiment
utilizing this latter amino acid was attempted. Unfortunately, serinewas toxic to the
organism.5Conceived as an alternative to feeding cysteine or serine,we reasoned that
glycine (e.g. [2-'3C, 15N] glycine), the metabolic precursor of serine and cysteine, might
be better tolerated by this organism (FigureIV.2).6While conversion of glycine into
cysteine involves loss of C-i as CO2, the C-2 carbon and nitrogen atomare incorporated
intact into cysteine. Hence, observation of intact incorporation of the 13C-15N doubly
labeled glycine fragment would provide strong evidence fora cysteine origin to the
thiazole ring of barbamide. Detection of intact '3C-'5N bond incorporation has been used
previously in studying the biosynthesis of alkaloids and other amino acid derivednatural
products.6'7OH
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Figure IV.2. Metabolic relationship of glycine, serine, and cysteine.
However, there are a number of challenges involved in the detection of intact
13
'5N bonds. The mostcommon method has been to directly observe one bond '3C-'5N
couplings in the 1D '5N NMRspectrum.7This method is plagued by the low
magnetogyric ratio, low natural abundance, long spin lattice relaxation, and negative
NOE effect of '5N. Alternatively, the one bond '3C-'5N couplings have been analyzed in
the 1D '3C NMRspectrum.6This requires that enough biosynthetically labeled material
be available to acquire sufficient S/N to confidently assign these relatively small satellite
peaks. Additionally, because '3C' 5N coupling constants are quite small (usually 2-10
Hz), any spurious peaks, such as those produced from longrange inter-unit '3C-'3C
couplings (2-10 Hz) or from multiple conformations of the molecule under analysis,can
make their detection difficult. For example, in the current case of barbamide (1)
biosynthetically labeled from [2-'3C, '5N]glycine, both of these problemswere realized.
First, C-2 of glycine contributes to the C-I pool which is used in turn toconvert glycine
into serine and in doing so enriches C-3 of serine/cysteine (Figure W.2); second,
barbamide (1) exists in two different N-methyl amideconformations.3In summary, use71
of 1D '3C NMR spectroscopy to detect heteronuclear couplings in biosynthetically
labeled samples can be both time consuming and equivocal.
Our proposal for the origin of the thiazole ring of barbamide involvesan N-
methylated Phe-Cys dipeptide in which the Cys sulfur condenses with the Phe carbonyl,
dehydrates, and decarboxylates to form the aromatic ring (Figure IV.3). To this end,
feeding experiments with [3-13C]phenylalanine (83 mg, 3x 1.0 L) showed an expected
enhancement in C-8 of barbamide (219%). Next, [2-13C, '5N] glycinewas administered
on days 3, 6, and 8 to 1 L of barbamide-producing L. majuscula in culture (75 mg to each
of 3 flasks), cultured for 10 days, the alga harvested and the barbamide isolated. Ifour
hypothesis was correct, we expected intact incorporation ofa 13C-'5N unit between the C-
17 and N-15 positions of barbamide (Figures IV.2 and P1.3). Improvement in the
detection of this intact incorporation was obtained in twoways. First, the N-methyl
amide rotamer population in barbamide was modified froman unfavorable 3:1 ratio in
DMSO-d6at 298 K to a more favorable 5:1 ratio intoluene-d8at 305 K. Second, we
developed a new method for observing the coupling within intact '3C-15N units basedon
a modification of the HMBC experiment, a modification that should find broad
applicability in assessing the incorporation of intact bonds from biosyntheticprecursors
to natural products.NH3
HN H
SH
-OOC
H\
CO2
NH3*
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Figure IV.3. Proposed biosynthetic pathway of the "dolaphenine" portion of barbamide.
This new method of detecting 13C5N couplings is based ona method proposed
by Seto, Watanabe, and Furihata for the detection of long range '3C-13C couplings,a
method they used to discriminate between incorporation patterns indicative of the
mevalonate and non-mevalonatepathway.8As in Seto's experiment, our method relies
on an HMBC pulse sequence with no low-pass1JCHfilter. In our experiment, the
indirectly observed nucleus is'5N.9Protons attached to '3C will be split by the'Jc11
coupling of 160-2 10 Hz for ansp2hybridized carbon. In the case of the incorporation of
13C-'5N doubly labeledprecursors (formed via the route shown in Figure P1.2), the
proton that resides on the '3C-labeled glycine-denved carbon will appear asa doublet of
Ca. 180 Hz. When this proton long-range couples to the thiazole 15N, a Ca. 180 Hz
doublet will be observed in the GHINMBC spectrum at the nitrogen chemical shift. In
contrast, if C-17 of the thiazole is unlabeled (12C), the correlation of H-17 to nitrogen will
give rise to an apparent singlet at the H- 17 chemical shift. Both of these long-range
correlation pathways are observed in the spectrum presented in Figure P1.4, confirming
the incorporation of doubly 13C-'5N-labeled glycine. Other protons long-range coupledto73
the two nitrogen resonances of barbamide (1) include H-18 to thiazoleN and H-7to both
thiazole-N and Phe-N. Since C-18 derives from the C-i pool, itserves as an internal
standard to confirm that the C-17-15N coupling does not originate from excessiverandom
13C enrichment at that position. To improve sensitivity andin consideration of the large
spectral dispersion of '5N, no initial TANGO or BIRD building block is incorporated
before the HMBC pulse sequence.
1HV\
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15N
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one bond1H\
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3c15N
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Li
Figure IV.4. a) Schematic representation of the expected coupling patterns from the
modified G}ThJMBC experiment. b) Expansion of the spectrum acquired for barbamide
(1) biosynthetically labeled from [2-13C, '5N]glycine (see discussion in text).74
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Figure IV.5. GHNMBC pulse sequence used to detect intact '3C-'5N bond incorporation
from [2-13C, 15N]glycine into barbamide (1)(40, 2;2= 0, 0, 2, 2; 4R = 0, 2, 0, 2, 2, 0,
2, 0).
As shown above in Figure 4, this NMR method provides an unambiguous result
that does not require the interpretation of small '3C-'5N coupling constants. In thecase of
barbamide (1), a coupling between C-17 and N-15 was detected, indicating intact bond
incorporation consistent with a glycine > serine > cysteine origin (figure 2). Because the
C-i pooi was substantially enriched in 13C from the applied [2)3C, '5Njglycine, the side
chain of serine and cysteine, which derives from the C-i pooi, was also substantially
enriched. In turn, this led to an observed 13C-enrichment at C-18 in barbamide (1).
Overall, these results are consistent with our hypothesis that the thiazole ring derives
from a decarboxylated cysteine residue that condenses with the C-i carbonyl carbon of
phenylalanine (figure P1.3).
Conclusions. The data for this GHNIMBC experiment were acquired ina relatively short
experiment time (ca. 1 hr), partly because of the isotopic labeling of 15N provided by the
feeding experiment, and partly because of the large magnetogyric ratio between 1H and
15N and the large spectral dispersion of '5N. Additionally, the modifiedGHNMBC75
experiment is relatively facile to program and can subsequently be used ina
straightforward manner. This method should find broad applications in biosynthetic
studies of alkaloids and other amino acid-derived natural products.
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Figure IV.6. Expansion of 'H-15N spectrum of barbamide (1) from[2-'3C,'5N]glycine
feeding experiment.76
Experimental
General. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recordedon a a Bruker
DRX600 spectrometer operating at a proton frequency of 600.01 MHz. Proton spectra
were referenced to 2.50 ppm and 2.09 ppm for DMSO-d6 and toluene-dg, respectively.
Carbon spectra were referenced to 39.51 ppm for DMSO-d6 and 20.4ppm for toluene-
dg. High- performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) utilized Waters M6000Aor
Waters 505 pumps, a Rheodyne 7125 injector, and a Waters Lambda-Max 480 LC
spectrophotometer or Photodiode Array Detector model 996. Merck aluminum-backed
thin layer chromatography (TLC) sheets (silica gel60254) were used for TLC. Vacuum
liquid chromatography (VLC) was performed with Merck Silica Gel G for TLCor with
Baker Bonded Phase- ODS.
Culture Conditions and Isolation Procedure. 3g ofL. majusculestrain 19L was
inoculated into a 2.8-L Fernbach flask containing 1 L of SVTBG 11 medium.
The culture was grown at 28°C under uniform illumination (4.67 limol photon s'
aerated, and equilibrated for 3 days prior to addition of isotopically labeledprecursors.
Cultures ofL. majusculewere harvested 10 days after inoculation, blotted dry, weighed,
and repetitively extracted with 2:1 CH2Cl2!MeOH. The filtered organicextracts were
driedin vacuo,weighed, and applied to silica gel columns (1.5cm LD. x 15 cm) in 5%
EtOAc/hexanes, and eluted with a stepped gradient elution of 5% EtOActo 100%
EtOAc. Fractions containing barbamide (eluted with 50% EtOAc/hexanes)were further
fractionated by reverse phase VLC using a gradient of 60% MeOH/H20to 100% MeOH.
The fractions eluting with 80% MeOH (barbamide containing fractions)were subjected
to a final purification by ODS-HPLC [Phenomenex Spherisorb ODS (2), 4:1 MeOH/H20
with a flow rate of 3 mI/mm and UV detection at 254 nm]to give pure barbamide (1).'IA
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CHAPTER V
BIRD Experiment for the Analysis of Symmetric, Degenerate
or Higher Order Spin Systems
Abstract
A method is presented which allows for the convenient and reliable determination of 'H-
'H NMR coupling constants in higher orderor symmetrically coupled spin systems. The
method can be applied on any programmable FT-NMR spectrometer and is demonstrated
here on tmol quantities of sample in a standard 5 mm NMR tube.79
Introduction
'H-'H NMR coupling constantsare used extensively for establishing
configurations and conformations of natural products. Unfortunately, these valuesare
not readily attainable for resonances that are isochronous, or nearly isochronous, and
scalar coupled to each other, due to the resulting complex higher order couplingpatterns.
The classical approach for determining coupling constants under these circumstances is
to observe the '3C satellite peaks in a normal 1H NIMRspectrum.1At natural isotopic
abundance the satellite peaks contain coupling information of protons attached to as
they are coupled to other protons not attached to '3C (e.g. '2C atoms). Therefore,as a
simple example, anA2system for the 'Hs on '2C will appear as an AMX system in the
satellites, with '3C as the X component. However, this procedure hasa severe dynamic
range problem because only 1.1%
(13C natural abundance) of the 'Hs in the moleculeare
being observed. The large dynamic range precludes theuse of a high receiver gain and as
a result, only concentrated samples can be analyzed without extremely long acquisition
times to obtain an acceptable signal to noise ratio (S/N) for the determination.
Additionally, the coupling patterns in the satellite peaks can still be quite complex dueto
other couplings. These factors generally make the method impractical for natural product
chemists because of the small amounts of sample thatare typically isolated for
characterization.
As alternatives to the classical method, other approaches basedon HMQC- or
HSQC-type experiments have been proposed for analysis of these complicated spin80
systems. Although these experiments are valuable for analyzing systems that are simply
isochronous or symmetrical, they are not capable of deconvoluting multiplets which
contain more complexsplittings.2One other interesting method, termed SAPHIR HSQC-
TOCSY, was proposed which requires the acquisition of a full 2D HSQC-TOCSY
experiment and employs a complicated selective composite pulse decoupling scheme
along with band selective 13Cexcitation.3Although useful if there are many overlapped
olefinic proton signals present in a spectrum, this experiment is not practical in terms of
S/N and lacks simplicity for routine use by non-NMR specialists. In this chapter I
describe a method to measure 'H-1H couplings that circumvents these problems.81
Results and Discussion
The method that I propose utilizes a simple BIRD (BIlinear Rotation Decoupling)
pulse sandwich (Figure V.1
)4This commonly used pulse sequence module selects
magnetization from only 'Hs that are bound to '3C nuclei. By selecting for only these
protons, the dynamic range problem is removed, allowing a much higher receiver gain to
be used and as a result, a much higher S/N can be obtained in a shorter amount of time.
The experiment also incorporates selective homonuclear 1H decoupling to further
simplify spectral interpretation. The decoupling can also increase the S/N because
signals that would normally be observed as complicated multiplets can usually be
observed as a simple doublet of doublets so long as there is not an extensive amount of
overlap in the region of interest.82
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Figure V.1. Pulse sequences for theBIRDexperiment: a) standardBIRDpulse sequence
with the inclusion of selective homonuclear decoupling, and b) heteronuclear z,z-filter
with selective homonuclear decoupling.
I first demonstrate the utility of this approach by determining the cis andtrans
coupling constants for two fatty acids. Establishing the cisversustransconfiguration in
fatty acids has remained a formidable problem, and a number of approaches have been
utilized with varying degrees of success. Among these is theuse of '3C chemical shift,5
and the observation of an absorption at 930-990 and 1300 cm1 in IR fortransfatty acids
and 715-725 cm' for cis fatty olefins.6 Other methods include derivitization followedby83
GC-MSanalysis,7and finally GC analysis using specializedcolumns.8All of these
methods can be useful but suffer from some serious shortcomings. The first suffers from
the fact that the chemical shift difference of cis vs.transfatty acids is often quite small,
less than 1 ppm in manycases.5Analysis of a chemical shift difference this small
without having authentic standards is frequently equivocal. Theuse of IR suffers from
the fact that the absorption fortransor cis double bonds is generally quite small in
magnitude and resides in the "fingerprint region" of the spectrum, which is often
obscured by other absorption bands and could easily lead to incorrect assignments.
Moreover, if both cis andtransdouble bonds are present in the fatty acid then this
method proves useless. Derivitization followed by GC-MS analysiscan be very useful to
the trained practitioner but requires careful interpretationon unusually unsaturated
systems to prevent misassignment of the double bond configuration. Finally, GC analysis
on specialized columns can be very reliable but requires the availability of authentic
standards.84
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Figure V.2. Diagrams showing a) normal couplings in an olefinic system, and b)
couplings observed with the BIRD experiment presented.
The coupling constants of olefinic protons in fatty acids or similar systems cannot
be accurately measured by direct analysis of the standard 1 D 'HNMRspectrum. This is
because the protons are almost isochronous and are coupled to each other, which leads to
coupling patterns of higher order. However, the actual coupling constantcan be
extracted with our technique. This new experiment isolates the individual olefinic
protons that are coupled to the attached 13C atoms and which are also coupled to the
vicinal olefinic proton as well as to the two vicinal methylene protons (FigureV.2). A
small allylic coupling may also be observed which unfortunately can further complicate
the observed coupling pattern. The coupling pattern observed for oleic acid isa higher
order ddtt with coupling constants of151.8, 10.7, -4.8and<2Hz while for elaidic acid
the same pattern is observed with values of149.5, 15.1, -5and<2Hz. In order to
simplify these patterns and to facilitate spectral interpretation, the vicinal methylene85
protons can be simultaneously decoupled during acquisition. This will reduce the
coupling pattern to a simple double doublet with coupling constants of 151.8 and 10.7 Hz
for oleic acid and 149.5 and 15.1 Hz for elaidic acid (Figure V.3b, e).It should be noted
that by decoupling the vicinal methylene protons, the allylic coupling is also removed
from the spectrum since these two sets of protons possess the same chemical shift. The
apparent ddd pattern shown in Figure V.3b, e arises from the small chemical shift
difference of the two olefinic protons (Haand Hb). This small difference in chemical
shift is not observed in the 1D 'H spectrum because of higher order coupling effects.86
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FigureV.3. NIMRdata for the fatty acid methyl ester examples. a) normal 'HNMR
spectrum of elaidic acid methyl ester; b) data for elaidic acid methyl acid obtained with
the pulse sequence shown in Figure V.1 a showing observed couplings for both olefinic
protons(Haand Hb); c) data for elaidic acid obtained using the pulse sequence shown in
figure ib; d) normal 'HNMRspectra of oleic acid methyl ester; e) data for oleic acid
methyl acid obtained with the pulse sequence shown in Figure 1a, and 1) data for oleic
acid obtained using the pulse sequence shown in Figure V. lb.
This approach can also be utilized to elucidate the configuration of symmetricor
degenerate molecules. Diethyl fumarate and diethyl maleateare shown here as an
example. As can be seen in Figure V.4, diethyl fumarate exhibits the expected 16.0 Hz87
homonuclear coupling for thetransconfiguration and diethyl maleate exhibits the
expected 12.1 Hz homonuclear coupling for the cis configuration.
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Figure V.4. 1HNIMRdata obtained for a) diethyl fumarate, and b) diethyl maleate using
the pulse sequence shown in Figure V.la.
We have recently used the BIRD method to determine the double bond
geometries of a number of natural products.A transrelationship of the olefinic double
bond of the fatty acid portion was established for the cyanobacterial metabolite
malyngamide P (Milligan UT, K. E.; Marquez, B. L.; Williamson,R.T.; Davies-Colman,
M; Gerwick, W.H., I Nat. Prod. 2000, 63,965-968.). We have also used this method in88
the structure elucidation of the bruchins, several of which are esters containing long chain
unsaturated diols (Doss, R. P.; Oliver, J. E.; Proebsting, W. M.; Potter, S. W.; Kuy, S.;
Clement, S. L.; Williamson, R. T.; Carney, J. R.; DeVilbiss, E. D., unpublished data).
The cis double bond geometries of these compounds were subsequently confirmed by
total synthesis (Oliver, J. B.; Doss, R. P.; Williamson, R. T.; Carney, J. R., unpublished
data).
The data shown in Figures V.3b, e and V.4 were acquired with the BIRD
sandwich pulse sequence performed without the use of pulsed field gradients. Thiswas
done in an effort to show the practicality of the experiment and that it can be performed
on any programmable FT-NMR instrument. Comparable data to that shown in Figures
3b and 3e can be acquired with the simple heteronuclear z,z filter shown in Figure V. lb
(FigureV.3c,f).9When used in conjunction with a moderate pulsed field gradient
strength of 20-30 G/cm2, this sequence alleviates the need for an inversionrecovery delay
since all transverse magnetization is dephased after the second 90 degree 'H pulse and the
desired anti-phase magnetization evolves during acquisition.
In order to show that higher order coupling effects are indeeda problem in the
analysis of olefinic coupling constants from the fatty acids,we performed some spin
system computer simulations (Figure V.5) in conjunction with some additional
experimental work (Figure V.6).In the course of this work we were able to show that
these coupling constants could not be measured through theuse of a simple selective
homonuclear decoupling experiment alone (Figure V.6b). In addition, the results of these89
simulations showed that the unresolved coupling constant from the olefinic protons to the
allylic protons is about 4.8 Hz.
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Figure V.5. Coupling constants used for spin system simulations. a) Simulated coupling
constants for elaidic acid with no homonuclear decoupling. b) Simulated coupling
constants for elaidic acid with homonuclear decoupling.
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Figure V.6. a) 1D 1H NIMR spectrum of elaidic acid. b) 1D 'H NMR spectrum of elaidic
acid with decoupling of allylic protons.90
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Figure V.7.a)Expansion of olefinic proton region from 1D 1H NMR spectrum of
elaidic acid. b) Simulated spectrum for the olefinic proton region of elaidic acid.
Shown above in figure V.7 are two expansions from a 'H NMR spectrum of
elaidic acid. The spectrum on the left was acquired using a standard 1D 'H experiment
(zg3O in the Bruker pulse program library). The spectrum on the rightwas simulated
using version 2.0.2 of the MestReC® NMR data processing software package. Atrans
coupling constant of 15.1 Hz and chemical shift difference of 3 Hz for the olefinic
protons was unequivocally obtained from the BIRD experiment and these were entered
into the simulation program as constants. The coupling constants used for the simulation
are shown in figure V.5 above. Because the simulation software assumes an infinitely
good shim, the lineshape and linewidth appears much better in the simulated spectrum.
However, it can be seen that the two spectra are almost identical in overallappearance.
This result shows that the iterative simulation provideda good match to the original91
spectrum. The fact that we were able to simulate the spectrum for natural elaidic acid
suggested that it would be a simple matter to simulate the spin systems with homonuclear
decoupling.
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Figure V.8. a) Spectrum from natural sample with homonuclear decoupling of allylic
protons b) simulated spectrum of the simple 2 spin system of elaidic acid with
homonulclear decoupling applied to the allylic CH2 protons.
The spectrum shown in figure V.8 is an expansion of the 1D 1H NMR spectrum of
elaidic acid with selective homonuclear decoupling applied to the allylic methylene
protons as outlined in figure V.5. As can be seen in the simulated spectrum shown in
figure V.8b, a broad singlet was expected for this spin system, which matchesvery well
to the result obtained from the homonuclear decoupling experiment figure V.8a. These
results conclusively show that this spin system is indeeda higher order coupling pattern.
As can be seen, there is no AB quartet but instead only ahigher ordercoupling pattern
that appears in the spectrum as a broad singlet. To further explore the complication
caused by higher order spin systems, a more detailed simulation of the spinsystem with
varying chemical shift differences between the two olefinic protonswas carried out. The92
results from these simulations are shown in figure V.9 and clearly show that at leasta 6
Hz chemical shift difference between the olefinic protons would have to be present in
order for the coupling pattern to theoretically start to appear as an AB quartet. As stated
earlier, the simulation program assumes an infinitely good shimso, in our opinion, it
would practically require a chemical shift difference of about 10 Hz for these coupling
constants to be confidently measured from the 1D 1H spectrum with selective
homonuclear decoupling of the allylic protons.93
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Figure V.9. Iterative simulation of the spin system for elaidic acid with increasing
chemical shift difference between the two olefinic protons.94
Conclusions
The approach demonstrated here is superior to the '3C shift approach in that it is 11 times
more sensitive and can be performed in just a fraction of the time it would take to acquire
1 D '3C data on pmo1 amounts of compound. It also allows for a more convenient
analysis of complicated spin systems than has been possible with the previously reported
HMQC- and HSQC-based experiments. As can be seen, some residual signal from the
protons attached to 12C remains. If one has pulsed field gradient (PFG) capability,
slightly better suppression of the signal from protons attached tocan be obtained
using the Quad G-BIRD sequence developed by Shaka and coworkers.'° However, in
our experience with this latter experiment, a decrease in S/N due to the larger number of
180 degree pulses and the extended length of the sequence is realized with onlya slightly
better suppression of 1Hs attached to12C.95
Experimental
One mg (3.5mol) samples of elaidic acid and oleic acid, and one mg (5.8 tmol)
samples of diethyl fumarate and diethyl maleate, were each dissolved in 500 j.tlCDC13.
All spectra were recorded at 600.077 MHz on a Bruker DRX600 NMR spectrometer
equipped with an inverse-detected 5 mm 1H, '3C, 15N triple resonance NMR probe with
actively shielded triple axis gradients. The 1I2JC,H delays for all experimentswere set to
3.45 msec (optimized for a 145 Hz coupling). The inversionrecovery delay ranged from
1-2 sec and was optimized for each molecule under analysis. For the heteronuclearz,z-
filter, a sinusoidal shaped gradient of 20G/cm2(72 G/cm' maximum strength) was used
in the place of the inversion recovery delay. Ninety-degree pulse widthswere 9.2 j.ts for
'H and 13.2tsec for '3C at a power level of 0.0 dB. Relaxation delays were 1.5 s for all
experiments. The data for elaidic acid and oleic acidwere acquired in 1 K scans and the
data for diethyl maleate and diethyl fumarate were acquired with 128scans.96
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CHAPTER VI
HSQMBC Experiments for the Analysis of Long-Range
Heteronuclear Coupling Constants
Abstract
Herein we present three new gradient-selected NMR experiments for the analysis of long-
range heteronuclear coupling constants. They are demonstrated on a series of compounds
including sucrose, strychnine, and a complex macrolide, phormidolide, isolated froma
marine cyanobacterium. These 1D and 2D Heteronuclear Single Quantum Multiple Bond
Correlation experiments (HSQMBC) provide pure absorption, antiphase line shapes for
precise, direct measurement ofJCHcoupling constants. The example compounds were
chosen to demonstrate the high sensitivity and ease of spectral interpretation provided by
these HSQMBC experiments. In addition, suppression of one-bond CH correlations has
been introduced into the HSQMBC pulse sequence.98
Introduction
Long-range heteronuclear coupling constants are becoming increasingly valuable
to the stereochemical and conformational analysis of biologically active natural
products.' However, untilnow, a sensitive and convenient method for their measurement
has not been generally available. As a result, application of theseJCHcoupling constants
to the configurational and conformational assignment of organic molecules has been
under-utilized. In this paper, we describe a new, gradient-selected HSQC-based method
for the accurate determination ofJ11 (n2, 3) coupling constants that possesses
excellent sensitivity and is easily performed in a routine manner. That the 2D HSQMBC
experiment is accumulated in time periods comparable to those required for the
traditional HMBC experiment, but has the added advantage of yielding numerical values
of long-range couplings, suggests that it should find broad applicability in thestructure
elucidation of natural products.99
Results and Discussion
To date, measurement of long-range heteronuclear coupling constants has relied
on extremely time-consuming 1 D NMRexperiments2or 2D experiments such as the
heteronuclear half-filtered TOCSY (HETLOC) andHECADE,3 HSQC-TOCSY,4
different variants of the phase-sensitive HMBC experiments, and the recently reported J-
resolved HMBC-1 and -2.The HETLOC and coupled/decoupled HSQC-TOCSY
experiments have the disadvantage that the sensitivity is dependent on the magnitude of
each3JHHcoupling through which TOCSY transfer takes place and are not applicable on
systems without a contiguous 'H spin system. The phase-sensitive HMBC (psHMBC)
experiments are handicapped by the evolution of 1H-'H couplings during the long delay
necessary for the evolution of long-range heteronuclearcouplings.6The evolution of
homonuclear coupling in the psHMBC results in mixed-phase line shape, which is
dependent on the magnitude of the homonuclear coupling constant, the delay for the
evolution of long-range couplings, and the relaxation rates of the molecule understudy.6
These factors combine to complicate spectral analysis such that long-range heteronuclear
coupling constants cannot be obtained without acquisition of a special reference
spectrum. In addition, psHMBC experiments generally contain a refocusing period and
are thus plagued by low sensitivity due to relaxation processes during the two long delay
periods.7The J-resolved HMBC-1 and -2 experiments, have alleviated some of the
problems associated with the ps-HMBC experiment by allowing measurement of the
heteronuclear long-range coupling constants in the second frequency domain, F,
dimension. This is accomplished by introduction of a pseudo-evolution time that100
incorporates a user-defined scaling factor. However, the inclusion of this scaling element
in combination with the several hundred millisecond evolution time required to enable the
measurement of long-range heteronuclear coupling constants, results in inherently low
sensitivity. In the present work, we have sought to developa new, convenient, and
sensitive method for obtainingJCH(n = 2, 3) heteronuclear coupling constants. In most
cases, these three new experiments allow the direct extraction of long-range
heteronuclear coupling constants from the 1D or 2D spectra. This method does not
require elaborate, computer aided peak fitting protocols, acquisition of special reference
spectra, or band-selective excitation as required by different variations of the psHMBC
and the EXSIDEexperiment.5
Because the HSQMBC experiments described herein (Figure VI.l)are based on
the evolution of heteronuclear single quantum coherence (SQC) in combination witha
trim pulse and a gradient enhanced heteronuclear z,z-filter to destroy unwanted
magnetization, the spectra are devoid of phase complications due to the evolution ofthe
'H-1H homonuclear couplings and providepure absorption, antiphase multiplets for the
long- range 'H-13C heteronuclear correlations. Previously, Sklenár and coworkers
presented a 2D HSQC-based long-range heteronuclear correlation experiment for the
analysis of long-range couplingconstants.8However, the phase characteristics of this
experiment preclude its use on very complex multiplets. A novel 1D experimentutilizing
SQC was proposed by Ulirin et al., but this experiment relieson special optimization
protocols and '3C chemical shift filters which makes it impractical for the routineanalysis
of diverse natural products and precludes its useas a 2Dexperiment.9A number of other101
experiments for the measurement of long-range heteronuclear coupling constants have
beenreported,2but until now a simple, general, and practical method was not available
for routine use on a wide variety of samples.
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Figure VI.1. Pulse sequences for a) 2D HSQMBC.4= 0, 2, 12 = 0, 0, 2, 2,= 0, 0, 0,
0,2,2, 2,2, 4R0,2,0,2,2,0,2,0, A = 1I(4JXH), gi: g2: g3 = 80: 10: ±20, and b) 1D
HSQMBC;= 0, 2,R = 0, 2, A = 1/(4Jx11), gi: g2: g3: g4 = -40: 40: 10: -20 (gradient
values are expressed as a percentage of a maximum value of 72 G/cm andwere 1 msec in
duration with a 250 psec recovery delay) and c) 2D HSQMBC-LP with suppression of
one-bond correlations utilizing a TANGO preparation followed bya BIRD filter;4'= 0,
2,42=O,0,2,2,43=0,O,O,0,2,2,2,2,R=O,2,0,2,2,0,2,0,A= 1/(4JXH),y=
1I(21Jx), c1I(21JxH), gI: g2: g3= 80: 10: ±20.
As an example of the new method described herein, we demonstrate its utilityon
three compounds of increasing structural complexity (figure VI.2). The first isa 10 mM
sample of sucrose (figure VI.3). This compound was chosenas a proof of principle since
most of its long-range H-'3C coupling constants are known. The experimentwas also102
demonstrated utilizing a 270 mM sample of strychnine since it is a familiar compound to
most spectroscopists and contains a number of very complicated multiplets in its proton
spectrum (figure VI.4). Finally, some examples from the complete relative
stereochemical determination of a 36 mM solution of phormidolide (20 mg in 500 tL of
CDC13eluted from a column of basic alumina, Figure VI.5) will be presented to show its
utility on an extremely complex, real worldexample.1°The data from phormidolide are
also used to demonstrate the efficient suppression of one-bond CH correlations with the
combined TANGO-SL preparation and BIRD filter (Figure VI.7).1' The one-dimensional
variant of the HSQMBC was demonstrated on a 10 mM solution of sucrose to show the
high sensitivity and short experimental times required if only a few heteronuclear
coupling constants are of interest (Figure VI.6).
Because of the extremely narrow line width and excellent phase behavior
provided by these HSQMBC experiments, analysis of heteronuclear coupling constants
between 'H singlets and '3C resonances can often be measured directly from the 1Dor
2D HSQMBC spectra (Figures VI.2-5) unless the heteronuclear coupling constant
approaches the line width of the correlation. Alternatively, or if the proton resonance of
interest is a multiplet, a simple peak fitting analysis can be performed by addition of two103
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Figure VI.2. a) Structure of sucrose showing the Ji-1-c8= 3.9 Hz and 2JH2C10.5 Hz
heteronuclear couplings, determination of which is illustrated in figures VI.3 and VI.6. b)
structure of strychnine showing the 3JH2orc22 = 7.1 Hz, and JHI4-C22 = 1.0 Hz
heteronuclear couplings, determination of which is illustrated in figure VI.4; c) structure
of phormidolide showing the JH25-C23 = 1.5 Hz, and 3JH25-c416.0 Hz heteronuclear
couplings, determination of which is illustrated in figure VI.5.
1H spectra (one with inverted phase) thatare horizontally shifted until a match is
obtained to the 1D HSQMBC or a slice from the 2D HSQMBC data (Figures VI.3-6).
The magnitude of the horizontal shift equals the heteronuclear coupling constant.
Because of the phase characteristics provided by the HSQMBC experiment, the simulated
peak should fit almost identically to that of the heteronuclear correlation experiment,
resulting in at least a ±0.5 Hz confidence level in the measured coupling constant. Unlike
the phase-sensitive HMBC experiments thus far proposed, the HSQMBC only requiresa
normal 'H multiplet for the peak fitting analysis. In regions of spectral overlap in the 1H104
dimension, a pure absorption 2D TOCSY or HSQC experiment can be used to provide
the resolved 1Hmultiplet.13
The simple peak fitting analysis is illustrated for the H-i to C-8 and H-2 to C-i
correlations for sucrose in Figure VI.3. As can be seen from Figure VI.3, the simulated
peak matches quite well with the slice taken from the HSQMBC spectrum. To introduce
a more complicated example, we show the correlation from H2O to C-22, and H14-C22
of strychnine. Finally, as an example of this method applied toa real world example, we
show a very important small coupling constant (H-25 to C-4i) anda key large coupling
constant (H-25 to C-23) obtained from the f-configuration analysis of phormidolide
(Figure VI.5). Once again, the peaks match almost perfectly and providevery confident
results.
For situations where complex multiplets are to be analyzed,we have found that it
is absolutely necessary to include the gradient-purged heteronuclear z,z-filterto destroy
dispersive contributions to the line shape. We presume that these dispersivecomponents
arise from imperfect pulses and this topic is under further investigation. Without thez,z
purging gradient, dispersive components to the lineshape distortsome of the fine
structure on the edges of the correlation making confident peak fitting difficultor
impossible. It should also be noted here that the intensity of thecross peaks in the
HSQMBC data is reduced by a factor of cos(7t*JllH*r)as a result of passive 'H-1H105
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Figure VI.3. 2D HSQMBC (600 MHz) of 1.7 mg of sucrose in 500 tL D20 (10mM). a)
2D HSQMBC of 10 mM sucrose, 256 increments with 88 scans per increment; b)
expansion of the 2D HSQMBC spectrum showing the anomeric proton of sucrose (1D 111
NMR spectrum expansion above 2D expansion); c) expansion of the anomenc proton
signal from the 'H NMR spectrum d) two antiphase 'H spectra horizontally shifted by the
heteronuclear coupling constant; e) addition of the two shifted antiphase doublets
pictured in 3d; f) slice from the 2D HSQMBC spectrum at the C-8 chemical shift of
sucrose; g) expansion of the 2D HSQMBC spectrum showing the H-2 proton of sucrose
(1D 1H NMR spectrum expansion above 2D expansion); h) expansion of the H-2 proton
signal from a slice through the HSQC spectrum, 2 K data points with 4 scans per
increment; i) two antiphase 'H signals from an HSQC experiment horizontally shifted by
the heteronuclear coupling constant; j) addition of the two shifted antiphase doublets
pictured in 3i; k) slice from the 2D HSQMBC spectrum at the C-I chemical shift of
sucrose.106
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Figure VI.4. a) 2D HSQMBC spectrum of strychnine. b) expansion of the 2D
HSQMBC spectrum showing the H-20 to C-22 correlation of strychnine; c) expansion
of the 2D HSQMBC spectrum showing the H-14 to C-22 correlation of strychnine;d)
two antiphase HSQC slices horizontally shifted by the heteronuclear couplingconstant
(7.1 Hz); e) addition of the two shifted antiphase peaks pictured in VI.4d; 1)slice from
the 2D HSQMBC spectrum at the C-22 chemical shift of strychnine;g) two antiphase
HSQC slices horizontally shifted by the heteronuclear coupling constant (1.0 Hz);h)
addition of the two shifted antiphase peaks pictured in VI.4g; 1) slice from the2D
HSQMBC spectrum at the C-22 chemical shift of strychnine.107
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Figure VI.5. a) 2D HSQMBCspectrum of phormidolide. b) expansion of the 2D
HSQMBC spectrum showing the H-25 to C-41 correlation of phormidolide;c) expansion
of the 2D HSQMBC spectrum showing the H-25 to C-23 correlationof phormidolide; d)
two antiphase HSQC slices (H-25 correlation) horizontally shifted by theheteronuclear
coupling constant (6.0 Hz); e) addition of the two shifted antiphasepeaks pictured in
VI.5d; I) slice from the 2D HSQMBC spectrum at the C-41 chemicalshift of
phormidolide; g) two antiphase HSQC slices (H-25 correlation) horizontallyshifted by
the heteronuclear coupling constant (1.5 Hz); h) addition of thetwo shifted antiphase
peaks pictured in 5g; i) slice from the 2D HSQMBCspectrum at the C-23 chemical shift
of phormidolide. The JCHHSQMBC correlation ('3C51.8 ppm, 6'H = 3.58 ppm)
enclosed in a box is used to point out the effective1JCHsuppression obtained through the
HSQMBC-LP sequence (Figure VI.7).108
interactions during the l/(2VCH) dephasing delay. However, we have found that in most
cases this has not presented any major problems and is generally a small price to pay for
pure phase lineshape. As evidence of this fact, it was found that every correlation needed
to perform the J-configuration analysis' on phormidolide (17-2JCHand 63- 3Jc
correlations) was present without exception
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Figure VI.6.1DHSQMBC (600 MHz) of 1.7 mg of sucrose in 500.tl D20 (10mM). a)
the 600 MHz 'H spectrum of 10 mM sucrose; b) ID HSQMBC with selective irradiation
of the C-8 carbon with 256 scans c) 512 scans d) 1k scans.109
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Figure VI.7. a) 2D HSQMBC-LP spectra of phormidolide showing the effective
suppression of one-bond correlations. Slice of b) HSQMBC shown in figure VL5, and
c.) HSQMBC-LP. Boxed HSQMBC correlation shows the effective1JCHsuppression
obtained with the HSQMBC-LP pulse sequence (Figure VL1 and VL5)
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Figure VI.8. 2D 'H-'5N HSQMBC (600 MHz) of strychnine. The spectrum isan
expansion showing all observed2JNFI,andJNHcorrelations. The relevant 'H resonances
of strychnine are indicated above the reference 1 D spectrum. A slice through theN- 19
chemical shift of strychnine shows a weak correlation to the H-i 8a( = 2.87 ppm, data
not shown).110
Brief Product Operator Description for the HSQMBC Pulse Sequences. The
experiments presented in this communication (figure VT. I) employ an initial INEPT type
polarization transfer step to convert H magnetization into antiphase heteronuclear single
quantum coherence (2 IS). Homonuclear 'H-'H coupling is ignored in the form of
multiple quantum coherence. A 2 ms high power trim pulse is applied just before the
ir/2 'H pulse of the iNEPT building block to destroy any unwanted magnetization and
retain the desired magnetization of 2 It should be mentioned that as a result of the
trim pulse, the cross peak intensity is reduced by a factor ofCO5(lr*JHH*t)whereJHHis
the homonuclear coupling constant andtis the l/2J dephasing delay. However, in our
experience this has not presented any real problems or notable loss in sensitivity. During
t1the evolution of heteronuclear scalar coupling is refocused by a 'H ir pulse. Aftert1in
the 2D experiment a phase encoding gradient(G,)is applied followed by air pulse
in the middle of a spin-echo interval (2ö) to refocus chemical shift and coupling
evolution. This refocusing is followed by a '3C 7r/2 pulse which providesz,z (2 TS)
magnetization and is followed by a low amplitude purging gradient (G2) to destroyany
unwantedcoherences.'3It was found that this purging gradient was necessary to provide
pure absorption lineshapes with no dispersive contributions, making peak fitting of
multiplets easy and straightforward. The last 'H ir/2 pulse converts z,z magnetization
into antiphase 'H magnetization. A rephasing gradient(G3)is then employed within a
spin-echo period with a 'Hitpulse in the middle to refocus proton chemical shift and
heteronuclear coupling evolution which occurs during the decoding gradient. Once
magnetization is refocused, long-range 'H-'3C heteronuclear coupling evolvesas a
function of sin (r*fJ*t2) during acquisition. The amplitude of the decoding gradient is111
alternated between subsequent experiments and the echo-antiecho signals are stored
separately. In our case, gradient ratios of 80: 20 and 80: -20 satisfied the equation (Gi:
G3) =±'yH/yc.The data are processed according to the echo-antiecho protocol to
provide fully phase-sensitive data.'4 In the 1D version of this experiment, the evolution
period is omitted and a symmetrical set of gradients with opposite amplitude (G,, G2)
surround a selective '3C rr, pulse which substitutes the harditpulse in the 2D
experiment. The second gradient is followed by a similar '3C ir/2 G3- 'Hit/2-Ht-
G4 pulse train as that used in the 2D experiment. Gradient values for the 1 D experiment
were -40: 40: 10: -20. Introduction of phase error is avoided in the 1D experiment
through application of a selective ir pulse; therefore, a phase correction factor is not
required.'5The 1D and 2D HSQMBC experiments provide excellent suppression of
resonances arising from protons bound to 12C.
Advanced HSQMBC Experiments. Encouraged by the excellent performance of the
HSQMBC and HSQMBC-LP experiments, two refinements to the existing experiments
were pursued. In the first, the TANGO and BIRD elements of the HSQMBC-LP
experiment was replaced by a singleG-BIRDRoperator in the middle of the initial INEPT
transfer (Figure VI.9a). This new BIRD filter developed by Heikkinen and coworkers
was shown to leak less than 5% of uncoupled magnetization over a 45 Hz range of
coupling constants and less than 10% over a range of greater than 70 Hz. The high
rejection efficiency of this G-BIRDR filter made it unnecessary to utilize the TANGO
preparation in combination with the standard non-gradient BIRDR filter. By reducing the
number of pulses in the overall pulse sequence, sensitivity could be greatly improved by112
eliminating much of the loss in S/N due to imperfect pulses. In addition, the G-BIRDR
method does a much better job of decoupling remote protons thus generally simplifying
the multiplet pattern of a particular proton to a singlet for methyl and methinegroups and
a doublet for methylene protons. Through this simplification of multiplet pattern, many
of the complications due to anti-phase cancellation of peaks is alleviated making it
possible to measure the desired coupling constant directly from the '1Jci-i correlation
without the need for peak fitting in most cases (Figure VI.9b).
In the second new HSQMBC based experiment, a sequence was developed to
provide incredible resolution in theF1dimension. Because the normal HSQMBC
evolves SQC rather than MQC during the ti evolution time,no homonuclear couplings
evolve in the indirectly detected dimension. Because of this fact, much better resolution
is already provided by the HSQMBC when compared to the standard GHMBC
experiment. However, in some cases it is desirable to distinguish between correlations
that may be only 0.2 ppm or less apart in theF1dimension. In order to make this
possible, a semi selective approach was taken. By using semi-selective excitation,a
narrow band in theF1dimension can be chosen. When properly digitized, resolution
approaching that of a 1D 13C experiment can be realized. Because it is difficultto
selectively excite a small region of the spectrum usinga standard shaped pulse and the
success of the HSQMBC experiment relies on the satisfactory phase properties of the
experiment, an approach utilizing a DPFGSE was employed. The DPFGSE,or excitation
sculpting method, as it is also known, allows one to select the desired magnetizationwith
two successive 180-degree pulses while at the same time "chipping away" the undesired
magnetization. The end result is that the desired magnetization simply undergoesa net113
360-degree rotation and the undesired signal is efficiently destroyed by two sets of
gradient pulses. In addition, the two 180-degree pulses refocus each other and
accordingly any phase error in the shaped pulse is perfectly corrected. Althoughmany
pulse sequences using semi-selective excitation apply the shaped pulseas a preparation
period, we chose to place our semi-selective excitation towards the end of thesequence.
In this way, the maximum amount of signal is preserved. Were we touse selective
excitation as a preparation, the signal would be lessened from thevery start since a
shaped pulse can never be as efficient at excitation as a normal hard pulse. In addition,
because this selection takes place at the beginning of thesequence, imperfect pulses still
further attenuate the signal. In our DPFGSE-HSQMBC (Figure VI.9b),we do not use the
semi-selective excitation as a preparation at all. Alternatively,we use the DPFGSE to
destroy any unwanted magnetization just before transfer from 13C back to 1H for
detection. In this way, maximum signal is preserved andany potential phase errors are
not propagated throughout the sequence. As an example of the excellent performance
obtained by this sequence, we demonstrate its use on the two carbon signals of
strychnine, which resonate at 60.10 and 60.15 ppm respectively (Figure VI. 11).114
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Figure VI.1O. Advanced HSQMBC experiments, a) G-BIRDR-HSQMBC pulse
sequence b) DPFGSE-HSQMBC pulse sequence.a
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Figure VI.11. a) Expansion from G-BIRDR-HSQMBC. b) Slices taken fromexpansion
shown in 1 Oa. Top traces are processed witha traficante window function and the bottom
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Conclusion. The HSQMBC experiments described hereincan easily be implemented for
routine use by non-NMR dedicated chemists. In addition, the sensitivity providedby this
experiment allows it to be used on natural '3C isotopic abundance samples of lessthan 10
mM in an overnight experiment. h most cases this should obviate the needfor producing
C enriched samples for JCH coupling constant analysis.'The experiments presented in
this paper should facilitate application ofVcH coupling constantsto a variety of
structural problems, including for example, routineuse of the J-based configuration
analysis recently developed by Murata andcoworkers.1We have recently applied the .1-
based configuration analysis method to the successful complete relativestereochemical
determination of the complex marine cyanobacterial macrolide phormidolide,which has117
a molecular weight of'1 100 amu and contains 11 chiral centers. Each and every long-
range heteronuclear coupling constant needed for this analysis was obtained with
confidence from the 2D HSQMBC experiment. A complete description of the
application of the HSQMBC to the structure of phormidolide will be presented ina
separatepublication.'0The HSQMBC experiments can also be used for the analysis of
long-range 'H-' 5N coupling constants at natural '5N isotopic abundance by alternating the
transmitter frequency, gradient ratios, and pulse widths (figure 8). 'Because the
information content of the HSQMBC is considerably greater than that of the HMBC
experiment, and because the three experiments are accumulated in comparable amounts
of time, the HSQMBC and HSQMBC-LP experiments shouldsee broad application in
structure elucidation of natural products.118
Experimental
General. All experiments were performed on a Bruker DRX-600 NMR instrument
equipped with a Bruker Q-Switch 5 mm triple resonance probe with shielded triple axis
gradients. The 900 pulse widths were 8.9 is for 'H and 14 j.is for '3C, ata power level of
0 db (-6 db max). The gradient ratios are presented in figure 1 and the results and
discussion section, and correspond to a maximum gradient strength of 72 G/cm. For
suppression of one-bond correlations in the HSQMBC-LP (Figures VI.1 and VI.7) pulse
sequence, the delay for the TANGO-SL preparation (y) was set at 3.6 msec and the delay
for the BIRD filter(E)was set at 3.0 msec (optimized for 140 Hz and 165 Hz couplings,
respectively). A 2 msec high power (0 dB) trim pulse was used at the end of the INEPT
transfer and also for the SL portion of the TANGO building block. All heteronuclear
coupling constants measured for sucrose using the 1D and 2D HSQMBC experiments
agreed within 0.1 Hz to the reported literaturevalues.'2
Sucrose HSQMBC. The data for sucrose were acquired in approximately 12 hours with
4 K data points in F2, 256 increments in F,, 88 scans per incrementarid F2 xF, spectral
widths of 2,400 x 12,000 Hz, respectively (Figure VI.3). The data for strychninewere
acquired in approximately 1 hour with 4 K data points in F2, 128 increments inF1,4
scans per increment, andF2x F, spectral widths of 5,400 x 24,750 Hz, respectively
(Figure VI.4). The data for phormidolide were acquired in approximately 14 hours with
4 K data points inF2,256 increments inF,,128 scans per increment, andF2x F, spectral
widths of 6,000 x 24,000 Hz, respectively (Figure VI.5). The data for the 1D
experiments were acquired on a sample of 10 mM sucrose (1.7mg in 500 mL D20), in 4119
to16minutes (FgureVI.6).In the 2D HSQMBC experiments,F1was zero-filled to a
total ofI Kdata points and processed with shifted sine bell apodization. InF2, 4 Kdata
points were acquired and zero-filled to8 Kwith no apodization. For the 1D HSQMBC
experiment, 16Kdata points were acquired and processed without applying any window
function.
Strychnine HSQMBC. The delay A was optimized for8Hz (31 msec). The experiment
was acquired with4transients per64*2hypercomplex points inF1and processed in
accordance with the echo-antiecho protocol. hiF2, 4Kdata points were acquired and
zero-filled to8 Kwith no apodization, andF1was zero-filled to 1Kand processed with
shifted sine bell apodization. These data were collected using the HSQMBC experiment
without suppression of1JCH.
Phormidolide HSQMBC. Spectra were recorded using a 36 mM solution of
phormidolide (in CDCI3) at298.The delay A was optimized for8 Hz(31 msec). The
experiment was acquired with128transients per128*2hypercomplex points inF1and
processed in accordance with the echo-antiecho protocol. InF2, 4Kdata points were
acquired and zero-filled to8 Kwith no apodization, andF1was zero-filled to IKand
processed with shifted sine bell apodization. The HSQC experimentwas acquired with4
transients per64*2hypercomplex points inF1and processed in accordance with the
echo-antiecho protocol. In theF2dimension,4 Kdata points were collected and zero-
filled to8 K.TheF1dimension was zero-filled to1 Kand bothF1andF2were processed
with a shifted sine bell apodization.120
Phormidolide HSQMBC-LP. The delay for the TANGO-SL preparation (z)was set at
3.6 msec and the delay for the BIRD filter (c) was set at 3.0 msec (optimized for 140 Hz
and 165 Hz couplings, respectively). A 2 msec highpower (0 dB) trim pulse was used at
the end of the INEPT transfer and also for the SL portion of the TANGO building block.
All other acquisition parameters are as for phormidolide HSQMBC.
1H-'5N HSQMBC of Strychnine. The delayA, wasoptimized for 95 Hz (2 msec). The
experiment was acquired with 352 transients per 64*2 hypercomplex points inF1and
processed in accordance with the echo-antiecho protocol. InF2,4K data points were
acquired and zero-filled to 8K with no apodization, andF1was zero-filled to 1K and
processed with shifted sine bell apodization. The gradient ratios usedwere 80: 10: ±8 for
gi: g2: g3.121
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CHAPTER VII
Diffusion-Edited Experiments for the Analysis of
Natural Products Mixtures
Abstract
Five new diffusion-edited NMR experiments, improved DECODES,
HETDECODES, HETDECODES-TOCSY, DRAGON-HSQC, and DRAGON-HSQC-
TOCSY are presented that sort constituents ina mixture by their individual diffusion
coefficients. These experiments should allow the partial NMR spectral assignmentand
cursory structure elucidation of compounds in a complex mixture as an aid in the
dereplication of known or nuisance compounds.124
Introduction
Natural products continue to provide a rich diversity of useful compounds. Inour
laboratories, the focus of this search has been on the isolation of anticancer and
insecticidal compounds from marinecyanobacteria."2One of the major problems
encountered in natural product drug discoveryprograms is the dereplication of known
compounds. The ability to identify known or nuisance compounds atan early stage of
fractionation represents huge savings in both time and effort. Methods currentlyused for
dereplication include chromatography-based approaches suchas LC-MS, LC-NMR, and
LC-NMR-MS. Herein we present a complementary approach that takes advantageof the
variance in translational diffusion of organic compoundsas a function of their molecular
size. As a proof of principle, we demonstarte the techniqueon a mixture containing a
dolastain 10 (1) derivative named symplostatin 1 (2).
sNN
CH3O0
dolastatin 10 (1) R = CH3
symplostatin 1 (2) R = CH2CH3125
Results and Discussion
During the course of our collaborative search for compounds with insecticidal
activity, a mixed assemblage of the cyanobacterium Lyngbya/Schizothrixsp. from the Fiji
Islands yielded an extract that was potently active against tobacco budworm (Heliothis
virescens). Preliminary bioassay-guided fractionation of the extract led to concentration
of insecticidal activity in two fractions, A and B, after initial chromatographyover LH-20
with methanol as the elutingsolvent.2Fraction A was further fractionated by ODS Bond
Elut and ODS-HPLC, yielding a single activecompound.2This compound was
determined to be a highly N-methylated cyclic depsi-peptide containing 11 aliphatic
amino acid residues. On the other hand, chromatography of fraction Bwas not so
straightforward.
Aiialysis of fraction B by low resolution LC-APCI-MS showed it to containa
series of compounds with molecular weights of 785, 845, and 799amu. A routine
molecular weight search, utilizing the MarineLit© database, hinted that thesecompounds
could be related to the dolastatin class of cytotoxicpeptides.3Further fractionation by
ODS Bond-Elut® SPE cartridges and ODS-HPLC distributed the activityto a number of
fractions with fraction B2B being the mostpotent.2To confirm whether or not the major
compound in fraction B2B was in fact a known compound (basedon a molecular weight
of 798.5 amu), a diffusion editedNMRapproach was taken. This approach was
employed because of the small amount of the fraction available (16.5mg containing
many components) and the documented unfavorable chromatographic properties of
dolastatin 10 and the closely related compound symplostatin 1 (2).126
The first experiment used to probe the 'H NMR spectral features of the mixture
was based on the previously reported Diffusion-EnCODed Spectroscopy (DECODES)
experiment developed by Shapiro andcoworkers.3This approach was originally
designed for the analysis of relatively well defined mixtures from combinatorial synthesis
libraries. The DECODES experiment takes advantage of the differing diffusion
coefficients of unlike compounds in a mixture to "tag" the various spin systems ina 'H-
'H TOCSY spectrum. By grouping all of the spinsystems with the same diffusion
coefficient as being part of the same molecule, the proton spectra ofa given molecule can
be assigned. This approach has the advantage over the HR-DOSY experiments in that it
can be applied to mixtures with highly overlapped spinsystems.6The only requirement
for resolving a spin system is that one correlation in the TOCSY spectrum be resolved.
However, one disadvantage of the DECODES experiment is that it relieson conventional
phase cycling for the suppression of T, noise which requires thata minimum number of 8
scans be completed for each increment in the 2D spectrum. In addition, imperfect phase
cycling can often introduce spectral artifacts and phase distortions. This is especiallytrue
if there is a large dynamic range present in the sampleas would normally be the case in
the analysis of crude fractions from a natural product isolation scheme. In orderto
minimize these problems so that the DECODES spectrum could be appliedto even more
complex mixtures, we have introduced several improvementsover the original
experiment (Figure VII. 1 a).
The first modification is the application of sinusoidal shaped gradients duringthe
Longitudinal Eddy current Diffusion (LED) portion of thesequence. It was recently
shown that sinusoidal shaped gradients providea marked improvement in reproducibility127
and reduced eddy current effects when compared to the customaryuse of rectangular
gradients for diffusion basedexperiments.7The second modification is the inclusion of a
gradient selected, pure absorption, phase sensitive TOCSY experiment for the
homonuclear isotropic mixingperiod.8As can be seen in Figure 2, this new sequence
provides exceptional phase characteristics and artifact suppression. Since the majority of
biologically active compounds of interest from natural product extractsare over 400 amu,
a diffusion time and gradient strength can often be chosen so that most of the lower
molecular weight impurities are suppressed. If the impuritiesare of similar molecular
size to that of the compound, or compounds of interesta series of DECODES
experiments can be acquired and from them, an accurate relative diffusion coefficientbe
measured (Figure VII.3). Once the diffusion coefficients for the different spinsystems
are known, it is a simple task to identify those correlations that belong to the compound
of interest. With the spins systems identified, the 'H chemical shift valuescan then be
compared with literature values to make a confident identification of the known
compound. If the molecule of interest is unknown,a great deal of insight can be gleaned
as to its structure class based on 'HNMRchemical shifts and partial structures derived
from the TOCSY spectrum. In turn, this data can provide valuable information for
subsequent chromatographic protocols.a]
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Figure VII.1. a) Pulse sequence for the improved DECODES experiment.A diffusion
time of 100 msec, an eddy current delay of 50msec, and a homonuclear isotropic mixing
period of 60 msec was used. Phase cyclingwas carried out as follows4 = x, x, x, x, y,
y, y, y 4)2 = x, x, x, x, y, y y, y4)= x, x, x, x, y, y, y, y 4)R = x, x, x, x, y,
y, y, y. For phase sensitive detection4)2 isincremented according to the TPPI method.4
b) Pulse sequence for the HETDECODES experiment. A diffusion timeof 50 msec and
an eddy current delay of 50 msec was used. Phase cycling was carried outas follows4 =
X, X, X, X 4)2 = x, x, x, -x = y, y, y, -y 4)R = x, x, x, x.For phase sensitive
detection4)is incremented according to the TPPI method and G3 is invertedfor each
successive FID according to the echo-antiecho protocol.4 For bothpulse sequences,
narrow bars represent 90° pulses, wide bars represent 180° pulses, and hash marked bars
represent high power spin lock pulses of 2 msec duration.If no phase cycling is
indicated, pulses were applied along thex axis.129
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Figure VII.2.Spectra from improved DECODES experiments acquired with gradient
strengths of a) 15% and b) 45% of maximum. Note the simplifiedspectra present in (b)
due to suppression of faster diffusing components.
If the 'H NMR shifts are somewhat ambiguous,or if more information is required
for positive identification of the compound, diffusion editedheteronuclear shift
correlation experiments can be used. The diffusion-editedPEP-HSQC9experiment
begins with an LED preparation period similar to that used forthe homonuclear
DECODES (Figure VII.lb). The LED preparation periodattenuates the one-bond
heteronuclear correlations from the wefl-known PEP-HSQC experimentas a function of
the diffusion coefficients for the differing constituents ina mixture. A diffusion
coefficient can be easily calculated for each correlation in thespectrum by varying the
diffusion times or gradient strengths ina number of experiments. As in the homonuclear
DECODES experiment, identical diffusion coefficientscan be related as being part of the
same molecule and HSQC correlations for each compound of interestcan be assigned.130
This experiment, designated the HETeronuclear DECODES or HETDECODES pulse
sequence, allows the assignment of a '3C NMR chemical shift for each protonated carbon
in the molecule. This experiment provides a much more sensitive and time saving
alternative to the previously published 3D DOSY-HMQCexperiment.'0As for the
homonuclear DECODES experiment, these chemical shifts can be used to positively
assign a known compound, or to identify partial structures in an unknown molecule to
guide its subsequent purification.
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Figure VII.3. Line a) represents relative rate of diffusion for symplostatin 1 (2). Lines
b), c), and d) represent relative rates of diffusion for some of the major impurities in
fraction B2B.R2values for all slopes were >0.99.
High Resolution LC-QTOF-MS-MS confirmed that the compound identified
from the crude fraction B2B was symplostatin 1 (2) based on comparison of high-
resolution fragmentation patterns with those reported for the closely related dolastatin 10
(1).To compare the quality of the NMR data obtained with thesenew experiments to
data acquired for the pure compound, the crude fraction containing symplostatin 1 (2)
was subjected to two additional tiers of fractionation. The sample was applied to a Bond
Elut® Phenyl column, washed withCH2C12and eluted with MeOH. The MeOH eluent131
was applied to a Si Bond Elut® cartridge and eluted with 5% MeOH-EtOAc yielding pure
symplostatin 1 (2). As can be seen in Figure 5, the TOCSY and PEP-HSQC for pure
symplostatin 1 appear highly comparable to those shown in Figures 2 and 4 for the
diffusion edited experiments of impure fraction B2B (symplostatin 1 is20% of the
fraction).132
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Figure VII.4. Spectra from HETDECODES experiments taken with gradient strengths
of a) 15% and b) 65% of maximum. Note the simplified spectra present in (b) due to
suppression of faster diffusing components.
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Figure VII.5.a) Pure absorption 1H-'H TOCSY and b) PEP-HSQC spectra forpure
symplostatin 1 after two additional tiers of fractionation. These spectra are comparable to
those shown in Figures 2a and 4a.133
Advanced Diffusion NMR Experiments. As has been shown in the proof of principle
example with symplostatin 1 (2), diffusion-edited experiments can be very useful for the
dereplication of natural product mixtures. However, after the completion of this work, a
number of other variations of the improved-DECODES and HETDECODES experiments
have been developed. The goal of these experiments is to expand the applicability and
performance of existing diffusion-NIMR teclmology. The first of these advanced
experiments, a so-called HETDECODES-TOCSY experiment, was developed as a
combination of the DECODES and HETDECODES approaches.
The HETDECODES-TOCSY experiment combines the usefulness of sorting
entire spin systems by their characteristic diffusion coefficient as in the DECODES
experiment with the added spectral dispersion provided by the HETDECODES pulse
sequence. In this way, only one experiment need be performed to gain the same amount
of spectral information. The HETDECODES-TOCSY experiment combines the basic
HETDECODES pulse sequence with homonuclear isotopic I-spin mixing provided by the
DIPSI-2 pulse sequence (figure VII.6). By combining these two basic building blocks,a
data set is obtained which sorts each individual spin system by its heteronuclear chemical
shift and also by the diffusion coefficient of the molecule to which it is attached.
However, it was found that the traditional LED preparation period did not provide
satisfactory performance to make this experiment robust enough for routineuse. In light
of these findings, the more traditional LED-BP preparation was replaced with the LED-
BP sequence first introduced by Johnson and coworkers. The bipolar gradients utilizea
set of opposite polarity gradients surrounding a 180-degree pulse in the place of the
single gradient encoding and decoding gradients used in the normal LEDsequence. This134
arrangement reduces the effects of inhomogeneous background gradients and almost
completely eliminates any gradient eddy current effects. To test the applicability of this
sequence, a mixture of strychnine and several other compounds were combined as an
equimolar (10mM) mixture in CDC13. As can be seen in Figure Vll.7, the lower
molecular weight impurities are completely suppressed with the exception of the strong
methyl signals of menthol shown in the boxed region.
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Figure YII.6. Pulse sequence for HETDECODES-TOCSY.
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Figure VII.7. HETDECODES-TOCSY spectra of mixture containing strychnine.a)5%
maximum gradient strengthb) 65%maximum gradient strength.135
During subsequent applications it was found that the phase properties of the
HETDECODES experiment were not always perfect. h addition, although the signal to
noise ratio of this experiment and the HETDECODES-TOCSY were adequate for routine
use, the overall S/N when longer diffusion times were utilized appeared to suffer.
Because both the LED and LED-BP preparation periods store magnetization in the
transverse plane during the diffusion time, it was conceived that this loss in sensitivity
could be traced to 'H-1H homonuclear spin relaxation. In order to alleviate this general
problem with the two heteronuclear diffusion edited experiments, twonew experiments,
the DRAGON (Diffusion editing with Refocusing Assisted by Gradients and Omitting
NOE effects) and DRAGON-TOCSY pulse sequences were developed.
For these experiments, a standard INEPT type transfer of magnetization from
proton to carbon was utilized. After magnetization was transferred to '3C gradient
encoding and decoding by an LED-BP sequence was performedas in the original
HETDECODES experiment except in these experiments, the LED-BP segmentwas
applied to 13C magnetization just before the first evolution time. This arrangement
increased the signal to noise in two ways. More efficient transfer of magnetizationto
allows initial signal losses to be kept to a minimum. In addition, because '3C atoms in
unlabeled samples have no homonuclear spin coupling partner, itsT2relaxation times
tend to be much longer than those of 'H. For this reason,more signal is preserved for the
transfer of magnetization from '3C back to proton and consequently much higher signal
to noise is retained. The new pulse sequences are shown in Figure VII.8.136
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Figure VII.8. a) DRAGON-HSQCpulse sequence b)DRAGON-HSQC-TOCSY.
Asan example of the superior phase properties of theDRAGONandDRAGON-
TOCSY experiments,DRAGONandDRAGON-TOCSYdata for a solution of
strychnine inCDC13are shown on Figures VII.9 and VII. 10 along with representative
slices through the carbon at77.8ppm. The data shown in these figures (VII.9 and
VII. 10) was acquired with only one scan per hypercomplex FID that precludes the use of
any phase cycling and demonstrates the excellent performance of these sequences. In
addition to the excellent phase behavior of these experiments, they should be well suited
for use in the study of internuclear protein-ligand interactionsin complex mixtures. As
was shown by Shapiro et al,1H-'HinternuclearNOEeffects during the diffusion editing
stage of experiments can adversesly effect the confident analysis of these interactions.
Because the diffusion editing for theseDRAGONexperiments is performed while
magnetization is on'3Cthere is no possibility for complications due to homonuclear
NOE.137
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Figure VII.9. DRAGON-HSQC spectra of strychnine at increasing gradient strengths.
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Figure '/11.10. DRAGON HSQC-TOCSY spectra of strychnine at increasing gradient
strengths.138
Conclusions. These experiments add new tools to the "bag of tricks" available for
dereplication of known or nuisance compounds in natural product drug discovery
programs. Although not intended to replace LC-based MS methods, they should provide
a very useful compliment to LC-MS in dereplication efforts. The time savings provided
by these experiments will allow more efficient recognition of known compounds in
biologically-active fractions and should therefore increase the throughput of these
endeavors. In addition, the HETDECODES sequence presented herein allows for
accurate diffusion measurements to be made for molecules with very highly overlapped
1H NMR spectra. Because correlationsare sorted by 13C NMR chemical shift, up to a 15-
fold increase in spectral dispersion compared with a homonuclear TOCSY or COSY
experiment is realized. Not only should these experiments find applications in natural
product chemistry but they should also prove useful in combinatorial synthesis and other
branches of organic chemistry.139
Experimental
Isolation of Symplostatin (2). Collection WG1 170 was an inseparable mixture of
Lyngbyasp. andSchizothrixsp. that was collected from the Fiji Islands in February 1997.
The cyanobacteria were extracted with CH2C12-MeOH to afford 1.0g organic extract.
This extract was fractionated over LH-20 with MeOH to afford 11 x 50m1 fractions (A-
K). Fraction A was further purified byC18flash chromatography (YMC-ODS-A ) using
a gradient of 60-100% MeOH. The fraction eluting with 90% MeOH was concentrated
and subjected to ODS-HPLC (YMC ODS-AQ 250 x 10mm column) usinga solvent
system of 85% MeOH-H20 to provide 2 fractions. Fraction 2 contained a new cytotoxic
and insecticidal N-methylated cyclic undeca-depsipeptide. Fraction B from the LH-20
fractionation was further fractionated on a 12ccC18Mega-Bond ElutSPE cartridge
with a gradient consisting of 80-100% MeOH-H20. Fraction B2was further fractionated
by an additional 12 ccC18Mega-Bond ElutTM ODS column with 80, 90, and 100%
MeOH-H20 to provide fraction B2B, the fraction used for the diffusion-edited
experiments presented in this communication. In addition, the improved performance of
the DRAGON experiments should make this type of experimentseven more useful.140
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CHAPTER VIII
J-IMPEACH: A New Concatenated Pulse Sequence for the Analysis of
Long-range Heteronuclear Coupling Constants
Abstract
A new and improved NMR experiment forF1scalable, f-resolved HMBC is
presented. This experiment, called the J-IMPEACH-MBC, utilizes a minimum number
of 1800 pulses to preserve maximum S/N and provides a variable scaling factor (N) that
can be used to scale the heteronuclear couplings inF1.It should prove to be useful for
the determination of relative stereochemistry and other structural problems. In addition, a
description of the advantages of the J-IMPEACH-MBC compared to the f-Resolved
HMBC-2 is presented.142
Introduction
Long-range heteronuclear coupling constants have long been known to be useful
for the structural and stereochemical analysis of organic molecules. However, their
application to structure elucidation has appeared only rarely in the literature. This lack of
utility can probably be traced back to the inherent difficulty in their measurement.
Recently, a number of new experiments have been introduced to facilitate the extraction
of this useful scalar coupling information.' These new approaches include the J-
Resolved HMBC-12, J-Resolved HMBC-22, HSQMBC3,G-BIRDR-HSQMBC4,
GSQMBC5, hetero-haif-filtered TOCSY (HETLOC)6, carbon-sorted HETLOC
(HECADE)7,phase-sensitive HMBC8, EXSIDEand the psge-2D HMBC
10
experiments. Here we present a new concatenated experiment that, like the J-Resolved
HMBC-2 experiment, allows one to scale the heteronuclear coupling inF1by an arbitrary
factor while at the same time maintaining a constant time evolution for homonuclear 1H-
1Hcouplings.2By combining the overall effect of the I and S 1800 pulses, 2 of the 3 1800
1H pulses in the J-Resolved HMBC-2can be eliminated, thus providing improved S/N
and a simplified pulse sequence. This new experiment, called the J-IMPEACH-MBC
(Figure Vifi. 1), is based on the IMPEACH-MBC recently reported by Hadden, Martin,
and Krishnamurthy."
The J-Resolved HMBC-1 experiment (Figure Vffl.2) presented by Seto and
Furihata allows modulation of the homonuclear and heteronuclear coupling constants in
F1by a chosen scalingfactor.2However, both the homonuclear and heteronuclear
coupling constants are scaled to the same degree, and are of the same order of magnitude.143
This can make the analysis of heteronuclear couplings quite difficult or ambiguous for
complicated spin systems. In order to simplify the spectral data for this type of
experiment, Seto and Furihata proposed the .1-resolved HMBC-2 pulse sequence (Figure
VIII.3).2This experiment allows one to scale up the heteronuclear coupling by a factor of
N = 2'r /At1where N = scaling factor andt= Avd.In the same sense, homonuclear
couplings are refocused during both the variable delay (vd) and the constant time delay
(D). Through this manipulation, homonuclear 1H-'H scalar couplings do not evolve with
respect to t1.
Herein, I show that the variable delay times,vdand D can be combined in such a
manner as to eliminate two of the three 1800 proton pulses. In addition, a dual-stage
gradient selected, low passJ-filter'2is introduced. This dual stage low passJ-filter12
effectively eliminates complications from residual one bond'H-13C correlations thatare
generally scaled anywhere from -2000-6600 Hz inF1depending on the magnitude of the
one-bond heteronuclear couplings (--1 35-165 Hz) and the selected scaling factor (N= 15-
40).144
Results and Discussion
Refocusing magnetization by an 1800 pulse depends on both the offset of the
resonance being inverted and the accuracy of the appliedtpulse. Because a normal hard
180° pulse can never be perfect for the entire 'H or '3C bandwidth, there is a potential
loss in sensitivity associated with pulse sequences that contain multiple inversion or
refocusing pulses. Several approaches have been implemented to combat this problem.
One commonly used method is to place symmetrical gradients on either side of an 180°
pulse to destroy any magnetization not experiencing a nearly perfect 180° rotation.
Although this method does help to alleviate many spectral artifacts, it does not eliminate
the loss in S/N experienced by magnetization not undergoing a perfect inversion.
Composite pulses of the type90-180-90'3or90-240-90'4are widely used to more
efficiently carry out the inversion and refocusing of a desired magnetization. Although
these pulses usually provide superior performance over traditional hard 180° pulses, they
do not always provide perfect refocusing and are generally only useful on S nuclei. In
addition, composite pulses often prove to be unsatisfactory when a specific signal phase
must be maintained for a subsequent polarizationtransfer.'4Finally, the use of shaped
180° pulses such as the Q, gaussiancascade'5can provide optimal performance but
require the availability of special waveform generation software and careful pulse width
calibration to provide satisfactory results. The most effective way to avoid complications
from imperfect inversion or refocusing pulses is to avoid them altogether. Thiscan often
be achieved by concatenation of I and S 180° pulses. With combination of these pulses to145
refocus only the desired, observable magnetization, unnecessary pulses can be abolished
and S/N increased.
In the i-resolved HMBC-2 experiment (Figure VIH.2), the first1800pulse
refocuses the homonuclear couplings during the variable delay for the evolution of long-
range heteronuclearcouplings.2The second180°'H pulse serves to once again refocus
the homonuclear coupling during the constant time delay at the same time that the
heteronuclear couplings are beingrefocused.2In summary, the homonuclear couplings
are refocused during both the variable delay(vd)and the constant time delay (D) and
therefore do not evolve during the entire sequence. On the other hand, the heteronuclear
couplings are only refocused during the constant time portion of the pulse sequence (D).
In this maimer, the heteronuclear couplings are allowed to incrementally evolve during
vd.This results in a pseudo-third evolutiontime'7for the heteronuclear couplings and as
a result, they are scaled in F, with respect to thet1evolution time.
In the J-IIvIPEACH-MBC, the duration of the homonuclear coupling evolution is
simply kept constant while still allowing variable evolution of heteronuclear couplings.
This allows accordion sampling of the heteronuclear coupling and suppression of the
homonuclear coupling modulation. This is achieved by the same constant time variable
delay element (D/2180°'3C- D/2 -vd)as used in the IMPEACH-MBC experiment."
This pulse sequence element allows the homonuclear couplings to evolveover the entire
duration of the variable delay. Because the overall duration of the variable delay is kept
constant, homonuclear couplings are unaffected by the180°13C pulse in the delay (D),
and do not evolve except during t,. On the other hand, the heteronuclear couplingsare
only allowed to evolve during the vd period since they are refocused by the180° 13C146
pulse during the delay (D). In this way, the homo- and heteronuclear couplings are kept
separate. The homonuclear couplings remain in constant time whereas the heteronuclear
couplings are subjected to an accordion-type evolution period that requires them to
evolve with respect to the incrementedtievolution period. By eliminating the symmetric
delay utilized in the IMPEACH-MB Cexperiment,'1the heteronuclear couplings are not
refocused after transfer of magnetization back to proton for detection and are scaled by N
= 2t IAt1as in the f-resolved HMBC-2 experiment, minus half the 1800 pulses.
Elimination of the unnecessary 180° pulses provides a 10-100% increase in S/N
with the J-IMPEACH-MBC experiment as compared to the f-resolved HMBC-2
sequence. In addition, the overall spectrum appears "cleaner" with fewer artifactual
correlations. In addition, the J-IMPEACH-MBC, with its dual stage lowpass filter,
provides superior suppression of one-bond°JCHcorrelations. Although this experiment
provides a very convenient method for determining approximate values for heteronuclear
coupling constants, it should be noted that both this experiment and the J-Resolved-
HMBC-2 provide best results in terms of S/N at higher magnetic field strengths. This is
not only due to the inherent increase in SIN as field strength increases, but also to the
increasedt1 maxevolution time at lower field strengths.
As an example, the typicalF1sweep width at 300 MHz is 13,500 Hz leading to a
tlmax18.96 msec (1 I SW * 256 increments) for a normal J-IMPEACH-MBCor J-
resolved-HMBC-2 experiment. This leads to aVdmaxof at least 568 msec (scaling factor
N = 30) depending upon the value ofvdjnjtjai.Even for very small molecules,T1
relaxation effects will adversely affect the S/N of this experiment since it extends theoverall length of the pulse sequence to approximately 600 msec (assuming a typical
Vdjnjtjai value of 20 msec).
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Figure VIII.1. The J-IMPEACH-MBC pulse sequence. The dual stage lowpass filter
allows a broad range of one bond coupling responses to be suppressed. The delays for
the dual stage low pass filter were set to 3.0 and 3.5 msec (165 and 145 Hz respectively).
The constant time variable delay makes it possible to keep the evolution of homonuclear
coupling in constant time except for modulation during the t1 evolution period while
allowing the heteronuclear couplings to evolve in an accordion-type manner.11 As the
variable delay period (vd) is allowed to increment fromtmjfl to tmax, the constant time
portion of the sequence is decremented from D= tmaxTinitial to D= 0 by (tmaxtmin) / ni
as in the normal IMPEACH-MBC experiment. The experiment employs a four step
phase cycle withi =0202, J2 = 0022, and 1R = 0220. The gradients for the dual stage,
gradient low-pass J-filter were applied in a ratio of 28: -18.5: -9.5 G/cm. The three
gradients used for coherence selection were applied in a ratio of 2: 2: 1. The diagram
beneath the pulse sequence illustrates the evolution of significant homonuclear and
heteronuclear couplings. The heteronuclear couplings are undergoingan accordion-type
evolution as shown in the dashed box.149
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Figure VIII.2. f-resolved HMBC-1 pulse sequence. Both the homonuclear and the
heteronuclear couplings evolve in an accordion-type manner as a function of the scaling
factor N = Zr I Lti2The experiment employs a four step phase cycle withi = 0202,12
= 0022, and fR = 0220. The three gradients used for coherence selection are applied in a
ratio of 2:2:1. Diagram beneath the pulse sequence illustrates the evolution of significant
homonuclear and heteronuclear couplings. Both the homonuclear and heteronuclear
couplings shown in the dashed box are subjected to an accordion-type evolution.D2 vd I 2
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Figure VIII.3. J-resolved HMBC-2 pulse sequence. The delays for the low pass filter
were set to 3.25 msec (152 Hz). The two 180° pulses refocus the evolution of
homonuclear coupling in both the vd period and the constant time period (D). Although
the homonuclear couplings are refocused twice, the heteronuclear couplings evolve inan
accordion-type manner in vd." As the variable delay period (vd) is allowed to increment
fromtmintotmax,the constant time portion of the sequence is decremented from Dtmax
tinitialto D= 0 by(tmaxtmin)/ m as in the normal IMPEACH-MBC and the J-
IMPEACH experiment. The experiment employs a four step phase cycle with4= 0202,
4)2 = 0022, and 4)R = 0220. The three gradients used for coherence selection were applied
in a ratio of 2:2:1. The diagram beneath the pulse sequence illustrates the evolution of
significant homonuclear and heteronuclear couplings. As can be seen from the coupling
pathway diagram, the homonuclear couplings simply undergo a net 360° rotation during
the constant time variable delay period making the first two 180°pulses unnecessary.
The portion of the sequence undergoing an accordion type delay is shown in the dashed
box.151
On the other hand, if the same spectrum is acquired at a field strength of 600
MHz, the overall length of the pulse sequence is less than half the value for thesame
experiment at 300 MHz (25-1.6 Hz Jc). While not optimal, an overall pulsesequence
duration of approximately 300 msec can be tolerated by most compounds of <1000amu
and should provide satisfactory results on several milligrams of compound at natural
abundance 13C in an overnight acquisition at 600 MHz.
As shown in figures 4 and 5, the J-IMPEACH-MBC sequence provides much
better SIN than the J-Resolved HMBC-2 experiment obtained and processed under
identical conditions on a sample of strychnine (1). In addition, the J-IMPEACH-MBC
data is much cleaner and virtually free of spectral artifacts. Perhaps one of the most
notable differences between the two spectra is the absence of these artifacts,some of
which are shown in the boxed region in Figure VllI.4.
On close inspection, a slight tilt can be observed in theF1dimension of the J-
IMPEACH-MBC experiment. This modulation is due to the evolution of 'H-'H-
homonuclear couplings during the incremented ti evolution time and is analogousto the
slight tilt observed in a normal HMBC experiment. Although this minor skew of the
long-range responses provides partial conformation of "real" correlations, it is not
possible to scale the tilt of the correlations in the J-IMPEACH-MBCas in the J-Resolved
HMBC-22or theCIGAR-HMBC'6experiment. However, the additional modulation of
homonuclear couplings inF1can potentially complicate the analysis of long-range
heteronuclear coupling constants so its general use is not favored. While this workwas
underway, a static-optimized pulse sequence similar to the J-IMPEACH-MBC
experiment waspublished.'8However, the method reported by these authors required the152
acquisition of 15 separate experiments with differentvdvalues. The J-value can then be
derived from a least-squares approximation by fitting a sine curve to the signal amplitude
of the HMBC correlation peaks with incrementally increasedvd.18In this way, the
magnitude of the HMBC correlation peaks are modulated bySlfl(7LJHX)as a function of
the evolution time(váj.18This method allows the fairly accurate determination of long-
range heteronuclear coupling constants. However, from a practical point of view, its use
will be limited by the fact that more than a dozen NIMR experiments need to be acquired
for good results.N
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Figure VIIL4. Comparison plots of the data that can be expected when using the a) J-
]IMPEACH-MBC and the b) J-Resolved HMBC-2. The overall appearance and S/N in
the J-JMPEACH-MBC is better when acquired and processed identically to the J-
Resolved-HMBC-2 experiment. The data were acquired on a 70 mg sample of strychnine
(1) dissolved in 600tlCDCI3 using a scaling factor of N = 32 and an initial vd value of
25 msec. Experiments were performed on a Bruker DRX 600 operating ata 1H resonance
frequency of 600.077 MHz using a Bruker 5 nmi gradient inverse tripleresonance probe.
Data were acquired with 2K data points inF2(6000 Hz) and 16 scans per ti increment
with 256 increments inF1(27000 Hz). The data was processed with acos apodization in
both dimensions.F1was linear predicted to 512 points and zero filled to 1K points and
F2was linear predicted to 4K and zero filled to 8K points. Vertical scaling in the two
magnitude mode contour plots was identical.154
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Figure VIIL5. Expansion of the a) aromatic and b) aliphatic regions of the J-
IMPEACH-MBC spectrum of strychnine (1) from figure 4. The same expansions for the
f-Resolved HMBC-2 experiment, acquired and processed identically to the J-IMPEACH-
MBC, are shown in c) and d) respectively.155
Conclusions. Herein I present a new and improved NMR experiment forF,scalable, J-
resolved HMBC. This experiment utilizes a minimum number of 1800 pulses to preserve
maximum S/N and provides a variable scaling factor (N) that can be used to modulate the
heteronuclear couplings inF,.This experiment should prove to be useful in the
application of the J-configuration analysismethod'7for the determination of relative
stereochemistry in complex natural products in addition to providing a convenient route
to the application of heteronuclear coupling constants to answer other types of structural
problems.156
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CHAPTER IX
Taveuniamides: New Cytototoxic Compounds from
LyngbyalSchizothrix
Abstract
The structure of 12 new cytotoxic, chiorinatated eneyne natural products is
presented. These compounds were isolated by bioassay guided fractionation and showed
moderate cytotoxicity towards brine shrimp(Artemia sauna).The planar structures of
these compounds that make up a previously undescribed structural class were determined
by standard two-dimensional NMR methods. The relative stereochemistry of the
compounds containing two chiral centers was determined by NIMR using the J-
configuration analysis method.159
Introduction
Marine cyanobacteria continue to be exceptionally rich source of metabolites with
unusual structural features as well as interesting biological activities. In particular,
Lyngbya majuscula Gomont (Oscillatoriaceae) has been the subject of extensive research
in our laboratory and elsewhere. We have isolated several compounds from L.
majuscula, namely the curacins1, themalyngamides,2 antillatoxin,3 barbamide,4the
carmabins,5andgrenadadiene.6Curacin A, which was isolated as a potent brine shrimp
toxin showed promising antiproliferative activity due to its inhibition of tubulin
polymerization, a known mechanism for the treatment of neoplasticdisorders.7
Antillatoxin was isolated as a highly ichthyotoxic natural product and barbamide as a
potent molluscicidal compound. Elsewhere, a number of other compounds of diverse
structure such as the microcolins (immunosuppressantactivity),8 ypaoamide,9the
majusculamides,'° and the lyngbyatoxins" (highly inflammatory agents andtumor
promoters) have been reported from this species. In a continuing program for
discovering bioactive compounds from L. majuscula, we screened a number of extracts
for toxicity against brine shrimp and encountered very strong activity in the organic
extracts of Lyngbya majuscula/Schizothrix mixture collected from Taveuni and Yanuca
islands in Fiji. Bioassay-guided isolation of the active compounds resulted in the
isolation and characterization of twelve new chlorinated compounds named the
taveuniamides. This paper describes the isolation, structure elucidation and brine shrimp
toxicity of the taveuniamides (1-12).H 0CH3
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Results and Discussion
The CH2C12/MeOH (2:1) extract (2.9 g) of an assemblage ofLyngbya
majuscula/Schizothrix collected from the Taveuni islands (VTI-9 Feb 97-02)was
subjected to repeated chromatography on Si gel and ODS followed by HPLCon ODS to
give taveuniamides A (1, 17.3 mg, 0.606%), B (2, 0.8 mg, 0.028%), C (3, 1.5mg,
0.052%), D (4, 1.2 mg, 0.041%), E (5, 7.4 mg, 0.255%), F (6, 17.8 mg, 0.614%), G (7,
3.9 mg, 0.134%), H (8, 0.6 mg, 0.021%), 1(9, 0.4 mg, 0.014%), J (10, 5.1mg, 0.176%),
and K (11, 3.2 mg, 0.110%). Another collection from Yanuca islands (VYI-2 Feb 97-01)
yielded a crude extract (215 mg) that was subjected to similar chromatography to give 1
(1.0 mg, 0.465%), 5 (3.3 mg, 1.53%), 6 (2.0 mg, 0.930%), 10 (1.0mg, 0.465%) and
taveuniamide L (12, 1.5 mg, 0.698%). All of the taveuniamides showedvery similar UV
absorptions(?max244 or 238) revealing chromophores due to conjugated unsaturated
bonds. The IR spectra of all of the taveuniamides indicated thepresence of acetylenic
bonds(Vmax2220 cm1) and amide bonds(Vmax1650 cm'). Besides this, the IR of
taveuniamides A-E showed an additional band at 1730cm1due to an ester group.
Positive ion FAB-MS of taveuniamide A (1) showed an [M+Hf peak at m/z at
424, an almost equally intense peak at [M+H+2] peak at 426, and another at 428
[M+H+4] (relative intensity 0.33) and a very small peak at 430 [M+H+6] (rel. mt. 0.04)
suggesting the presence of three chlorine atoms.'2 High resolutionmass measurement of
1 defined a molecular formula ofC19H2803N35C13indicating five degrees of unsaturation.
The '3C NMR and DEPT spectra of 1 indicated the presence of nineteen carbons
that included two quartets, eight triplets, five doublets and four singlets. Chemical shifts162
indicated that the two doublet carbons were ethylenic (6129.2, 114.3) and three were
aliphatic. Two singlet carbons belonged to ester or amide carbonyl groups (6176.3,
170.2) and the other two singlets could be assigned to acetylenic carbons (692.7, 76.4).
A highly shielded carbon signal at 619.1 was attributed to a methylene adjacent to an
acetyleniccarbon.13Chemical shifts indicated that one of the two quartet carbons was of
a methoxy group (651.9).
The 'H NMR of 1 showed two mutually coupled low-field protons at 66.43 (d, J =
13.7 Hz) and 65.90 (dt, J= 13.7, 2.4 Hz) that were assigned to an ethylenic bond.
Another low-field triplet at 65.73 (J= 6.4 Hz, corresponding carbon 6c 73.5) could be
assigned to a methine (CH2CHX2, molecular formula indicates X = Cl) group on the basis
of chemical shifts. Besides these signals, the 'H NMR of! also showed signals due to a
NH (66.32, d, J== 9.7 Hz), a methoxy group (63.70), a methyl group (62.01), and two
methine (64.17 and 2.54) and sixteen methylene protons [(62.31 (2H), 2.17 (2H), 1.65-
1.25 (12H)].
The structure of 1 was established by 2D NMR experiments, including HSQC,
HMBC, 1H-'H COSY, and HSQC-TOCSY. A doublet signal at 66.43 (H-i) showed
HMBC correlations with carbons at 6114.i (C-2) and 76.2 (C-3). Another signal at 65.90
(H-2) was correlated to carbons at 6129.0 (C-i) and 692.5 (C-4). A high-field methylene
signal at 62.31 (H-5) was correlated with carbons at positions 1, 2, 3, 4 and two other
methylene carbons at 625.0 (C-6) and 33.6 (C-7). 'H-1H COSY connected protons H-i
and H-2 and three contiguous methylenes through positions 5 to 7. An olefinic proton
(H-2) was coupled to H-5 by 2.4 Hz, which is diagnostic for an enyne system, indicating163
interaction across an acetylenicbond.'4Significantly, the methylene protons H-5 showed
4J and 5JHMBC correlations through the conjugated enyne system (C-i and C-2). These
data led to a partial structure 1A consisting of a mono-substituted conjugated enyne
system (Figure IX.1).
A methine proton at 64.17 showed HMBC correlations with two singlet carbons
at 6169.9 (NCOCH3) and 176.1 (COOCH3), a doublet carbon (648.2, C-9), and three
triplets at 25.0 (C-6), 30.0 (C-b), and 33.6 (C-7). Another methine signal at 62.54 was
correlated with a doublet carbon at 648.9 (C-8, 6H 4.17), a singlet at 6176.1 (COOCH3),
and two triplets at 627.1 (C-il) and 30.0 (C-b). These data, supported by 'H-'H COSY
as shown in 1B, suggested a partial structure having N-acetyl and carbomethoxy groups
on adjacent carbon atoms that were further connected with methylene carbons (Figure
IX.l).
A downfield triplet at 65.73 (CHC12, H-15) was connected with methylene protons at
62.17 (öc 43.4, C-14) that were sequentially connected with methylenes at C-13, 12, and
11 on the basis of HSQC-TOCSY experiments. This suggested a partial structure 1C
having terminal dichioro-methine group (CHCl2) connected to four contiguous methylene
groups as shown in Figure JX.l. Partial structures 1A, 1B, and 1C, which accounted for
all of the atoms in compound 1, were connected using a combination of 'H-'H COSY,
HMBC, and HSQC-TOCSY experiments as shown in Figure IX. 1. Taveuniamide A was
therefore characterized as a C-is chain having a conjugated monochioro-enynegroup, an
N-acetyl group at C-8, a carbomethoxy group at C-9 and a terminal dichloro-methine
group.164
The strong electron withdrawing effect of the C-i vinyl chloride significantly reduces
the magnitude of vicinalcoupling.'5Therefore the3JHHvalue of 13.7 Hz was indicative
of an E geometry for the C-i-C-2 olefin. The stereochemistry of C-1-C-2 double bond
was confirmed by DPFGSE 1D-NOEexperiments'6on H-i and H-2.165
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Figure IX.2. Key HMBC and COSY correlations for taveuniamide A (1).
The molecular formula of taveuniamide C (3)(C19H2703N35C14)indicated that one
proton in 1 was replaced by a chlorine atom. The 13C NMR spectrum of 3 was very
similar to that of 1; however, important differences were observed in the 'H NMR
spectrum, which showed only three low-field protons. The signal at5.92 (H-2)
appeared as a triplet (J= 2.1 Hz) instead of a doublet of triplets in 1. This suggested that
H-2 was coupled only to the methylene protons at C-5 across C-3-C-4 acetylenic bond,
implying that a proton at C-I was replaced by one chlorine atom. The structure of 3was
confirmed by 2D NMR experiments.166
Positive ion FAB-MS of taveuniamide E (5) ([M+H] at mlz 418) also suggested
the presence of three chlorine atoms ([M+H], [M+H+2], [M+H+4f1, and [M+H+6]
peaks in ratio of 1:1:0.33:0.04). High-resolution mass measurement of 5 defined a
molecular formula ofC19H220N35C13implying eight degrees of unsaturation.
The 13C NMR and HSQC spectra of 5 indicated the presence of nineteen carbons
that included two quartet, five triplet, five doublet and seven singlet carbons. The '3C
NIMR chemical shifts indicated that these nineteen carbons included four acetylenic and
four ethylenic carbons and only five methylenic carbons instead of eight methylenic
carbons observed for 1 and 3. The presence of four acetylenic carbons was readily
recognized by characteristic carbon signals in the region of M00-75. Consistent with the
above data, the 1H NMR of 5 showed three ethylenic protons (66.45, 5.93 and 5.90)
together with signals due to ten methylene protons, one methyl (62.01), one methoxy
group (63.72) and two methine protons (64.21 and 2.84). These data suggested the
presence oftwoconjugated enyne moieties in 5.167
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Figure IX.3. Six possible rotamers for and corresponding NMR data for taveuniamide E
(5).
Figure IX.4. Unrestrained molecular modeling of S,S, and S,R taveuniamide E (5).
Arrows show chiral methine protons.168
The structure of 5 was elucidated using 2D NMR experiments. Methylene
protons at 62.52 and 2.43 (H-5, 6c 17.6) showed HMBC correlation with carbons at
6130.9 (C-i), 111.0 (C-2), 97.4 (C-4), 76.2 (C-3), 46.7 (C-7), and 28.4 (C-6). A triplet at
65.93 (H-2, 6c 111.0) was correlated with C-4. A methine signal at 62.84 (H-7, 6 46.7)
was correlated with carbons at 6175.5 (COOCH3) and 648.1 (C-8) as well as C-5 and C-
6. These correlations give a partial structure 5A having a dichioroenyne terminus and
carbomethoxy group at C-7.
Methylene protons at 62.32 (H-il, 6c 19.1) showed HMBC cross-peaks with
carbons at 6129.0 (C-15, CHC1), 92.4 (C-12), 33.4 (C-9), and 25.0 (C-b). Methine
proton at 64.21 showed HMBC correlations with carbon at 6169.8(NHCOCH3),C-7, C-
9, and C-b. These and other HMBC correlations as shown in Figure IX.2 confirmed the
partial structure 5B possessing a monochloro enyne terminus and an N-acetyl group. The
two partial structures were connected using HMBC and HSQC-TOCSY experiments.
Taveuniamide E (5) was therefore deduced to have a monochioroenyne moiety, a
dichloroenyne moiety, a carbomethoxy group at C-7 and N-acetyl group at C-8. A
coupling constant of 13.6 Hz for H-14 and H-iS indicated an E geometry for the C-14-C-
15 double bond, which was also confirmed by 1D-NOE experiment.
The relative stereochemistry at the adjacent chiral carbons C-7 and C-8 was
determined using the recently reported J-based configuration analysis developed by
Murata etal.17In this analysis, he relative configuration is elucidated on the basis of
carbon-proton spin coupling constants(2'3Jc,H)and proton-proton spin coupling constants
(3JH,H).In acyclic systems, as in 5, the configuration of adjacent asymmetric centers is
represented by staggered rotamers (shown in Figure IX.3 together with the anticipated169
magnitude of coupling constants). Each rotamer, except5-1and5-6,has a unique set of
2'3JC,Hand3JH,Hcoupling constants and their relative stereochemistry can be determined
by the combined use of these Jvalues. This leads to the identification of the predominant
staggered rotamer out of six possibilities for theR,Ror S,S andR,SorS,Rconfigurations.
The heteronuclear coupling constants were determined using recently developed
HSQMBCmethod.18The observed values for the coupling constants of5are as follows:
2
3J(H-7,H-8)= small;3J(H-8,c-6)= small;3J(n.8,CO)= large;J(H-7, C-8)= small; these values
correspond to those shown for rotamer5-5.The relative stereochemistry at adjacent
chiral centers of5was therefore elucidated to be eitherR,SorS,R.This was further
confirmed by NOE enhancements observed by the DPFGSE 1D-NOE experiment
between protons at C-7 and C-8. From this latter data, the two rotamers5-1and5-2could
also be ruled out.
To add more evidence to this hypothesis, unrestrained energy minimization and
molecular dynamics were performed on theR,Sconfiguration of5.As can be seen in
Figure 4, theR,Sconfiguration is predicted to adopt the predominant configuration of
rotamer5-5.This is the lowest energy rotamer determined through the use of molecular
modeling, and also the predominant rotamer shown to exist in solution by combination of
E-COSY, NOE, and HSQMBC experiments.
High resolution FAB-MS of taveuniamideB (2)determined a molecular formula
C1 9H2503N35C14implying six degrees of unsaturation. Two-dimensional NMR
experiments confirmed a partial structure identical to5A.The 1H and 13C NMR showed
that the other half of the molecule possessed one disubstituted olefinic bond(H5.59 and
5.46) that was connected to a dichioromethine(oH5.69) group through a methylene170
group. Therefore taveuniamide B was shown to be a derivative of taveuniamide E (5) in
which the triple bond (C- 12, 13) is reduced to a double bond and additional hydrogen and
chlorine atoms are present at the terminal C.-14 double bond. A large coupling constant
(J = 15.1 Hz) for protons H- 12 and H- 13 showed an E geometry for the C- 12-C-i 3
double bond. Taveuniamide D (4) possessed a molecular formula C19H2403N35C14 as
determined from high resolution FAB-MS, and possessed structural features similar to 2
except that the C-12 double bond was replaced by a triple bond as demonstrated by the
absence of olefinic protons and the appearance of 13C NMR resonances at 673.4 and 83.7
for C-i2 and C-13 respectively.
A few general conclusions could be inferred from the 1H NMR spectral data of
these compounds; a) conjugated dichloroenyne moieties are characterized by the
appearance of a triplet at 65.9 with a very small coupling constant, usually 2-3 Hz, b)
conjugated monochloroenyne moieties are characterized by a doublet of triplets around
65.9 with one large and one small coupling constant, usually 13-15 Hz and 2-3 Hz, and c)
terminal dichioromethine moieties are characterized by a triplet around 65.7 (J= 4-6 Hz).
Taveuniamides F (6)L (12) are also C-15 chains that possess only the N-acetyl
group at C-8. The JR spectra of these taveuniamides lacked an absorption band at 1730
cm and the 1H NMR also lacked a methoxy group signal at 63.7, showing the absence of
the saturated ester group.
Positive ion FAB-MS of taveuniamide J (10) also suggested the presence of three
chlorine atoms. High-resolution mass measurement of 10 defined a molecular formula of
C17H200N35C13implying seven degrees of unsaturation. The '3C NMR and DEPT
spectrum of 10 indicated the presence of seventeen carbons that included four acetylenic,171
four ethylenic, six methylene, one methine, one carbonyl and a methyl carbon signal.
The 'H NMR of 10 showed three ethylenic protons (66.44, 5.93 and 5.90). The signals at
66.44 (d, J= 13.1 Hz) and 5.90 (dt, J= 13.1 and 2.2 Hz) suggested the presence of a
monochioroenyne moiety. A triplet at 65.93 (J= 2.2 Hz) suggested another
dichioroenyne moiety. Besides these signals, it also showed a doublet at 65.17 that was
assigned to an NT1 of the N-acetyl group and other signals due to twelve methylene
protons and one methyl group. Another signal at 63.97 was assigned to a methine
adjacent to the N-acetyl group.
Two partial structures identical to the two termini of 5 i.e. a dichloroenyne (1 OA)
and a monchloroenyne (1OC) moiety were confirmed by 2D NMR experiments. A
methine proton at 63.97 showed HMBC correlations with carbons at positions 6, 7, 9, and
10 while methylene protons at 2.41 (H-5) showed correlation with carbons 6 and 7 and
those at 2.35 (H-il) were correlated with carbons at 9 and 10. Three contiguous
methylene groups were positioned on either side of the methine carbon carrying the N-
acetyl group on the basis of TOCSY experiments, suggesting partial structure lOB.
These partial structures were connected using HMBC and HSQC-TOCSY experiments
(Figure IX.5). The
1NMR spectrum of taveuniamide J (10) was very similar to that of
5 except for the signals due to carbomethoxy group. The structure of 10 is thus similar to
S but lacks the carbomethoxy group at C-7. A coupling constant of 13.1 Hz was
indicative of an E geometry of C- 14-C-is double bond.
The molecular formula (C17H,90N35C14) of taveuniamide K (11) suggested that
one proton in 10 was replaced by a chlorine atom. '3C and 'H NMR spectra of 11
indicated that it possessed a symmetrical structure. The '3C NMR and DEPT spectra172
showed only ten carbon signals including four singlet (one carbonyl, one ethylenic, and
two173
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Figure IX.5. Key HMBC and COSY correlations for taveuniamide J (10).
acetylenic), three triplet, two doublet (one methine and one ethylenic) and one quartet
carbon. The 'H NMR of 11 lacked the signal at 6.44 observed for H-15 in 10; instead it
showed only one signal for two ethylenic protons at5.94 (2H, t, J= 2.0 Hz) coupled to
methylene protons across an acetylenic bond. This signal was assigned to protons at
positions C-2 and C-14. 2D NMR experiments i.e. HSQC, HMBC, and COSY led toa
structure that was similar to 10 except that one vinylic proton atc-i5 was replaced by a
chlorine atom giving a structure that was symmetrical about C-8. A coupling constant of
13.5 Hz showed the c14-15 double bond possessed an E geometry. This was also
confirmed by 1D NOE experiments.
High resolution FAB-MS of taveuniamide H (8) gave a molecular formula of
C17H2ION Cl2, which can be derived from 11 by replacing two chlorine atoms with two
hydrogen atoms. The 1H and '3C NMR of 8 suggested this compound also to be
symmetrical. The '3C NMR spectrum of 8 was very similar to that of 11 showing the
same number of carbon signals at almost similar chemical shift positions. The 'H NMR
of 8 was almost superimposable over that of 11, except for a two proton signal at 66.44174
(2H, t, J= 3.6 Hz) that was assigned to H-i and H-15. This data gave a structure that has
one chlorine atom at each terminal position of the two conjugated enyne systems. Both
the double bonds possessed an E geometry (J= 13.6 Hz).
High-resolution mass measurement of taveuniamide L (12) defined a molecular
formula of C17H23ON35C13. A combination of'3C NMR and HSQC suggested the
presence of six olefinic, two acetylenic, six methylene carbons and one methine carbon.
The 'H NMR showed the presence of five downfield protons that were assigned to
conjugated diene and enyne system. 'H-'H COSY connected the protons at carbons 2
through 5, which suggested the presence of a conjugated diene. Methylene protons at C-
5 were sequentially connected to those at C-il through the methine proton at C-8. That
C-12 to C-iS constituted an enyne system similar to 10 was evident from 'H and '3C
NMR signals. The structure of 12 was secured by 2D NMR experiments as similar to
taveuniamide J (10) with one triple bond reduced to a double bond.
1D DPFGSE NOB experiments with taveuniamide L (12) established a Z
relationship between protons at H-3 and H-4, and also between H- 14 and H-is.
Excitation of H-3 enhanced the intensity of protons at positions 2 and 4 and excitation of
H- 15 enhanced the intensity of the proton at position 14 indicating their Z relationship.
The molecular formula (C17H2,ON35C14) of taveuniamide 1(9) showed that it has
two mass units higher that taveuniamide K (11). The 'H NMR of taveuniamide I was
identical to taveuniamide K except for the absence of olefinic proton at5.93 (t, J= 2.2
Hz) and presence of a triplet at5.76 (J5.9 Hz) and an additional methylene signal at
63.06 showing that the terminal double bond of 11 was saturated.175
Taveuniamide G (7) showed a molecular formula ofC,7H220N35C13suggesting
that one chlorine atom of 9 was replaced by a hydrogen atom. The 'H NMR was similar
to that of 9 except that it possessed an extra ethylenic proton at 66.44 (1H, d, J= 13.1 Hz)
and a double triplet at 65.92 (H-2) instead of a triplet in 9 showing that one chlorine atom
at C-i of 9 was replaced by a hydrogen atom.
The molecular formula of taveuniamide F (6) was established asC17H260N35C13
by high resolution FAB-MS. The '3C NMR of 6 showed only two ethylenic and two
acetylenic carbons besides nine methylene carbons. The 'H NMR showed protons for
only one enyne system [66.44 (d, J= 13.5 Hz) and 5.94 (dt, J= 13.5, 2.2 Hz)] having one
chlorine atom. Another triplet at 65.74 (corresponding carbon at 673.5) indicated a
terminal CHC12 group. The two-dimensional NMR experiments established a structure
that was identical to taveuniamide A except for the absence of a carbomethoxy group at
C-9.
Taveuniamides A-L (1-12) were tested for toxicity to brine shrimp (Artemia
sauna) by establishedmethods.'9TheLD50andED50values of all of the taveuniamides
are summarized in table 3. Taveuniamides F, I, and L showed the highest activity(LD50
1.8, 1.9, and 1.7 pg!mL respectively) while taveuniamides A, B, C, D, E, and G showed
moderate activity(LD503 to 5 j.ig/mL). Taveuniamides H, J, and K were almost inactive
upto a concentration of 10 p.g/mL.ED50values for the active compounds ranged from 1
to 3.5 p.g/mL and generally mirrored the order of potencies seen with theLD50values.
This is the first report on the isolation of acyclic chlorinated enynes from marine
cyanobacteria, although two chlorinated lipids have been previously reported from this176
class.20A number of halogenated enynes or polyacetylenes have been isolated from other
marine organisms.2' It is not clear whether these taveuniamides are produced byLyngbya
majuscula orSchizothrix sp.177
Experimental
General Experimental Procedures. Ultraviolet spectra were recorded on a Hewlett-
Packard 8452A diode array spectrophotometer and JR on a Nicolet 510
spectrophotometer. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded on a 600
MHz (Bruker DRX 600) or a 300 MHz (Bruker AC 300) inCDC13and 13C NMR at 150
MHz (Bruker DRX 600) or 75 MHz (Bruker AC 300). All chemical shifts are reported
relative to TMS as an internal standard, or are referenced to7.27 (1H NMR) and 77.2
('3C NMR) for residual chloroform. Low-resolutionmass spectra (LRMS) were obtained
using a Hewlett-Packard GC (Model 5810) coimected to a Hewlett-Packard mass
selective detector (Model 5971), while high-resolution mass spectra (HRMS) were
obtained on a Kratos MS 50 TC. Optical rotations were measured with a Perkin-Elmer
Model 141 polanmeter. High performance liquid chromatography was performed using a
Waters 6000A pump and a Lambda-Max 480 spectrophotometer. TLC grade (10-40 m)
silica gel was used for vacuum liquid chromatography and Merck aluminum backed TLC
sheets (silica gel 60 F254) were used for thin layer chromatography. Molecular modeling
was done using the PC Spartan molecular modeling program using an MM2 force filed.
Biological Material. The marine cyanobactena L. majuscula/Schizothrix (voucher
specimens available from WHG as VTI-9 Feb 97-02 and VYI-2 Feb 97-0 1) were
collected by scuba diving from a depth of 13 m in Taveuni and Yanuca islands in Fiji and
stored in 2-propanol at low temperature until work-up.178
Extraction and Isolation. A total of 87.2 g (dry wt) of an assemblage of Lyngbya
majuscula/Schizothrix (VTI-9 Feb 97-02) was extracted twice with CH2C12IMeOH (2:1)
to yield 3.27 g of the crude extract. A portion of this extract (2.9 g) was subjected to
vacuum liquid chromatography (VLC) on Si gel (TLC grade) to yield five fractions (50
mL each). Fraction 2 (103 mg) was again separated on silica gel to yield nine fractions
(2A-21). Fraction 21(32 mg) was subjected to VLC on reverse phase C18 silica gel to
give seven fractions (21-1 to 21-7). Fraction 21-2 was subjected to NP-HPLC
(Phenomenex, Maxsil, lOm, 500 x 10 mm, 9.5 mL/min, UV detection at 254 nm,
Hexanes-EtOAc, 60:40) to yield seven fractions 21-2-A to 21-2-G. Fraction 21-2-B was
subjected to RP-HPLC (Phenomenex, Sphereclone 5p, ODS, 250 x 10.0 mm, 3.5
mL/min, UV detection at 254 nm, MeOH-H20, 80:20) to yield taveuniamides A (17.3
mg), B (0.8 mg), and C (1.5 mg). Fraction 21-2-D yielded taveuniamides D (1.2 mg), E
(7.4 mg), F (17.8 mg), and G (3.9 mg). Fraction 21-2-F was subjected to HPLC under the
same conditions to give four peaks. Peak 2 was further purified to yield taveuniamides H
(0.6 mg) and 1(0.4 mg). Peaks 3 and 4 were characterized as taveuniamides J (5.1 mg)
and K (3.2 mg).
A total of 22.6 g (dry wt) of the Lyngbya majuscula/Schizothrix (VYI-2 Feb 97-
01) was extracted twice with CH2Cl2IMeOH (2:1) to yield 250 mg of the crude extract.
A portion of this (215 mg) was fractionated using vacuum liquid chromatography (VLC)
on Si gel by a stepwise gradient of hexanes-EtOAc and EtOAc-MeOH to give ten
fractions. Fractions A-E were 100 ml each while fractions F-J were 50 ml each. Fraction
F (32 mg, EtOAc) showed very potent (65% dead and the rest visually immobile) brine
shrimp activity at 1pgImL. Fraction F was subjected to HPLC (Phenomenex,179
Sphereclone 5jt, ODS, 250 x 10.0 mm, 2 mL/min, UV detection at 254 nm, MeOH-H20,
80:20) to yield taveuniamides A (1.0 mg), E (3.3 mg), F (2.0 mg), and L (1.5 mg).
Fraction G (6 mg, EtOAc-MeOH, 90:10) showed 90% activity against brine shrimp at 10
.ig/mL and was subjected to HPLC under the same conditions to yield taveuniamide J
(1.0 mg).180
Carbon
1a,b 2 3 4
5b
1 129.0 d 130.7130.3130.7130.9
2 114.ld 111.0111.3111.0111.0
3 76.2 s 75.973.3 97.476.2
4 92.5 s 97.598.8 75.897.4
5 19.1 t 17.5 19.2 17.4 17.6
6 25.0 t 28.2 25.028.328.4
7 33.6 t 46.5 33.446.846.7
8 48.9 d 48.548.8 48.1 48.1
9 48.2 d 33.548.3 33.3 33.4
10 30.Ot 25.529.9 25.025.0
11 27.1 t 31.8 27.1 18.0 19.1
12 28.3 t 135.928.373.492.4
13 25.6 t 123.425.6 83.776.0
14 43.4t 46.3 43.433.4114.1
15 73.5 d 72.773.470.3129.0
16 176.1 s 175.4176.0175.3175.5
16-OCH351.7 q 51.6 51.751.751.9
NHco 169.9s 169.8169.8169.8169.8
NHCOCH123.5 a 23.423.4 23.323.4
aMultiplicity assigned by DEPT experiment;
b150 MHz
Table IX.1.'3C NIMRData for Taveuniamides A- E (1-5).181
Carbon 7 8 9 lOc 11C
1 128.7 129.0 130.2130.4 s130.2 s 119.3
2 113.9 111.2 113.9 111.2111.3d111.3d 128.9
3 73.5 75.9 75.1 75.3 s 75.4 s 125.0
4 92.5 92.4 99.2 98.9 s 99.0 s 137.9
5 19.1 19.3 19.0 19.3 19.4 t 19.5 t 32.7
6 24.7 24.4 24.6 24.4 24.7 t 24.7 t 25.3
7 34.4 34.2 34.4 34.2 34.3 t 34.4 t 35.0
8 48.7 48.2 48.1 48.248.3 d 48.3 d 48.7
9 35.2 34.2 34.4 34.2 34.5 t 34.4 t 34.5
10 25.6 24.6 24.6 24.7 24.8 t 24.7 t 24.9
11 29.0 18.2 19.0 18.2 19.2 t 19.5 t 19.3
12 28.3 92.4 73.9 92.5 s 99.0 s 92.7
13 25.7 75.9 83.9 76.2 s 75.4 s 76.6
14 43.3 34.5 113.9 34.5114.ld111.3d 114.5
15 73.5 70.5 129.0 70.5129.0 d130.2 s 129.1
NHCO 169.5 169.5 169.4 169.5169.7 s169.7 s 169.8
NHCOCH123.2 23.3 23.3 23.3 23.5 c 23.5 ci 23.7
aMUltipliCfty assigned by DEPT experiment; b75 MHz;l 50 MHz
Table IX.2.'3C NMRData for Taveuniamides F L (6-12)182
CompoundLD50ED50Taveuniamide
1 4.2 3.2 A
2 3.3 1.5 B
3 3.1 1.5 C
a 35 D
5 3.5 3.5 E
6 1.8 1.5 F
7 4.2 0.5 G
8 - - H
9 1.9 1.0 I
10 - - J
11 - - K
12 1.7 1.6 L
aInactive
Table IX.3. Brine shrimp toxicities of taveuniamides A-L (1-12).
Taveunjamide A (1): [a]D25 +11.7° (c 0.4, CHCI3); ORD [a]5+11.7°, [a]578 +11.5,
[a]546 +12.0°, [a]436 +20.5, [a]365 +1870° (c 0.4, CHC13); UV (EtOH)?max236 (6700);
IRVmax(neat) 3366, 3325, 2217, 1731, 1652, 1540, 1201, 930cm1;'H NMR (CDC13,
600 MHz) 6.43 (1H, d, J= 13.7 Hz, H-i), 6.32 (111, d, J= 9.7 Hz, NH), 5.90 (1H, dt, J
= 13.7, 2.4 Hz, H-2), 5.73 (1H, t, J= 6.4 Hz, H-15), 4.17 (1H, dddd, J= 9.6, 9.6, 4.8, 4.8
Hz, H-8), 3.70 (3H, s, OCH3), 2.54 (1H, ddd, J= 9.6, 6.5, 3.6 Hz, H-9), 2.31 (2H,m, H-
5), 2.17 (2H, m, H-14), 2.00 (3H, s, CH3), 1.65 (111, m, H-lOa), 1.58 (2H, m, H-6), 1.55
(4H, m, H-7a, lOb, 13), 1.45(111, m, H-7b), 1.35 (3H, m, H-ha, 12), 1.25 (1H,m, H-
1 ib); '3C NMR see Table 1; GC-EIMS (70 eV)tR15.82 mm, obs. m/z (rel. mt.) 423
(8), 388 (13), 332 (10), 280 (19), 254 (67), 222(11), 198 (30), 157 (100), 139 (12), 121
(58), 60 (46); HR-FAB obs. [M+H] m/z 424.1175 for C19H2903N35C13 (A 3.8 mmu).183
Taveuniamide B (2): [aID25 +24.0° (c 0.03, CHC13); ORD [a]589 +24.0°, [a]578 +59.3°,
[a]5 [a]436 +52.6°, [a]365 +41.3° (c 0.03, CHCI3); UV (EtOH)Xniax244 (15400);
JRVmax(neat) 3303, 2218, 1732, 1650, 1540, 1165, 930 cm'; 'H NMR (CDC13, 600
MHz) ö6.25 (1H, d, J= 9.8 Hz, NIH), 5.93 (1H, t, J= 2.0 Hz, H-2), 5.69 (1H, t, J= 5.9
Hz, H-15), 5.59 (1H, dt, J15.1, 7.2 Hz, H-12), 5.46 (1H, dt, J= 15.1, 7.5 Hz, H-13),
4.20 (1H, m, 11-8), 3.71 (3H, s, OCH3), 2.85 (2H, t, J= 5.9 Hz, H-14), 2.82 (1H, m, H-7),
2.55 (1H, m, H-5a), 2.45 (1H, m, H-5b), 2.05 (1H, m, H-i 1), 2.01 (3H, s, CH3), 1.89 (111,
dddd, J = 14.0, 7.0, 7.0, 7.0 Hz, H-6a), 1.77 (1H, dddd, J= 14.0, 7.0, 7.0, 7.0 Hz, H-6b),
1.42 (4H, m, H-9, 10); '3C NIMR see Table 1; GC-EIMS (70 eV)tR= 15.11 mm, obs.
m/z (rel. mt.) 455 (7), 422 (7), 398 (35), 290 (14), 254 (42), 248 (14), 218 (45), 194 (100),
157 (26), 115 (40), 60 (86); HR-FAB obs. [M+Hf' m/z 456.0615 for C,9H2603N35C14 (A
5.1 mmu).
Taveuniamide C (3): [aID25 +10.4° (c 0.1, CHC13); ORD [a]589 +10.4°, [a]578 -1.6°,
[a]546 +0.8°, [a]436 +9.2°, [a]365 +14.7° (c 0.1, CHCI3); UV (EtOH)?max244 (18300); JR
Vmax(neat) 3293, 2218, 1731, 1651, 1540, 1170, 933cm1;'H NIVIR (CDCI3, 600 MHz)
ö6.32 (JH, d, J= 9.6 Hz, NH), 5.92 (1H, t, J= 2.1 Hz, H-2), 5.74 (1H, t, J= 5.9 Hz, H-
15), 4.17 (111, J= dddd, J= 9.4, 9.4, 3.5, 3.5 Hz, H-8), 3.72 (3H, s, OCH3), 2.55 (1H,
ddd, 9.4, 6.5, 3.7 Hz, H-9), 2.40 (211, m, H-5), 2.17 (2H, m, H-14), 2.02 (3H, s, CH3),
1.64 (1H, m, H-lOa), 1.59 (3H, m, H-7, 8a), 1.53 (3H, m, H-lOb, 13), 1.43 (1H, m, 11-6,
7a), 1.40 (2H, m, H-il), 1.33 (2H, m, H-12); '3C NMR see Table 1; GC-EJMS (70 eV)
tR= 16.36 mm, obs. m/z (rel. mt.) 457 (10), 417 (21), 280 (30), 254 (91), 232 (39), 190184
(100), 157 (91), 115 (54), 64 (86); HR-FAB obs. [M+Hf m/z 458.0802 for
C,9H2803N35C14 (A 2.2 mmu).
Taveuniamide D (4): [aID25 +5.3° (c 0.09, CHC13); ORD [a]589 +5.3°, [a]578+00,[a]546
330,[a]436 +4.8°, [a]365 +5.3° (c 0.09, CHC!3); UV (EtOH)Xmax244 (16500); IRVmax
(neat) 3286, 2220, 1728, 1658, 1549, 1165, 931 cm'; 'H NMR (CDCI3, 600 MHz) 6.27
(1H, d, J= 10.3 Hz, NH), 5.94 (1H, t, J= 2.2 Hz, H-2), 5.76 (1H, t, J 6.1 Hz, H-15),
4.20 (1H, dddd, J= 9.2, 9.2, 4.1, 4.1 Hz, H-8), 3.05 (2H, dt, J= 6.0, 2.2 Hz, H-14), 2.83
(1H, ddd, J 7.5, 7.5, 3.5 Hz, H-7), 2.51 (1H, dddd, J= 17.3, 7.4, 7.4, 2.2 Hz, H-5a),
2.43 (1H, dddd,J= 17.3, 6.8, 6.8, 2.2 Hz, H-Sb), 2.22 (2H, m, H-li), 1.89 (iH, dddd,J=
14.0, 7.0, 7.0, 7.0 Hz, H-6a), 1.78 (1H, dddd, J= 14.0, 7.0, 7.0, 7.0 Hz, H-6b), 1.59 (lH,
m, H-9a), 1.56 (2H, m, H-b), 1.54 (1H, m, H-9b); '3C NMR see Table 1; GC-EIMS (70
eV)tR= 14.62 mm, ohs. m/z (rel. mt.) 453 (2), 396 (8), 248 (7), 212 (22), 193 (28), 139
(31), 95 (65), 56 (100); HR-FAB obs. [M+Hf m/z 454.0492 for C,9H2403N35C14 (A 1.9
mmu).
Taveuniamide E (5): [aID25 +2.10 (c 0.3, CHC13); ORD [a]589 +2.1°, [a]s-,g +1.8°, [a]546
+2.10, [a]436 +3.5°, [a]365 +8.1° (c 0.3, CHC13); UV (EtOH)Xmax242 (7200); IRVmax
(neat) 3307, 3076, 2218, 1730, 1650, 1550, 1165, 932 cm'; 'H NMR (CDC13, 600 MHz)
ö6.45 (1H, d, J= 13.6 Hz, H-iS), 6.28 (1H, d, J10.3 Hz, NH), 5.93 (1H, t, J= 2.2 Hz,
H-2), 5.90 (1H, dt, J= 13.6, 2.2 Hz, H-14), 4.21 (1H, dddd, J = 9.2, 9.2, 4.6, 4.6 Hz, H-
8), 3.72 (3H, s, OCH3), 2.84 (1H, ddd, J7.5, 7.5, 3.5 Hz, H-7), 2.52 (1H, dddd, J=185
17.3, 8.3, 8.3, 2.2 Hz, H-5a), 2.43 (1H, ddd, J17.3, 6.8, 6.8, 2.2 Hz, H-5b), 2.32 (2H,
m, H-il), 2.01 (3H, s, CH3), 1.89 (1H, dddd,J= 14.3, 7.6, 7.6, 7.6 Hz, H-6a), 1.78 (1H,
dddd, J= 13.8, 6.8, 6.8, 6.8 Hz, H-6b), 1.58 (2H, m, H-b), 1.55 (1H, m, H-9a), 1.50,
(1H, m, H-9b); '3C NMR see Table 1; GC-EIMS (70 eV)tR= 14.10 mm, obs. m/z (rel.
int) 417(11), 382 (21), 263 (16), 240 (22), 212 (37), 180 (38), 157 (100), 121 (54), 99
(53), 56 (77); HR-FAB obs. [M+H] m/z 418.0743 forC19H2303N35C13(A0.1 mmu).
Taveuniamide F (6):[a]D25-5.2° (c 0.4 CHC13); ORD[a]589-5.2°,[a]5785.00,[a]546
5.0°,[a]436-6.0°,[a]355-8.0° (c 0.4, CHC13); UV (EtOH)?max238 (9100); hRVmax(neat)
3284, 3084, 2216, 1643, 1552, 918 cm'; 'H NMR(CDC13, 600 MHz) 66.44 (1H, d, J=
13.5 Hz, H-i), 5.94 (1H, dt, J= 13.5, 2.3 Hz, H-2), 5.74 (1H, t, J= 6.0 Hz, H-15), 5.13
(1H, d, J= 9.2 Hz, NH), 3.93 (1H, m, H-8), 2.32 (2H, td, J= 6.1, 2.3 Hz, H-5), 2.18 (2H,
m, H-i4), 2.02 (3H, s, CH3), 1.61 (1H, m, H-7a), 1.55 (2H, m, H-6), 1.53 (2H, m, H-13),
1.47 (1H, m, H-9a), 1.40 (1H, m, H-7b), 1.34 (1H, m, H-9b), 1.32 (6H, m, H-b, 11, 12);
13C NMR see Table 2; GC-EIMS (70 eV) tp.14.35 mm, obs. m/z (rel. int) 365 (2), 330
(17), 222 (46), 216 (17), 196 (82), 157 (38), 139 (16), 112 (49), 99(100), 79(28), 60
(51); HR-FAB obs.{M+Hf4m/z 366.1144 forC17H270N35C13(A 1.4 mmu).
Taveuniamide H (8):[aID25+0° (c 0.04, CHC13); UV (EtOH)Amax238 (10300); IR
Vmax(neat) 3287, 2216, 1642, 1552, 2200, 1656, 931 cm'; 'H NMR (CDCI3, 600 MHz)
66.45 (2H, d, J= 13.6 Hz, H-i, 15), 5.91 (2H, dt, J= 13.6, 2.1 Hz, H-2, 14), 5.11 (1H, d,
J= 9.3 Hz, NH), 3.97 (1H, m, H-8), 2.33 (4H, td, J= 7.2, 2.1 Hz, H-5, ii), 2.00 (3H,s,186
CH3), 1.62 (2H, m, H-7a, 9a), 1.56 (4H, m, H-6, 10), 1.44 (2H, m, H-7b, 9b); '3C NMR
see Table 2; GC-EIMS (70 eV)tR= 10.95 mm, obs.m/z(rel. mt.) 325 (3), 290 (42), 248
(12), 182 (42), 175 (43), 157 (74), 120 (64), 103 (67), 91(100), 77 (70), 60 (68); HR-
FAB obs. [M+H] m/z 361.0767 forC17H210N35C12(A0.0 mmu).
Taveuniamide 1(9):[aID25+0.30 (c .04, CHC13); ORD[a]5890.30,[a]578-12.5°,[a]546 -
5.5°,[a]6-6.5°,[a]365-10.0° (c 0.04, CHC13); LIV (EtOH)Xmax244 (21100); JRVmax
(neat) 3307, 2215, 1642, 1552, 1170, 931 cm'; 'HNMR(CDC13, 600 MHz) 65.93 (1H,
t, J= 2.2 Hz, H-2), 5.76 (1H, t, J5.9 Hz, H-iS), 5.14 (1H, d, J= 9.7 Hz, NH), 3.97
(1H, m, H-8), 3.06 (2H, dt, J= 11.9, 2.3 Hz, H-14), 2.40 (2H, td, J= 2.2, 5.9 Hz, 11-5),
2.22 (2H, tt,J= 6.7, 2.3 Hz, H-li), 1.99 (3H, s, CH3), 1.65 (2H, m, H-7a, 9a), 1.59(111,
m, 11-6), 1.54 (2H, m, H-b), 1.48 (2H, m, H-7b, 9b); '3C NMR see Table 2; GC-EIMS
(70 eV)tR= 13.52 mm, obs. m/z (rd. mt.) 395 (3), 360 (13), 318 (10), 260 (10),218 (46),
193 (50), 164 (58), 148 (57), 99 (66), 95 (100); HR-FAB ohs. [M+H] m/z 396.0456 for
C17H220N35C14(A 0.8 mmu).
Taveuniamide J (10):[aID25-2.0° (c 0.4, CHC13); ORD[a]589-2.0°,[a]578-2.5°,[a]546
-2.2°,[a]436-2.0°,[a]365-3.0° (c 0.4, CHC13); liv(EtOH)max242 (37500); JR
(neat) 3294, 2215, 1639, 1383, 1043 cm'; 'H NMR (CDCI3, 600 MHz) 66.44 (1H, d, J=
13.1 Hz, 11-15), 5.93(111, t,J=2.2 Hz, 11-2), 5.90 (1H, dt,J= 13.1, 2.2 Hz, 11-14), 5.17
(111, d, J= 9.4 Hz, NH), 3.97 (111, m, 11-8), 2.41 (211, dt, J= 2.2, 7.0 Hz, H-5), 2.32 (211,
dt, J= 2.2, 7.0 Hz, H-i 1), 1.99 (311, s, CH3), 1.67 (2H, m, H-7a, 9a), 1.58 (4H, m, H-6,187
10), 1.45 (2H, m, H-7b, 9b); '3C NMR see Table 2; GC-EJIMS (70 eV)tR= 11.82 mm,
obs. m/z (rel. int) 359 (7), 324 (36), 216 (25), 191 (53), 157 (42) 146 (57), 99 (90), 91
(100), 60(83); HR-FAB obs. [M+H] m/z 360.0689 forC,7H210N35C13(A 0.7 mmu).
Taveuniamide K (11):[a]D25 +00(c 0.25, CHC13); UV (EtOH)Xmax244 (37700); IR
Vmax(neat) 3300, 2216, 1636, 1542, 933 cm'; 'H NMR (CDC13, 600 M}Iz) 65.94 (1H, t,
J= 2.0 Hz, H-2, 14), 5.13 (1H, d, J= 9.4 Hz, NH), 3.98 (1H, nonet, J= 4.5 Hz, H-8),
2.41 (4H, dt, J= 2.4, 6.9 Hz, H-5, ii), 2.00 (3H, s, CH3), 1.67 (2H, m, H-7a, 9a), 1.56
(4H, m, H-6, 10), 1.49 (2H, m, H-7b, 9b); '3C NMR see Table 2; GC-EIMS (70 eV)tR =
12.87 mm, obs. m/z (ret. int) 393 (1), 360 (6), 216 (37), 191 (50), 154 (55), 133 (65), 73
(84), 60 (100); HR-FAB obs. [M+Hf m/z 394.0287 forC,7H200N35C14(A 1.3 mmu).
Taveuniamide L (12):[a]D25+2.4° (c 0.1, CHC13); ORD[a]589+2.4°,[a]578+2.8°,
[a]546+2.4°,[a]436340,
[a]365+10.0° (c 0.1, CHC13); UV (EtOH)Amax246 (18200),
242 (18200); IRVmax(neat) 3280, 2215, 1640, 1580, 1400, 915, 890 cm'; 'H NMR
(CDC13, 600 MHz) 66.43 (1H, d, J= 11.3 Hz, H-iS), 6.36 (1H, d, J= 8.6 Hz, H-2), 6.16
(1H, dd, J= 12.7, 8.6 Hz, H-3), 5.89 (1H, dt, J= 11.3, 1.7 Hz, H-14), 5.79 (1H, dt, J=
12.7, 5.9 Hz, H-4), 5.07 (1H, d, J= 7.5 Hz, NH), 3.94 (1H, m, H-8), 2.32 (2H, t, J= 5.3
Hz, H-li), 2.13 (2H, m, H-5), 1.98 (3H, s, H-17), 1.60 and 1.42 (2H, m, H-9), 1.56 (2H,
m, H-b), 1.50 and 1.35 (1H each, m, H-7), 1.44 (2H, m, H-6); '3C NMR see Table 2;
GC-EIMS (70 eV)tR= 12.95 mm, obs. m/z (ret. mt.) 361 (8), 326 (10), 220 (13), 175188
(20), 148 (60), 113 (95), 99 (66), 77 (73), 60(100);HR-FAB obs. [M+HJm/z 362.0849
forC17H230N35C13(A-0.4mmu).
Brine Shrimp Toxicity Assay. The screening for brine shrimp toxicity of the crude
extract, chromatography fractions, and the pure compounds was performed by a slight
modification of the original method. About fifteen hatched brine shrimp(Artemia sauna)
in ca.0.5mL seawater were added to each well containing different concentrations of
sample in50L of EtOH and4.5mL of artificial seawater to make a total volume of ca.
5mL. Samples and controls were run in duplicate. After24h at28°C, the numbers of
alive, immobile and dead brine shrimp were counted under a dissecting light microscope.
The activity is expressed in terms ofLD50andED50to account for a significant number
of brine shrimp that were alive but visually effected and their movements were inhibited.
LD50was calculated by counting immobile larvae as living, whereasED50was calculated
by counting the dead and immobile larvae as the effected ones.189
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CHAPTER X
Structure and Absolute Stereochemistry of Phormidolide,
A New Toxic Marine Cyanobacterial Metabolite
Abstract
The structure of a cytotoxic macrolide named phormidolide from Phormidium sp.
is presented. This compound was isolated by bioassay guided fractionation and showed
moderate cytotoxicity towards brine shrimp (Artemia sauna). The planar structures of
this compound was determined by standard two-dimensional NMR methods. The relative
stereochemistry of this compound containing 11 chiral centers was determined by NMR
using the f-configuration analysis method. In addition, the absolute stereochemistry of
this molecule was determined using the variable temperature MPA method.192
Introduction
Marine cyanobacteria have emerged over the last decade as an extraordinarily rich
source of diverse natural product structures, many of which have extremely potent
biologicalproperties.1Most of these derive from the combination of polyketide/fatty
acid and polypeptide biosynthetic pathways. However, a minor theme in the natural
products chemistry of these life forms is the production of complex polyketides of
relatively large molecular size and a characteristic occurrence of oxygen-containing
heterocycles.2Moreover, some of these are of relevance to human health issues
(polycavernosideA),3being responsible for human intoxications and a few deaths from
their incidental ingestion. In this regard, our investigation of a species of Phormidium sp.
has led to our isolation of a novel bromine-containing macrolide that has several
interesting biological properties (1). Moreover, its complex structures with 11
stereocenters and has posed a number of challenging questions in the course of its
structure elucidation, and this has consequently served as a superb opportunity for the
development and application of several new NMR approaches in structure elucidation.
As part of a natural products mechanism-based screening program for new
potential anticancer lead compounds, we found the extracts of three cultures of the
marine cyanobacterium Phormidium sp. to show potent and specific inhibitory activity to
Ras-Raf proteininteraction.4This protein interaction has been identified as a critical
component in the mitogene-activated signal transduction cascade that is upregulated in a
number of cancer types and is therefore an attractive site at which to find newinhibitors.4
At the time of initiating these studies, no specific inhibitors of this interactionwere193
known, other than the consensus sequence of the interacting peptide sequence.5 Analysis
of these Phormidium extracts by TLC and NMR showed an apparently single major
secondary metabolite to be present in common to all three isolates. However, bioassay
guided isolation of the Ras-Raf inhibitor led us to isolate a novel and very minor
chlorophyll-type pigment as the active component. Its isolation, structure elucidation and
biological properties will be presented elsewhere.6 Nevertheless, the major component,
which was actually a series of closely related substances, accounted for up to 20% of the
extractable lipids in some cultures. This series of materials was isolated by HPLC and
found to collectively possess potent brine shrimp toxicity (LC50 =70 ng!ml). Preliminary
NMR analysis of the mixture showed it is of an extremely complex molecular
constitution. Herein, we report on the isolation and structure elucidation, including
absolute stereochemistry, of this novel macrolide, phormidolide (1).
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Figure X.1. Structure of phormidolide (1) and oscilariolide (2).194
Results and Discussion
The following gives an overview of the strategy used to characterize the structure
of phormidolide (1) by a combination of spectroscopic techniques relying mainly on
NMR as the key component of this approach. Characterization of the planar structure of
phormidolide (1) was carried out using a suite of 1 and 2 dimensional NMR techniques
including 1D 'H, 1D '3C, DEPT7, GCOSY8,PEP-HSQC,9pure absorption TOCSY,'°
GHMBC,"HSQMBC,'2 GROESY,'3 INADEQUATE'4and a new ACCORD-1,1-
ADEQUATE'5experiment. The relative stereochemistry was detennined through the use
of the J-configuration analysismethod'6utilizingHSQMBC'2,gradient selected
E.COSY'7, and GROESY'3. The absolute stereochemistrywas determined using the
variable temperature MPAmethod'8on a partially protected diacetonide derivative (4) of
phormidolide (1).
Phormidolide (1) was isolated as clear, colorless oil. The molecular formulawas
determined to beC59H97BrO,2by HRFABMS. The IR spectrum of(1) suggested the
presence of at least one normal ester carbonyl (1713 cm') and one conjugated ester
carbonyl (1640 cm'). The JR analysis also revealed the presence of hydroxylgroups
with a very strong absorption band at3400cm1.
Several features of the NIMR spectra suggested a polyketide-denved macrocyclic
structure. Readily observable from the 1D '3C NMR spectrum and DEPT experiment
were seven methyl carbons, six protonated olefinic carbons, one methine olefinic carbon
attached to a bromine, seven quaternary carbons, two ester carbonyl carbons, eight
oxymethine carbons and one quaternary carbinol carbon.195
Analysis of 1H and '3C NMR chemical shift data, 'H-'H coupling constants,
magnitude mode GCOSY8,PEP-HSQC9and HSQC-TOCSY'° along with comparison to
the known compound oscilariolide (2) identified the ten partial structures shown in Figure
X.2 (A-K). These partial structures were connected through the use of GHMBC" and
GROESY'3experiments.
H H35H HHO
13
12
0CH3 DCH3
A 34 HB C
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CH OH OH 39 40 H 42H
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Figure X.2. Readily apparent partial structures determined for phormidolide (1) on the
basis of NIMR spectral data from 'H-'H coupling constant data, a simple magnitude mode
'H-'H COSY, PEP-HSQC and PEP-HSQC-TOCSY experiments.
Crosspeaks in the GHMBC spectrum from H-2 to C-i, C-3, C-4, and C-34
allowed connection of partial structure A (Figure 2) to the ester carbonyl at 167.5 ppm
(C-i). This confirmed the identity of partial structure A, and connected this partial
structure with partial structure B (Figure 2). The connection of structure A to B was also
confirmed by a long-range correlation from H-4 to C-2 and C-3. H2-8 showed
correlations to C-35, C-9, and C-iO that revealed the placement of an exo-methylene
group (C) between C-8 and C-b. H-1O showed correlations to C-9, C-35, C-8, C-12, and
C-36 that confirmed the placement of the first exo-methylene moiety and bridged the gap196
between structure B and structure D (Figure 2). Cross peaks observed from H-12 to C-
36, C-il, and C-1O reiterated this connection and coupled partial structure D with
structure E.I
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Figure X.3. E.COSY spectrum of phormidolide (1).
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Figure X.4. PEP-HSQC spectrum of phormidolide (1).
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Figure X.5. GHMBC spectrum of phormidolide (1, 40 msec).
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Figure X.6. Pure absorption TOCSY spectrum of phormidolide (1).
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Figure X.7. GROESY spectrum of phormidolide (1).202
Carbon c, multiplicity H,multiplicity (Hz) COSY HMBC
167 .5, s
2 118.3, d 5.80, s H: 34 1, 3,4,34
3 152.1,s
4 134.1, d 6.20, d (15.8) H: 5,6(2.85) 2,3,6,7,34
5 132.6, d 5.88, ddd (15.8, 11.8,3.9) H: 4,6(2.85) 3,6,7
6 44.1, t 2.85, ddd (11.8,3.9,3.9) H: 4,6(2.13), 7 4,5,7,8
2.13, ddd (11.8, 11.8, 10.5) H: 6(2.85), 5,7 4,5,7,8
7 73.1, d 4.05, dddd (10.5, 10.5, 3.9, 3.9) H: 6,7
8 43.8, t 2.46, bd (14.8) H: 7, 35 7,9
1.81,overlapped H: 7,35 6,7,9, 10,35
9 141.5,s
10 132.4, d 5.28, bs 8, 12,35,36
11 133.4,s
12 48.3,1 2.33, overlapped H: 12(2.58), 13 10, 11, 13, 14,36
2.58, overlapped H: 12(2.33), 13,10 10, 11, 13, 14
13 76.7, d 4.48, m H: 12, 14 15, 16
14 34.8,t 1.57, overlapped H: 13, 14 (2.33), 15 12,15,16
2.33, overlapped H: 13,14(1.57), 15 12,13
15 79.6, d 5.15, d (4.8) H: 14 1, 13, 16,37
16 86.9,s
17 69.7, d 4.70, d (9.0) H: 18 15, 16, 18, 19,37
18 127.0, d 5.40, overlapped H: 17,20(2.34), 38 20,38
19 137.4,s
20 42.3,1 2.06, dd (13.1, 10.5) H: 20(2.34), 21 18, 19,21,22,38
2.34, overlapped H: 18,20(2.06), 21,38 18, 19
21 77.5, d 3.65, dd (10.5, 2.6) H: 20 19,22,23,40
22 40.4, s
23 81.6, d 3.86, dd (10.5, 2.6) H: 24 21,24,25,40
24 35.1, t 1.65, m H: 23,24(1.47), 25 22,23,25
1.47, d (14.5) H: 23,24(1.65), 25
25 77.8, d 4.08, d (10.5) H: 24,26 23,27,41
26 41.5, d 1.49, m H: 25,27,41 41
27 73.8, d 3.97, dd (6.6) H: 26,28 25,28,29,41
28 39.2, d 1.76/1.76 overlapped H: 27,29 26, 27, 29,30
29 70.5, d 5.0, overlapped H: 28, 30 27, 28, 30, 31, 44
30 39.3, t 2.57, m/2.57, m H: 29,42 28,29,31,32
31 138.3,s
32 158.4,s
33 78.8, d 5.33, s 31,32,42
34 13.9,q 2.07,s H:2 1,2,3,4
35 113.8, t 4.76, bs H: 8, 10 8, 10
4.98, overlapped H: 8 8,9, 10
36 16.8, q 1.58, s H: 10 9, 10, 12
37 21.0,q l.19,s 15,16
38 17.3, q 1.80, s H: 18,20(2.34) 18, 19,20
39 13.7, q 0.91, s 21,22,23
40 21.6, q 0.74, s 21,22,23,39
41 5.0, q 0.92 d (6.6) H: 26 25,26
42 122.1,1 5.37, s H: 30 29,30,31,32
5.42, overlapped H: 30 29, 30, 31, 32, 33
43 55.6, q 3.59, s 32,33
44 173.7,s
45 34.6, t 2.27/2.27 overlapped H: 46 44, 46, 47-56
46 24.9, t 1.61/1.61 overlapped H: 47-56 45, 47-56
47-56 29.7,1 1.25 / 1.25 overlapped H: 46 47-56, 58
57 22.7, 1 1.30 / 1.30 overlapped 47-56, 58
58 31.9,1 1.25 / 1.25 overlapped H: 59 47-56,57
59 14.1, g 0.87, t H: 58 57,58
Table X.1. NIMR data used to determine the planar structure of phormidolide (1).203
The existence of a tetrahydrofuran ring in phormidolide (1) was revealed by a
ROESY correlation from H-13 to H3-37 as shown in figure 3. As in the work on
oscillariolide, by Murakami and coworkers, an HMBC correlation was not observed from
H-13 to C-16 in the original experiment with phormidolide (1) which was optimized for
an 8 Hz heteronuclear coupling constant. However, GROESY correlations along with
chemical shift comparisons to oscilariollide(2),19another complex macrolide isolated
from a marine blue green alga (Oscillatoria sp.) indicated this spatial arrangement of
atoms. This hypothesis was confirmed by the presence of a strong correlation from H- 13
to C-16 (10.6 Hz) observed in a 2D HSQMBC experiment. Other important 'H-'3C
GHMBC correlations confirming the tetrahydrofuran ring shown in figure 3 were from
H-15 to C-16, C-17, and C-37. These correlations connected the tetrahydrofuran ring
with partial structure D. In addition, the connection of the tetrahydrofuran ring to C-i
was made clear by an unambiguous GHMBC correlation from H- 15 to C-i.
Figure X.8. Important ROE and NOE correlations for the tetrahydrofuran ring of
phormidolide (1).204
The connection from structure F to G (Figure X.2) was shown by a correlation
from H-18 to C-20 and C-38 and by correlations from H-20a to C-18, C-19, and C-38.
The placement of a geminal dimethyl group (H, Figure X.2) between structure G and I
(Figure 2) was shown by HMBC cross peaks from CH3-39 and CH3-40 to each other and
to C-21, C-22, and C-23.
The upfield carbon shift of C-29 compared to C-27, C-25, C-23, and C-21
suggested the presence of an ester linkage at this position (I, Figure X.2). This
connection was confinned by an HMBC cross peak from H-29 to an ester carbonyl at
173.7 ppm. HMBC correlations from H-45 to C-44, C-46 and to a number of overlapped
carbons around 30 ppm confirmed the presence of a fatty acid attached to the oxygen on
C-29. Unfortunately, because of spectral overlap, the identity of this fatty acid could not
be elucidated fromNMRanalysis alone. The identity of the attached fatty acid was
determined by GC-MS analysis as discussed below.
The H2-30 methylene protons showed correlations to C-3 1 and the exo-methylene
protons (H2-42) showed correlations to C-31, C-30, and C-32. These correlations placed
the second exo-methylene group (J, Figure X.2) between partial structures I and a
terminal mono-substituted olefin (K, Figure X.2). Crosspeaks in the HMBC spectra from
H3-43 to C-32 placed the methoxy group on C-32. HMBC correlation from the H-33
proton to C-32 and C-31 revealed its terminal nature. The unusual chemical shift of C-33
(78.8 ppm) and C-32 (158.4 ppm) suggested the placement of bromine at C-33 of this
terminal enol ether. This structural motif was confirmed by comparison with literature
values for the same structural motif found in oscillanolide(2).19205
To confirm the proposed planar structure of phormidolide (1), a '3C enriched
sample was prepared by culturing the organism in medium supplemented with [1,2-
'3C2]acetate. Because of the apparent polyketide origin of this molecule, a large '3C
isotopic enrichment was obtained (-6 %). A 2D iNADEQUATE experiment was
performed with this '3C-enriched phormidolide sample which revealed both intra- and
inter-unit coupling (figure 5). These data solidified the proposed planar structure by
showing all expected '3C-'3C couplings except for those from C-2 to C-3, C-bto C-li,
C-20 to C-21, and C-24 to C-25. In order to visualize these weaker correlations, a new
ACCORD- 1,1 -ADEQUATE pulse sequence was devised which allows the inverse
detection of these missing '3C-'3C pairs by allowing optimization of a large range of
homonuclear coupling constants (30-55Hz).'5
o (CH2)14CH3
H42H(
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Figure X.9. Overview of the inter unit '3C-13C couplings observed in an INADEQUATE
experiment optimized for 45 Hz performed on phormidolide produced from a culture
supplemented with [l,2-13C2] acetate. Bold lines indicate '3C-'3C coupled partners in the
INADEQUATE spectrum. The arrow from C-43 to C-33 indicates an observed long-
range '3C-'3C coupling of-8 Hz. Dashed lines indicate correlations provided by the
ACCORD 1,1-ADEQUATE experiment.206
In order to determine the identity of the fatty acid in phormidolide (1), a
microwave catalyzed transestenfication reaction in 1M HC1/MeOH was performed in a
sealed tube under an argonatmosphere.2°The fatty acid methyl ester from this
derivatization was analyzed by GC-MS to show that the fatty acid was indeed palmitic
acid. This accounted for the remainder of the molecular formula and completed the
planar structure of phormidolide (1).
Determination of relative stereochemistry. With the planar structure in hand, we set
out to determine the relative stereochemistry of phormidolide (1). The geometries of the
double bonds were determined through the combined use of ROE enhancements in
tandem with 3J 1H-'H and 3J 'H-'3C coupling constants. The large heteronuclear-
coupling constant (8.8 Hz) from H-2 to C-34 suggested the E configuration for the C2-3
double bond. Next, a 15.8 Hz homonuclear coupling constant between H-4 and H-5
revealed this trans arrangement. This relationship was also suggested by strong NOE
correlations from H-4 to H-2 and H-5 to H3-34. ROE correlations from H-1O to H2-12
and H3-36 to H2-35 demonstrated the configuration of the C-b, C-li double bond was
also E. This observation was substantiated by HSQMBC-measured heteronuclear
couplings of 8.1 Hz between H-b and C-36 and 7.0 Hz from H-bto C-12. The C-18,
C-19 double bond was also determined to beE by observing ROE correlations from H-18
to H-20a along with an ROE correlation from H3-38 to H-17. The configuration of the C-
18, C- 19 double bond was confirmed by a heteronuclear coupling of 10.0 Hz from H- 18
to C-38 and 6.0 Hz to C-20. Finally, dipolar couplings from H3-43 to H-33 showed that
this terminal brominated double bond was in the E configuration.207
The relative stereochemistry of the tetrahydrofuran ring was determined through
2D ROESY and selective 1D DPFGSE-NOEexperiments.21Through-space interactions
were observed between H-13 and H3-37, H-13 and H-14b, and H-14b to H-15 (Figure
X.8). These enhancements showed that the configuration of the tetrahydrofuran ring was
identical to that reported for oscillariolide(2).22
Our approach to determine the stereochemistry of the complicated polyoi chain
was based on the recently reported J-configuration analysis method developed by Murata
andcoworkers.'6This method of stereochemical determination involves the combined
use 'H-'H homonuclear coupling constants, long range 'H-'3C coupling constants and
NOE data. As has been reportedpreviously,'6'22both the homonuclear and heteronuclear
couplings exhibit bond angle and substituent dependence on their magnitude that can be
expressed by a Karplus-typeequation.22'23The method is based on the idea that an
acyclic system will exist in a series of staggeredrotamers.16Through the combined use
of3JH,Hand2'3J,11couplings, the predominant rotamer of the six possibilities for two
adjacent asymmetric centers can be deduced. Because the original approach dependedon
a complicated analysis of insensitiveHETLOC24and complicated phase sensitive HMBC
experiments,25we developed a more sensitive and straightforward method for the
determination of long-range heteronuclear coupling constants, the208
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Figure X.1O. Pulse sequence for the G-BJRDR-HSQMBC NMR experiment.
Heteronuclear Single Quantum Multiple Bond Correlation (HSQMBC)experiment12
shown in Figure 5. This sensitive method alleviates most of the problems encountered in
theHETLOC24and phase sensitive HMBC(psHMBC)25experiments. These problems
include low sensitivity and complications due to the evolution of homonuclear couplings
in thepsHMBC.25A description of these issues and how the HSQMBC circumvents the
aforementioned problems has beenpublished.'2An obvious advantage of the HSQMBC
experiment is that only one data set needs to be acquired to determine the long-range
heteronuclear coupling constants. Alternatively, the original J-configuration analysis
method'6required the relation of heteronuclear coupling constants determined from a
HETLOCexperiment24to peak intensities in thepsHMBC25data. As a matter of
convenience, and to demonstrate the robust sensitivity of the HSQMBC experiment, we
performed all heteronuclear coupling constant measurements on a 15 mg sample of
phormidolide at natural isotopic abundance. Since many of the complicated multiplet
patterns for the protons on the polyol chain overlapped, all homonuclear coupling209
constants used for the f-configuration analysis were determined from gradient selected
E.COSY experiments.'7
As an example of the J-configuration analysis of phormidolide (1), we show all
possible rotamers between C-24 and C-23 (Figure X.8). From E.COSY we observed a
'H-'H coupling constant between H-23 and H-24a of 2.6 Hz suggestinga gauche
interaction. The coupling constant between H-23 and H-24b was 10.6 Hz suggesting an
anti relationship. This hypothesis was supported by the 2JC,H coupling constant of 2.1 Hz
and 6.0 Hz between H-24a and H-24b to C-23 respectively. In addition, 3JC,H coupling
constants of< 0.5 Hz between both H-24a and 24b to C-22 confirmed that rotamer A
depicted in figure X.6 depicts the predominant relationship between these two centers. In
the same way, the relative stereochemical relationship between all other protons, carbons,
and oxygens along the acyclic chain can be determined. Figure X.7 and table X.2 shows
an overview of the relative stereochemical relationship andNMRdata for all centers
along the acyclic chain.
HO H C-25 Hb Ha
HO HHO.fH HO,H
Hb HaHakZC25C-25OHb
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HLiHa C22 C22 C22
FigureX.11.Diagram of all possible rotamers for the two possible diastereotopic
orientations between C-24 and C-23.210
Using the J-based configuration analysis, not only were we able to determine the
relative stereochemistry of substituents on the acyclic chain, but also we were able to
relate this stereochemistry through the 5-membered ring (Figure X.7) and on to the other
chiral centers in the 1 6-membered macrocyclic ring. The stereochemistry at C-2 1 could
be related to the diastereotopic protons on C-20 as shown in Figure X.7H. Dipolar
couplings from H-20a to H-18 and H-20b to CH3-38 placed the orientation of these two
centers as shown in figure X.91.
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Figure X.12. Diagram of the rotamers determined for phormidolide from the J-
configuration analysis.211
Large heteronucelar couplings of 6-8 Hz from both H-20a and H-20b to C- 18 and C-38
substantiated this observation. Because of the fixed nature of the double bond between
C-19 and C-18, the stereochemistry could then be related to C-17 and on to C-16 of the 5-
membered ring (figure X.9 J, K). The heteronuclear coupling constant of 5.6 Hz (18O°)
Hz between H- 17 and C- 19 and a large homonuclear coupling (9.0 Hz;l 800) between
H- 17 and H- 18 required these two protons to be placed in anantiorientation. This was
supported by an ROE correlation from H-17 to CH3-38. Nearly the same heteronuclear
coupling constants of 5.0 Hz and 5.5 Hz from H-17 to CH3-37 and C-15 respectively
established agaucherelationship between this proton and both of these carbons (Figure
12K). The relative stereochemistry for the tetrahydrofuran ring was determined as
described above from NOB and ROE experiments.
H-13 showed a very large homonuclear coupling of 14.0 Hz to H-12a, a small
homonuclear coupling of 5.0 Hz to H-12b and a < 2Hz heteronuclear coupling to C-il.
No heteronuclear couplings were observed from H-i2a or H-i2b to C-14. However, the
orientation shown in figure X. 1 2L was supported by a strong ROE correlation from H- 13
to 12b (Figure X.13). Working around the macrocyclic ring, H-12a showed a large
heteronuclear coupling to CH3-36 (5.5 Hz) that placed them in anantiorientation. This
was corroborated by a small heteronuclear coupling between H-12b and CH3-36 (2.8Hz)
along with a strong ROE observed between this proton and the CH3-36 methyl protons
(Figure X.7 and X.8). Once again, the fixed relationship allowed the stereochemistry to
be transferred to H-b, which showed a large heteronuclear coupling to C-35 (6.5 Hz).
This was redundantly confirmed by large NOB enhancements from CH3-36 to H-35a
(Figure X.7O and X.8). A small heteronuclear coupling between H-8b and C-35 (3.5212
Hz), a large heteronuclear coupling between H-8a and C-35 (5.0 Hz) and a weak ROE
correlation between H-8b and C-35 placed it and H-8a on the same face (Figure X.12P
and X.123). The large2JC,Hcoupling (5.9 Hz) between H-8b and C-7 combined with an
NOE enhancement from H-? to H-8b and the small heteronuclear coupling between H-7
and C-9 allowed the relative stereochemistry of phormidolide to be extended to the final
chiral center at C-7 (Figure X.12Q and X.13).
Hi
C36
C7
Figure X.1 3. Key ROE correlations for relating the stereochemistry ofc-i3 to C-7. The
model is aligned perpendicular to the C-12, C-13 bond.213
Determination of absolute stereochemistry. Since we knew the entire relative
stereochemical relationship of phormidolide, it was only necessary to determine the
absolute stereochemistry at one center. In order to facilitate this stereochemical analysis
and to provide further confirmation of the stereochemical relationship along the polyol
chain, we devised a scheme to first protect the hydroxyls on the acyclic portion of the
molecule as acetonide derivatives. Next, we would derivative the hydroxyls at C-17 and
C-7 as methoxy phenyl acetic acid (MPA) esters
(5)26The acetonide derivatives would
provide an independent confirmation of the relative stereochemistry of the polyol chain
through application of Rychnovsky's acetonide method for the stereochemical
determination of 1,3-polyol naturalproducts.27Unfortunately, no acetonide link between
the hydroxyls on C-23 and C-25 was isolated from the reaction mixture. Further attempts
to modify reaction conditions to slow the equilibrium between the mono- and diacetonide
proved unsuccessful. Since the diacetonide (3) still provided independent relative
stereochemical conformation at 4 centers, NMR analysis was undertaken on 3 mg of this
derivative.
As predicted from Rychnovsky's previous work for 1,3diols,27the 6-membered
ring of the syn acetonide derivative forms a chair conformation and the carbon chemical
shift of the axial methyl group and the equatorial methyl differ in chemical shift by about
10 ppm. In our case, the axial methyl groups of the acetonides showed up at about 19
ppm and the equatorial methyl resonated at about 11 ppm downfield at 30 ppm as
evidenced from an HSQC experiment. If the acetonide derivative had been formed from
an anti-diol, then the 6-membered acetonide ring would be expected to form a twist boat
in which case both methyl groups would have approximately the same chemical shift of214
25ppm.27Additional evidence for the syn configuration was gathered from strong NOE
enhancements from the methine protons (H21, 1123, H25, and 1127) to the axial methyl
group (Figure X.14). No direct evidence could be gleaned from this method concerning
the stereochemical relationships of the C-25 and C-23 hydroxyls. However, it can be
reasoned that the rapid equilibrium of the monoacetonide to the diacetonide (3) is
facilitated by a syn relationship as determined from the f-configuration analysis.
The diacetonide derivative (3) was then derivatized with (R)-(-)-methoxyphenyl
acetic acid using a standard DCC catalyzed couplingreaction.28The MPA ester was
chosen over the standard modified Mosher method which employs the a-methoxy-a-
(trifluoromethyl) phenylacetic acid (MTPA)derivative29in part because these derivatives
have been shown to provide larger chemical shiftchanges3°and also due to the fact that
only one derivative is required for theanalysis.18The results from our variable
temperature study are shown in figure X.15, from which the stereochemistry at C-7 was
determined to be R. Relating the stereochemistry at C-7 to all the other centers in
phonnidolide, allowed the absolute stereochemistry to be determined. Interestingly, this
analysis agrees with the sterochemistry predicted by Celmer's rule for the stereochemical
configuration of polyketide type naturalproducts.3'
Molecular modeling. The unprecedented number of restraints provided by the
combination of homonuclear and heteronuclear coupling constants along with ROESY
and NOE experiments from the J-configuration analysis should a useful complement to
molecular modeling studies of small molecules in solution. In light of this fact, we used
this data to define the three dimensional structure of phormidolide inCDCI3solution.These restraints were entered into the MacromodelTM molecular modelingprogram32and
through the use of this large number of restraints; we defined one lowest energy structure
(see experimental). Because all of the NMR experiments were performed inCDCI3,
these modeling studies may be of little biological relevance. However, they do provide
an effective proof of principle for future studies molecules in aqueous or DMSO
solutions.
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Figure X.14. The phormidolide diacetonide derivatives 4 and 5 showing diagnostic ROE
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Figure X.15. Results from the variable temperature MPA ester study.
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216carbon 8, ROESY E.COSY (Hz) HSQMBC (Hz)
1 167.5,s
2 118.3, d 5.80 4, 10, 14b 34(8.8), 4(8.2)
3 152.1,s
4 134.1, d 6.20 2, 6a, 10 5(15.5) 6(6.5), 34(4.7), 2(5.3)
5 132.6, d 5.88 6b, 34 6a (11.8), 6b (4.1), 4 (15.5) 7 (3.0), 3 (0.6)
6 44.1,1 2.85 8a, 4,34 7(10.5), 5(11.8) 8(2.1), 7(8.3), 4(2.0)
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
73.1, d
43.8,
141.5,
132.4, d
133.4,
48.3,
76.7, d
34.8,
79.6, d
86.9,
69.7, d
127.0, d
137.4,
42.3,
77.5, d
40.4,
81.6, d
35.1.
25 77.8, d
26 41.5,d
27 73.8, d
28 39.2, d
29 70.5,d
30 39.3,
31 138.3,
32 158.4,
33 78.8, d
34 13.9,q
35 113.8,1
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
16.8, q
21.0, q
17.3, q
13.7, q
21.6, q
5.0, q
122.1,
2.13
4.05
2.46
1.81
7, 5
6b, 8b, 5, 35b
10
5.28 14b, 8a, 4,2
2.33
2.58 13,36
4.48 12b, 14b, 36,37
1.57 15
2.33 13, 15,2
5.15 12a, 14a, 37, 18
4.70 38, 37, 15
5.40 37, 20a, 15
2.06 18, 39
2.34 21, 40, 38
3.65 20b, 38,40,23
3.86 24a, 25, 21, 40
1.65 25, 40, 23
1.47 39
4.08 24a, 26, 27, 23
1.49 27,25
3.97 28a, 26, 25
1.76 29, 26,27,42
1.79 41
5.0 28a, 26,27,42
2.57
2.57
5.33 43
2.07
4.76 34, 36
4.98 7
1.58 13,35a
1.19 13, 17, 15, 18
1.80 21,17,20b
0.91 24b,20a
0.74 21, 23, 24a, 20b
0.92 28b, 24b
5.37 29
5.42
7(2.3), 5(4.1)
8a (11.5), 8b (2.3), 6a (10.5), 6b (4.0)
7(11.5)
7(2.3)
13(14.0)
13 (5.0)
14a (0.0), 14b ovlp, 12a (14.0), 12b (5.0)
15 (0.0), 13 (0.0)
15(4.8), 13 ovlp
14a (0.0), 14b (4.8)
18(9.0)
17(9.0)
21(10.6)
21(2.3)
20a (10.6), 20b (2.4)
24a(2.6), 24b (10.6)
25(1.0), 23 (2.6),
25(10.5), 23(10.6)
26(1.0), 24a (1.0), 24b (10.5)
27 (<1.0), 25 (2.9)
28a (6.6), 28b (6.6), 26 (<1.0)
29(5.1), 27(6.6)
29(8.0), 27(6.6)
30a (6.5), 30b (10.0), 28a (5.1), 28b (8.0)
29(6.5)
29(10.0)
7(2.3), 5(4.1), 8(8.0), 7(7.3), 4
9 (<0.5), 5 (<0.5)
10(2.0), 35 (3.5), 7 ovlp, 6(4.0)
10(1.4), 35(5.0), 7(5.9), 6(4.8)
36(8.1), 12(7.1), 35 (6.5), 8(4.7)
14 (<0.5), 10(4.8), 36(5.5)
14 (<0.5), 10(3.0), 36(2.8)
11 (<0.5), 16(10.6)
13 (<0.5), 12(4.1)
13 (<0.5), 12(4.5)
17 (<0.5), 37(5.5)
19(5.6), 16(5.6), 15(5.5), 37(5.0)
20(6.0), 16(0.8), 38(10.0)
22(0.4), 38(6.3), 18(6.5), 21(2.0)
18, 19
23 (2.0), 39(5.0), 40(0.8), 19 (3.5)
39(5.0), 40(0.7), 21(1.8)
25 (2.5), 23 (2.1), 22 (<0.5)
26 (<0.5), 25 (5.5), 23 (6.0), 22
27(0.6), 23 (0.9), 41(10.0)
28 (<0.5), 27(2.2), 25 (2.1), 24
29(3.2 Hz), 41(4.0), 25 (2.8)
26, 27, 29, and 30 ovlp
26. 27, 29, and 30 ovlp
27,28,30,31,44
29 and28 ovip
29 and 28 ovlp
31(6.5 Hz)
1, 2,3,4
10(5.9), 8 (10.0)
10(11.2), 8(5.9)
9, 10, 12
15, 16
18, 19,20
21, 22, 23
21,22,23,39
25, 26
217
43 55.6, q 3.59 33 32, 33
44 173.7,s
45 34.6,t 2.27 44, 46, 47-56
46 24.9,1 1.61 45, 47-56
47-56 29.7,1 1.25 47-56,58
57 22.7,t 1.30 47-56, 58
58 31.9,t 1.25 47-56,57
59 14.1, q 0.87 57, 58
Table X.2. NMR data used to determine the relative stereochemistry of phormidolide
(1).218
Figure X.16. Three dimensional structure of phormidolide as determined from restrained
molecular modeling using MacroModelTM
32a) top view b) bottom view.219
Experimental
General. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded on a Bruker
DRX600 spectrometer operating at a proton frequency of 600.077 MHz. Proton spectra
were referenced to 7.26 ppm for CDC13. Carbon spectra were referenced to 77.0 ppm for.
High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) utilized Waters M6000A or Waters
505 pumps, a Rheodyne 7125 injector, and a Waters Lambda-Max 480 LC
spectrophotometer or Photodiode Array Detector model 996. Merck aluminum-backed
thin layer chromatography (TLC) sheets (silica gel 60F254) were used for TLC. Vacuum
liquid chromatography (VLC) was performed with Merck Silica Gel G for TLC or with
Baker Bonded Phase ODS.
Culture conditions. The original specimen of the Phormidium sp. was inoculated into a
3 L Fembach flask containing 1 L of SWBG1 1 medium. The culture was grown for28
days before harvest.
Isolation of Phormidolide. The Phormidium sp. alga was harvested and blotted dry to
afford 5-10 grams of wet mat. The mat was repeatedly extracted with 2:1 CH2C12/MeOH
to afford 150-200 mg extract. The extract was then subjected to silica gel VLC using a
range of solvent systems from 0 to 100% EtOAc/hexanes. The fractions containing
phormidolide were then combined and evaporated to dryness. The phormidolide
enriched fraction was finally purified by NP-HPLC using a solvent system of 65%
hexanes/30 % EtOAc/5% isopropyl alcohol to afford pure phormidolide (10-30 mg).220
Phormidolide (1). Clear colorless oil.[a]25D= 48° (c = 0.25,CHC13) Xmax240 ,nm, 270
nm.IRcm1(thinfi!m)3404, 3098, 22920, 2853, 1713, 1640, 1607, 1440, 1379, 1318,
1234, 1201, 1145, 1095, 1034, 967, 867, 756.
Phormidolide diacetonide (3). Phormidolide (1. 7 mg) was dissolved in 1 ml
2,2-dimethoxy propane and cooled to 0°C. 4.2 mg pyridinium-p-toluenesulfonic acid was
added and the reaction was allowed to proceed for 1 hr and then quenched with a few
drops of 5% aqueous NaHCO3. The solution was partitioned betweenCH2C12and H20.
TheCH2C12layer was removed and the aqueous layer was extracted 3 additional times
with CH2C12. The organic layers were combined and blown dry under argon. The
residue (6.8 mg) was then subjected to normal phase silica gel HPLC using a solvent
system of 40% EtOAc/Hexanes. Four components eluted with the major being the
desired diacetonide (3, 3 mg).
Phormidolide diacetonide MPA ester (4). 2 mg phormidolide diacetonide (3) was
dissolved in 500 jil CH2Cl2. 1.4 mg R-(-)-methoxyphenyl acetic acid was added followed
by 8 p1 dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (1.0 M solution in CH2C12). The reaction was allowed
to proceed for 24 hr at room temperataure (25°C). The reaction mixture was then directly
filtered through aKimwipeTMplug in a Pasteur pipette to remove the urea byproduct and
applied directly to a 3cc Silica gel BondElutTM cartridge. The diacetonide protected
MPA ester was then eluted with 50% EtOAc/Hexanes, evaporated to dryness and purified
by reverse phase ODS HPLC (100% MeOH) to provide the desired product (4, 500 tg).221
Molecular modeling. We used Monte Carlo conformational searching available in
MacroModel (ver. 5.5). To ensure an exhaustive search of the potential energy surface,
1,000 conformations were generated and minimized using the MM2* force field with the
generalized Bornlsurface area (GB/SA)CDCI3model. Multiple searches were carried
out using different starting geometries as well as different ring-closure bond choices. For
our system, we have determined that 1,000 structures are sufficient to reproduce search
convergence from different starting geometries. After minimization, a conformer was
only saved if its steric energy was within 30 kJ/mol of the instant global minimum
(lowest energy structure known during an incomplete conformational search) and did not
duplicate a previously stored conformer. The structures were then analyzed to determine
whether or not they violated any coupling constant or NOE data. This analysis led to
essentially one basic structure that did not violate any restraints (Figure X. 16).222
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CHAPTER XI
Conclusion
Both marine natural products chemistry and nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy continue to grow as science enters the new millennium. Today, natural
products chemistry comes to be looked upon as a complement rather than a competition
with combinatorial chemistry. Also, a number of new natural products are currently
involved in clinical, pre-clinical development. As a result there is a continuing interest in
the use of natural products for medicinal and agricultural uses. Our group continues to
contribute to the natural products field with cytotoxic compounds such as the
taveuniamides and phonnidolide. In addition, we have developed a number of NMR
techniques to help expedite the structure elucidation of natural products both in terms of
planar structure and stereochemistry. Some of these experiments such as the
HETDECODES allow one to perform NIMR analysis by sorting mixtures by their
longitudinal diffusion coefficient. Besides that, the HSQMBC series of experiments or
the J-IMPEACH-MBC experiment allow one to measure heteronuclear coupling
constants for use in the determination of stereochemistry and for the visualization of the
three-dimensional solution structure of the taveuniamides and phonnidolide as outlined in
chapters IX and X.225
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